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THE PRESIWENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT (FINANCIAL INTERESTS) DILL 1989
Assent

Message from the Governor received and read notifying assent to the Bill.

PETITION - STATUTORY VALUATIONS AND REVENUE COLLECTION,
PARLIAMENTARY COMMMlEE INQUIRY

The following petition bearing the signatures of 178 persons was presented by Hon R.G.
Pike -

Whilst there is the need to apply statutory valuations for the process of revenue
collection there is the greater need for the valuations that are so determined and
adopted to be accepted as correct and when applied in the revenue collection process
they must be universally relied upon with confidence, by all statutory authorities,
taxpayers, ratepayers and ocher affected parties, as values having integrity.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Legislative Council in Parliament
assembled will
(i) refer the above mentioned matter of the need to effect universal acceptance of

the Integrity of Statutory Valuations as determined and applied to the
Revenue Collection process in Western Australia, and

(ii) refer the existing inequitable and unjust Land Tax and Metropolitan Region
Improvement Tax Revenue Collection systems in Western Australia, and

(iii) refer the existing inequitable and unjust Statutory Land Valuation, Rating and
- Taxing Objections and Appeals System in Western Australia,

to an appropriate open Parliamentary Committee which will examine the
whole of the operations and accountability of the Revenue Collection
Processes in order to guarantee that the Valuations as entered in the Valuation
Rolls have absolute integrity and are determined through the use of Proper
Piriciples of Valuation Practice and that any challenge to such Valuations
will be processed by an Independent Authority that has no connection with the
Revenue Collection process at all.

[See paper No 612.J

PETITION - PAINTOALL (SPORT), LEGALISATION SUPPORT
Hon George Cash (Leader of the Opposition) presented a petition bearing the signatures of
1 070 citizens of Western Australia supporting the legalisation in Western Australia of the
sport of pain cball.
[See paper No 613.]

STANDING COMMITTEE ON ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
Budget Estimates 1992-93 - Report Tabling

HON MAX EVANS (Nonth Metropolitan) [3-38 pm]: I am directed to present the report on
the Budget Estimates for 1992-93, on behalf of the Standing Committee on Estimates and
Financial Operations. I move -

That the report do lie upon the Table of the House and be printed.
Question put and passed. [See paper No 614.]
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON PROFESSIONAL AND OTHER OTHER
OCCUPATIONAL LIABILITY

Final Report Tabling - Extension of Time
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [3.39 pmJ: I am directed to report that the
Select Committee on Professional and Occupational Liability requests that the date fixed for
the presentation of the committee's final report be extended from 26 November 1992 to
22 December 1992 and in the event the House is not sitting Standing Order No 366 applies. I
move -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be adopted and agreed to.
Question put and passed. [See paper No 615.]

MOTION - STANDING ORDERS SUSPENSION
Select Commnittee on Western Australian Police Service Appointment

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) (3.40 pm]: I move,
without notice -

That Standing Orders be suspended to the extent necessary to allow motion No 6 on
the Notice Paper, appointment of a Select Committee into the Western Australian
police service, to be debated before motion No 1.

I do not believe that I need to elaborate on this motion other than to indicate that I gave
advance notice of it to you, Mr President, the Leader of the Opposition, the Leader of the
National Party and Hon Reg Davies who will be the mover of motion No 6. The topical
nature of this motion, in the view of the Government, requires it be given priority and I have
moved this motion to enable that to happen.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) 13.42 pm]:- The
Opposition supports this suspension of Standing Orders to enable motion No 6 on the Notice
Paper to be debated forthwith. ['appreciate the fact that the Leader of the House advised me
of this matter yesterday aftemnoon- However, I draw the attention of the House to the tact
that 26 other motions appear on the Notice Paper at the moment. I am unaware of any
arrangement which may have been reached between the Government and the mover of the
proposed motion, but I trust that the Leader of the House will extend the same privilege to
other members who have motions on the Notice Paper so that they can be dealt with before
the House rises for Christmas. Working on the present timetable that will be Thursday,
3 December.
If the Government intends to be selective about the way in which it deals with this motion
that would clearly be a matter of concern to the House. However, as the Leader of the House
has said, given the public comment related to matters pertaining to the Western Australian
Police Force at the moment and the fact that this motion has been on the Notice Paper for six
or more weeks -

Hon Reg Davies: It has been nine weeks.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The motion has been on the Notice Paper for nine weeks, which is
even longer than six weeks and a long time for it to be on the Notice Paper. Equally, other
motions have been on the Notice Paper for longer. The Opposition supports this suspension
of Standing Orders and trusts that this matter will be debated to its conclusion today.
Question put and passed with an absolute majority.

MOTION.- SELECT COMMITT EE ON WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE
SERVICE
Appointment

HON REG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) [3.44 pm]: I move -

That a Select Committee of four members, any three of whom shall constitute a
quorum, be appointed to make full and careful inquiry into and report upon -

(1) The Western Australian police service and its administration arnd in particular
but without limiting the generality of the inquiry -
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(a) the structure, organisation, and management policies of the Western
Australian Police Force, including its regulations, routine orders,
manuals and such rules and policies as govern recruitment,
appointments, promotions, seniority, training and development of
members of the Police Force and ocher like personnel matters;

(b) the structure of the relationship between the Police Force and the
Executive Government, including the functions and responsibilities of
the Police Department;

(c) the structure, organisation, and management policies of the Police
Department;

(d) whether any improper political interference in the police service at any
level has occurred in relation to the appointment or promotion or
refusal to appoint or promote any serving commissioned officer, either
presently in the force or having retired in the past five years;

(e) whether any improper political interference in the police service at any
level has occurred in relation to the laying of charges or refusal to lay
charges or the discontinuation of charges against any person for
political reasons contrary to the proper administration of the law; and

(f) whether low morale presently exists in the Police Force and if so its
origins and rectification.

(2) Any corruption, unlawful activities or improper conduct by individuals or
groups within the Western Australian Police Force and in particular but
without limiting the generality of the inquiry or recommendations as to
prosecutions or other action -

(a) whether in the last 10 years any police officers have by themselves or
their agents, either directly or indirectly, been corruptly involved for
profit in the use, keeping, management or control of premises or
business activities in Western Australia for the purposes of -
(i) prostitution;
(ii) sale or improper disposal by and other means of illegal

drugs;
(iii) sale or improper dispersal of confidential information;
(iv) any other unlawful pursuit; and
(v) any private interest which is in conflict with public duty.

(b) whether in the last 10 years any police officers have by themselves or
their agents. either directly or indirectly, received or sought or were
offered any benefit or favour whether financial or otherwise for or on
account of their neglect, failure or refusal to enforce or see to the
enforcement of the law in respect of any breaches of any Western
Australian law relating to -

(i) prostitution;
(ii) sale or improper disposal by any other means of illegal

drugs;
(iii) sale or improper dispersal of confidential information;
(iv) any private interest in conflict with the officer's public

duty; and
(v) any other relevant matter.

(c) to determine upon what basis the tactical response group has been
established and whether as a unit or by its individual members it -
(i) is lawfully created or authorised;
(ii) is operating lawfully and with proper objectives,

recruitment, guidelines and procedures;
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(iii) has ever acted unlawfully since its inception; and
(iv) if found to have acted unlawfully, in what way and how

such conduct may be rectified or controlled without
compromising security or operational procedures.

(d) whether the concept of an internal affairs unit in a self-regulatory role
within the Police Force is desirable in the public interest or not, and if
desirable, whether within its present structure, organisation and powers
it -

(i) is effective or adequate to deal with corruprion within the
Western Australian Police Force;

(ii) has by itself or by its individual members ever covered-up or
failed to undertake proper inquiry or failed to properly charge
any police officer involved in corrupt practices;

(iii) should or should not have authority to investigate serious
indictable offences; or whether

(iv) a police board or other independent external disciplinary or
investigative body or specialist tribunal would better serve the
public in deternining and expunging police corruption or
unlawful activity at an indictable level.

(e) whether community policing policies have used and are using
substantial public funding without effective result and in particular
investigate and report in regard to -

(i) community policing;
(ii) Neighbourhood Watch;
(iii) Constable Care;
(iv) Aboriginal aides program;
(v) other like activities;
and further inquire into -
(vi) the level of funding;
(vii) wastage and/or cost effectiveness;
(viii) general effectiveness or adequacy of such programs under

present structures; or
(ix) recommend new structures or programs.

(f) whether police discretionary or other powers have been abused or are
routinely abused by police officers and in particular but without
limiting the generality of the inquiry, in respect of -
(a) detention, custody and arrest;
(b) seaach warrants;
(c) coronial inquires;
(d) evidence generally and in particular -

(i) notwithstanding current changes to legislation, whether
admissions have been obtained, are presently obtained
and may continue to be obtained without the presence
of an independent third party and without video or tape-
recorded substantiation ("verbals");

(ii) scientific procedures, chain of custody and fail-safe
procedures and safeguards against tampering,
fabrication and or misrepresentation of scientific
evidence; and
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(iii) the jury-vetting role by police prior to trials as
empowered under the Juries Act.

(g) police practices generally in relation to civil rights and in particular -

(i) during the "detention" period of custody p2rior to formal arrest;
(ii) the right or otherwise for a detained person to have a lawyer

present during interrogations;
(iii) the right or otherwise for a detained person to have any

independent third person present during interrogations;
(iv) the right or otherwise for a detained person to make a phone

call or calls during interrogations;
(v) the right or otherwise for a detained person to ask for a video

or tape recording to be made of his interrogation and to be
given a true copy of the recording; and

(vi) whether an Act of Parliament and/or code of conduct to
regulate proper conduct from the outset of a police inquiry
would safeguard the rights of individuals without restricting
police duties and necessary powers and diminish public
disquiet as to present police practices.

(3) Any further matter relating to the police service arising from the inquiry.
(4) The committee to have power to send for persons, papers and records and to

travel from place to place.
(5) The committee have leave to hear counsel to such extent as it shall se fit, or to

hear parties by themselves, their counsel or agents.
(6) The committee report to the House not later than 10 January 1993.

1 have here an important and relevant piece of police equipment; that is, a balaclava. It is a
sinister, ominous object which I believe this House should consider in its proper perspective.
It is an innocent piece of cloth when used on mountain slopes by skers, but when used by
police officers to conceal their identity in the execution of unlawful activities it becomes an
object of fear and loathing. All members would be aware of the death of one Colin Irvine at
the hands of the Police Force's tactical response group. No more serious issue can come
before this Parliament than that the Coroner of this State, in determining an open finding into
the death of Colin Irvine, stated without equivocation that the only proper description for this
State is that of a police state.
I recall recent events involving young Mr Detliridge, the seizure and destruction of a
Channel 9 video, an ankle breaking episode, and the death of Stephen Wardle among many
others when I quote directly from Coroner McCann's report of 20 March this year which
states his reasons for findings made at the inquest into the death of Daniel Mark English and
Colin Irvine -

It is the police to whom the vast majority of the community turn for protection, aid
and comfort in such circumstances.
While members of the community seek the assistance of the police in particular
situations, the community as a whole is less ready to support the police and individual
police officers in their duties from day to day.
Nevertheless, police officers assume a special role in the community when taking
office. They swear to uphold the law and the community rightly should expect that
police officers will act lawfully.

These are not my words, but the words of the Coroner, who continued -

The evidence has clearly identified practices of the TRO, which no one has sought to
claim were within the law.
As witness after witness explained his actions, not by reference to lawful authority
but by claiming that it was for the victim's own good, it appeared that the only proper
description of such a situation was that of a "Police State" and all that phrase implies.
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I am staggered at the concept that being shot to death was in any way in the best interests of
Colin Irvine, a boy of only 20 years: that the breaking of another boy's jaw in a violent
assault in a police station in any way sewved the community; or that refusing to give evidence
into Wardle's death on the rounds that it may incriminate them was proper for police
officers sworn to uphold the law. The episode of Mr Bropho's broken anles may simply be
forgotten because the victim was black. As for deaths in custody, well that has been fixed,
has it not? Anyway, they are only black, too!
None of the community's concern has gone away. Mr McCann's police state is festering
along out of control. Roughly 1 000 written complaints against police behaviour are
received each year by the Ombudsman - 1 000! A cursory glance at his annual report
indicates that they are not trivial complaints. We are talking about theft, fabrication of
evidence, conspiracy, wrongful arrest, threats and perjury. We are talking of a general
misuse of the extraordinary powers which we in good faith have given to our police officers.
When that good faith is honoured a proper balance is struck between the competing interests
of upholding our laws and the general rights of people to live their lives within those laws. It
is when chat good faith is breached and that extraordinary police power is used corruptly that
Parliament must step in and reassert a proper balance and, if necessary, effect change.
I will state clearly my position for moving for this inquiry. It is not a police kicking exercise.
It is not a negative or vindictive pursuit of individuals. I come from a position of growing up
with immense respect for the Police Force, but I ant saddened at what I see today. It is the
proper duty of this House and its members to provide a balance between good administration
and government and at the same time to protect the civil rights of its citizens. If an
imbalance should occur, with a real threat to civil rights, the problem can only be resolved by
the Parliament. Deep concern exists about the way in which our police service generally
operates, and the relationship between the Police Force and the public of Western Australia.
It is my view that the public of Western Australia are being badly served by the Police Force.
Hon B.L. Jones interjected.
Hon REG DAVIES: If there were 100 good officers in the Police Force and one officer
offended against his sworn oath then that would be a problem. Of course nobody is making
the wild accusation that every police officer in this State is corrupt or is misusing his
extraordinary powers, but it is still the proper role of this House, through its Committee
system, to regain and exert proper control over the Police Force in the interests of the public.
Our responsibility is also to the public of this State. I have seen member after member
openly pledging his or her support for the Police Force in this State - and that is their right -
but if there is something wrong with our police service we should not hide it. We have an
overwhelming responsibility to protect the citizens of this State.
Critical scrutiny must be undertaken of the allegations of corruption and abuse of power-by
police, and generally of the administration of the police service so that the occurrence, if any,
is unable to flourish ever again. The establishment of a Select Committee is always a matter
of politics; in this instance it is the politics of failure. This Parliament and numerous
preceding Parliaments have failed to exert strong and proper control over the conduct and
administration of the police service. The Ombudsman has failed to allay public concern and
fear at the awesome power being exerted by the Police Force without the control of its proper*-
master - the people, through this Parliament.
The purpose of this inquiry would be the examination of the administration of the Police
Force. It should collect as wide a range of data and objective and informed opinion as
possible. It should investigate the issues involved so that the Parliament might be properly
advised. Above all, it should recommend action if unlawful conduct has occurred. In this
State there has never been a general inquiry into the Police Force. There have been several
specific inquiries into particular incidents. Apart from an individual corruption inquiry in
1947, all the inquiries have related to police-Aboriginal matters. A 1975 Royal Commission
fixed the toleration of prostitution in this State to the so-called containment policy.
The Equal Opportunities Commission recently conducted a review of police practices in
Western Australia. The document has been finished for some time but has never really seen
the light of day. The Equal Opportunities Commissioner came under considerable pressure
for daring to question some of the practices of the Police Force in this State. In her report
she talks very much about the level of discretionary power and the deep-seated problems
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within the Police Force. She talks at some length about the role of the Police Force with its
dual responsibility as protector of the community and enforcer of its laws. She says that
many police officers see themselves in the role of enforcer. She also goes on to say that
deep-seated problems were identified in the roles between the police and Aboriginal people.
She says in the report that discrimination and harassment by police is alleged to take place on
a systematic basis. It would be of real concern to me if the Police Force singled out
particular groups within our community for systematic harassment.
Members will probably recall a statement by the Human Rights Commissioner, Mr Burdekin,
on the policy - although apparently short-lived - of selective harassment of young people.
His allegations were backed up by a police memo which received considerable media
coverage. We are talking about selective harassment. In February this year The West
Australian commented under the heading "Inquiry for harassment claim" that the Human
Rights Commissioner, Brian Burdekin, said that police had been told to harass potential
juvenile offenders. On 19 February, the next day, the headline was "B urdekin- Premier at
odds on youth claim". On 5 March an article under the heading "Proof claim on harass
order" stated -

Federal Human Rights Commissioner Brian Burdekin will come to Perth to present
evidence to a parliamentary committee after police accused him yesterday of being
caught out over public allegations that an order to harass juvenile criminals was
issued.

The next day we saw the headlines "Burdekin calls Zanetti's bluff' and "Burdekin attacks
patrols". On 10 March the headlines were "Memo publicity wrong: Premier", "Burdekin
accuses Edwards on memo", and "Burdekin claim rebuffed". The Premier said that if there
were any allegations proved she would take action. Four days later, in The West Australian,
the Western Australian Society of Labor Lawyers called for an independent investigation
into the directives to police officers to harass potential offenders. It is now November and
nothing has been done. It is just one more crisis that has been hosed down; one more attack
blunted, buried and forgotten until the next disaster. We need to discuss the role and the
effectiveness of the Ombudsman. The position of Ombudsman has existed in this Stare since
1972 and to the credit of Western Australia it was the first of its kind in Australia.
Hon Mark Nevill: Thanks to the Tonkin Government.
Hon REG DAVIES: The need for its existence in complaints against the police is evidenced
by the number of such complaints. The 1990 report of the Ombudsman states that of the 964
complaints against police, a mere eight were sustained. There were either 964 false or
frivolous complaints or the Ombudsman did not have sufficient capacity to make proper
inquiries. Each of the eight complaints that were sustained related to relatively minor
matters.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Were they complaints about police?
Hon REG DAVIES: Yes; 1 am referring specifically to complaints to the Ombudsman about
police. We know that the Ombudsman is overworked and understaffed and that he must look
at a variety of governmental agencies, but every year he receives the most complaints about
the Police Force.
Hon Derrick Tomlinsorn: Of those, how many were investigated independently by the
Ombudsman, and how many were merely referred to him after police investigation?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon REG DAVIES: That is where the problem lies. We must look at the role of the
Ombudsman. By referring to the annual reports of the Ombudsman I hope to refresh the
member's memory.
In 1990, apart from the eight complaints that were sustained, the remaining complaints
covered the full gamut of offences including theft of property by police officers, fabrication
of evidence, conspiracy, wrongful arrest, assault, harassment, perjury and the list goes on.
The outcome of the complaints was "Not taken up formally" or "Unable to determine". In
1991 a new Ombudsman reported. His report indicates an increase in complaints about
police from 964 in 1990 to 1 001 in 1991. Statistics show that the outcome of complaints
had not changed very much; in fact, the number of complaints which were sustained
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dwindled to only six. This is not very heady stuff for the restoration of public confidence in
the police. The outcome of the remaining 995 complaints, again covering the full gamut of
harassment, threat, perjury and assault, was the same: "Not taken up formally" and "Unable
to determine". That indicates that the situation has not altered much. In 1992 over 1 000
complants of improper conduct were made against the police, yet not one of them was
rectified totally. It is interesting to note that this year the Ombudsman's report shows seven
complaints relating to corruption, with none resolved. Yet the Parliament accepted the
reports uncritically, without protest and without follow up.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon REG DAVEES: I apologise; Hon Peter Foss said he followed up some of the matters
contained in the Ombudsman's report. However, I am referring specifically to police
complants. The problem is clear: Either we have hundreds of paranoid whingers in the
community or we have an inadequate system of investigation. Perhaps the problem lies in
the way in which the Ombudsman functions. The Ombudsman's brochure, which is
available to the public, says, "Having problems with - a State Government department? a
local council? a statutory authority? the W.A. Police? Contact: the State Ombudsman."
However, when the Ombudsman receives a complaint about the Police Force, he must first
submit it to the police for investigation. If after 42 days the police have not replied or if the
result is unsatisfactory to the complainant the Ombudsman can make his own inquiry. Under
those peculiar circumstances it is little wonder so few complaints can be sustained.
Hon Graham Edwards: That is not the way it works.
Hon REG DAVIES: Perhaps the Ombudsman's brochure is misleading? The brochure
states that when a complant is made against the police, the Commissioner of Police first
investigates the complaint. The commissioner will normally require the complainant to be
interviewed by a police officer and the investigation will be completed by the commissioner
within 42 days of the receipt of the complaint or such longer period as agreed with the
Ombudsman. When the commissioner has completed his investigation the complainant will
be notified of the result. Is that correct?
Hon Graham Edwards: Some complaints, because of the circumstances, are investigated
over a 42 day period following consultation between the Commissioner of Police and the
Ombudsman. Of course, the 42 day rule was not. something that the Government wanted in
the Act.
Hon REG DAVIES: It is in the Act. I direct members' attention to the role of the Northern
Territory Ombudsman and the way in which he operates; this is quite enlightening. He has a
tremendous staff allocation and the complaint turnaround is much quicker. Western
Australia could learn something from the Northern Territory.
I am concerned about the Ombudsman's response last year to a complaint about improper
actions by the Police Force's tactical response group. The Ombudsman said that he had no
jurisdiction in the matter. If the Ombudsman has no jurisdiction whose jurisdiction is it? It
is the responsibility of this Parliament. The Ombudsman may well be an effective tool in
complaints from individuals about their treatment by Government agencies other than the
Police Force. His resources and obligation to be second in the inquisitorial queue stymies his
effectiveness. The so-called "sustained rate" speaks for itself. In 1988 four complaints
against the police were sustained out of a total of 649; in 1990 out of 964 complaints eight
were sustained; in 1991 out of 1 001 complaints six were sustained; in 1992 none were
sustained. Something is very wrong. The Ombudsman has no teeth and no punitive role. He
fails to instil fear of retribution in the corrupt. He cannot impose the law on the unlawful.
His only weapon is to report to this Parliament, but then we bury his report.
The police service faces over 1 000 major complaints a year, which must be the tip of the
iceberg, given the requirements of written complaints. Members of the Police Force simply
investigate themselves and prove that they are beyond reproach. The public remain
unconvinced that such a system is workable. This arrangement protects police from official
scrutiny until after the horse has bolted and the fence has been fixed. The Ombudsman is, to
use an old American phrase, a day late and a dollar short. We need to resolve the problems
of the Ombudsman. His report is a cry for help. Whether his role in police matters should be
reviewed is another matter for an inquiry to determine and to make recommendations in a
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properly detailed and considered way, rather than it being a knee jerk reaction by way of an
interim police board.
In his 1989 report into the Frank Peters affair, the Ombudsman referred to a possible change
by way of providing a police board, similar to that in New South Wales. The Ombudsman
referred to that body's function and made a recommendation for an alternative -

... to give consideration to the establishment of a Police Board. If such a Board were
created it could, after a few months in operation (as it did in New South Wales),
evaluate what progress has been made with investigations towards redressing
corruption from the Police Services. The need for a Royal Commission could then be
addressed ...

In the report Mr Freeman, the then Ombudsman, said -

The information before me supports the view that there may be pockets of organised
corruption in Western Australia involving past and present police officers.

Although that was not a specific term of reference, he also stated quite clearly that a strong
argument might be advanced for a Royal Commission to investigate corruption and serious
misconduct in the Western Australian police service. Nothing has eventuated. Nothing has
been done.
As a result of the Ombudsman's report of 6 December 1989 into the Bull-Peters affair,
Hon George Cash sought and received the approval of this House in December 1989 to call
on the Government to establish a Royal Commission. I readily acknowledge that some of the
terms of reference have been incorporated in my motion. Nothing happened after that
approval was given. Not a thing! The situation simply remains unchecked and, some might
say, out of control. At the same time that the Ombudsman was asked by Parliament to
inquire into the Bull-Peters affair, an editorial on 16 November 1989 in The Wes: Australian
said -

..the most effective course would've been to set up a full and open inquiry
Tensions on the top deck at police headquarters are already flowing through other
ranks -- a disturbing trend... .
With confidence in the integrity of law enforcement shattered by events in
Queensland and New South Wales, WA cannot afford a faction-ridden and
demoralised police force.

I repeat: "A faction ridden and demoralised police force." That is not just my fear, that is
The West Australian newspaper reflecting the views of hundreds of thousands of our citizens.
The previous day, 15 November 1989, in the Daily News an editorial entitled "Inquiry into
WA police needed" said -

An epidemic of paranoia appears to have a grip on our senior policemen -- and the
public of this State are paying for it dearly.
While our streets are crawling with robbers, muggers, sex monsters, speed maniacs,
car thieves, drug pushers and deviants of all description, a small army of our brightest
lawmen is busily engaged in internal spy operations ...
This latest saga of mistrust between our two top policemen reinforces our view that
something is seriously wrong in the way the forte is being run.
We say, yet again, that there is a serious need for an open and independent public
inquiry. Without it, public confidence in our police force will continue to wane.

Is that not exactly what has happened? There has been no change.
On 27 April this year the Premier released a media statement of her proposal for the
establishment of a police complaints bureau to handle complaints against police. It was
suggested there would be an independent tribunal under the chairmanship of the Ombudsman
to enable civilian scrutiny. The Press release concludes -

Draft legislation would be released for public comment before being introduced in
Parliament.

A check with the office of the Minister for Police recently, nearly eight months later, found
that the legislation had not even been drafted.
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Hon P.G. Pendal: That is what they mean by government by Press release.
Hon REG DAVIES: Unfortunately the media has a very special role to play in public
perception about Police Forces, and overall our media have been very responsible.
It is not all right for the Government to say it will draft legislation and then do nothing in the
following eight months. In this vacuum of inactivity a Select Committee could have called
appropriate people to give evidence and opinions so that, at least, consideration could have
been given to a system which is better than where the accused in effect investigate
themselves. The police internal investigations system raises deep suspicions among its
critics. These critics believe that it facilitates covering up complaints against the major
players to protect the team. Some minor pawns arc thrown away periodically, seemingly to
placate the public; but never the major players.
One crucial point before us is to identify and examine the team or what was termed in the
Fitzgerald report as "police culture". Some aspects were identified in the report of the
Fitzgerald Commission of Inquiry into Possible Illegal Activities and Associated Police
Misconduct. In chapter 7 of the Fitzgerald inquiry report, under the heading "The
importance of police culture", Fitzgerald states -

A police force is numerically strong, politically influential, physically powerful, and
armed. It stands at the threshold of the criminal justice system and is in effective
control of the enforcement of the criminal law. Each police officer has extensive
authority over all other citizens, however powerful, coupled with wide discretions
concerning its exercise.

The report continues -

Criminal members of a police force merely echo the society generally. They assume
increased significance only because of their role and authority.

That is a real worry. If Fitzgerald is correct and police corruption reflects our society, then in
the light of the WA Inc rackets we are in deep trouble. Fitzgerald goes on -

Both the community and the Police Force pay a heavy price as the effects of a culture
of misconduct spread and sap the moral vigour of the entire Police Force.

One more direct quote from the Fitzgerald report refers to the Queensland police culture and
states -

The Queensland Police Force is debilitated by misconduct, inefficiency,
incompetence, and deficient leadership. The situation is compounded by poor
organization and administration, inadequate resources, and insufficiently developed
techniques and skills for the task of law enforcement in a modern complex society.
Lack of discipline, cynicism, disinterest, frustration, anger and low esteem are the
result. The culture which shares responsibility for and is supported by this grossly
unsatisfactory situation includes contempt for the criminal justice system, disdain for
the law and rejection of its application to police, disregard for the truth, and abuse of
authority.

We would be fooling ourselves if we thought our police culture was much different. Recent
outrages are but proof of it. Let us consider some of the more obvious instances still causing
great public concern. I said earlier that Stephen Wardle was a 20 year old boy. That is
incorrect because the Coroner's report states that he was aged 18 years and eight months. It
states -

Stephen John Wardle, aged 18 years and 8 months, died on 2 February 1988 at the
Lockup. On the evening of 1 February 1988 he was arrested by police officers for
being drunk, outside the Perth Entertainment Centre and taken to the Lockup. He
was processed and placed in a cell at the Lockup where he was found dead by police
officers at approximately 5.05 am on 2 February 1988.

However, when the Coroner handed down his findings on 10 March 1989, he said -

I find that the death arose by way of Non-Dependant Use of Drugs aggravated by lack
of care.

That to me is almost criminal. At the inquest. 17 police officers refused to give evidence. In
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doing so, they acted on legail advice that their evidence might incriminate them, yet they
remain untarnished in the Police Force to this day. This completely contradicts their sworn
oath to uphold the law.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Don't you think that, by refusing to give evidence, they have
incriminated themselves?
Hon REG DAVIES: Of course they have in my eyes. It was a sad day for the Western
Australian Police Force when 17 officers refused to give evidence at the inquest because it
might have incriminated them.
Other serious concerns to the public of this State were the deaths of the two police officers in
Kings Park in a high speed car chase and the injuries sustained by a Bunbury horse trainer,
Neil Lloyd, at the hands of three detectives. On 8 September this year, The Bulletin referred
to that case in fairly scathing terms. It labelled it "Brute force" and stated in the subheading -

What happens when a protector becomes an assailant. Very little ...

It went on to quote Commissioner of Police Brian Bull's media officer, John Oakford. The
article states -

Police Commissioner Brian Bull's media officer John Oakford said one of the
officers had pleaded guilty and been "dealt with" by the commissioner.
Asked what the penalty was, Oakford. replied: "We don't say, that's always been our
policy. It could be anything from a fine to demotion to being kicked out of the
force,"
Oakford said the other two officers had pleaded not guilty and gone before an internal
police hearing which, he said, was "like a police court"; they were "exonerated".
Asked what the charges were, he said: "We don't specify internal charges. It is a
policy we've had for years.

He concludes with this enlightening statement -
With policemen, it is a little different from you and I".

One of the great concerns is that The Bulletin's exposure caused charges to be laid. A media
driven system, no doubt! Echoes of the Dethridge case in a knee-jerk reaction. A report in
The West Australian of 11 September of this year referred to four police officers and a
former officer being charged with peijury and conspiracy to pervert the course of justice.
That related to the Eucla border tax case. The Police Department once again failed in its
initial inquiries. I understand that the original complaints were sent for investigation at least
two years ago and they were frozen.
Another public concern at the moment is about the alleged suicide of 17 year old Jason Smith
who was found hanging late last year with his feet on the pround. The investigating police
took no photographs, the rope disappeared and they failed to follow any leads on an alleged
large drug operation in the Balga area. The West Australian of 7 August carries the whole
story. The Sunday Times on 26 July 1992 demanded an apology from the police who had
denigrated the paper. I think that the editorial of that newspaper is worth a few quotes. It
was headed "Police owe us an apology" and states in part -

This newspaper has gone out of its way in the past to support the police force.
Among other things we have joined the police in road-safety campaigns. We have
backed the police editorially in matters like juvenile crime and high-speed chases,
But neither will we be dissuaded from reporting in the public interest when members
of the police force break the law, commit misdemeanours or otherwise behave in
ways that reflect badly on the force. ...

We believe we are owed an apology.

That is interesting, because we hear so much about the police-media relationship. The media
often look after the problems in the Police Force and if there is a bad story they will always
follow up quickly with a good news story. A perfect example of that was seen in the Sunday
Times last weekend,
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Extension of Debate
On motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Leader of the House) resolved -

That the time set down for this debate be extended so far as will enable the mover to
complete his remarks and thereupon the debate be interrupted and its resumption be
made Notice of Motion No 1 at the next sitting.

Motion Resumed
Hon REG DAVIES: I thank members for that courtesy. I will not dwell too long on this
subject. I have already indicated my concerns about the Police Force. I believe this issue
deserves a very thorough airing. As members of Parliament we should be concerned about
this issue. As I said at the outset, we have a responsibility to the citizens of this State.
I refresh members' memories about the combined churches 24 hour phone-in on police
violence and harassment which took place in October last year. It was a public interest
event. The Anglican, Catholic and Uniting Churches announced they would conduct a
phone-in about police practices in Western Australia. They intended to focus on victims of
police violence and harassment and to let people air their grievances. Among the principles
held by these combined groups were the following three fundamentals -

that the community must have a police force of the highest calibre and integrity;
that all people should be treated equitably before the law, regardless of race, class,
gender, age or belief-, and
that the police force and its members must be accountable to the community it serves
and not simply to itself.

What followed was grotesque. The media labelled it "dob-in a cop" which was certainly not
its aim. The Police Force through its union then took direct action by news stories
threatening legal action against not only the organisers but also the volunteers receiving the
telephone calls. Finally, the police threatened the churches. Pretty powerful stuff'. Why? It
was because of the potential for criticism. Any criticism is attacked and not listened to.
How many times have we seen that? Even in the past few weeks the flood of outrage about
police excesses has resulted in clear public distress. I do not think members want me to
enumerate all the incidents again, but I will just recall the assault on Dethridge, the Bropho
broken ankles episode, the baton attack on members of the public in Fremantle, the arrogant
seizure of the Channel Nine television video, and the completely disastrous attempts at
damage control by senior police officers. Is it a Police Force out of control? Let us pause for
a moment to consider the Dethiidge outrage and read some of the very sensible suggestions
put to a public meeting at Fremantle on Sunday, attended by 800 to 1 600 people. At this
stage I ackntowledge that I enjoyed talking to Hon Garry Kelly at that meeting. The meeting
voted overwhelmingly in support of asking the Parliament to consider the following
resolutions.
Hon Garry Kelly: They were unanimous.
Hon REG DAVIES: Yes, those unanimous resolutions were -

1. Parliament establish an independent body to investigate complaints against
the police.

2. Video surveillance cameras be set up at all police stations and lockups
covering areas where members of the public are likely to be taken.

3. The tapes from such cameras be under the control of an independent body
such as the Ombudsman.

4. Parliament enact legislation to ensure that:
(a) When a juvenile is interviewed by police an independent adult must be

present;
(b) Every person in police custody have an immediate right to make a

telephone call to family, friends and lawyer,
(c) Every person in police custody suffering from disease or injury have

an immediate right to medical attention;
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(d) Police must proceed by summons instead of arrest unless exceptional
circumstances exist.

5. The Government fund the Legal Aid Commission to set up a 24 hour phone
service for people in custody to seek legal advice.

Does that remind members of a third world country, emerging with same power, wanting
civil rights? In the past few weeks I have received hundreds of telephone calls and letters
from distressed people urging their support for anl inquiry. Many of the letters contain
allegations of corruption and impropriety among the Police Force. Some are quite detailed
and others very general, but they clearly suggest that further information is available upon
inquiry. I do not believe it is my duty to lay these complaints before the House now. Some
of the letters are confidential, although other people who wrote are happy to have their
material openly discussed. However. I have an equal duty to members of the Police Force to
ensure that wild allegations are not made public for no reason and to ensure the integrity of
the force is maintained in spite of its recent poor behaviour.
I contrast the head-kicking response to the combined churches phone-in to the situation in
New South Wales, where the police welcome constructive criticism. The police in Western
Australia man the trenches and barricades if people dare to suggest anything. I am aware
that there are problems in New South Wales - no State is immune from them - but let us
quickly look at an article sent to me from police headquarters the other day. It is contained
in the October 1992 volume 7, No 10 edition of Federation, the periodic newsletter of the
Police Federation of Australia and New Zealand and states -

... the Victoria Police are to have a 4-member Police Board similar to the NSW
model.

As I have said, perhaps the role model could well be the Northern Territory example which is
better equipped to deal with complaints from the public. That will be a matter for the inquiry
to determine. Nevertheless, the Police Force in New South Wales goes out of its way to seek
public cooperation. It goes to the public for direct information, and has biannual reports. I
have here a social and community research project entitled "Community Attitudes - Survey
Findings July-December 1989" for the State of New South Wales. The consultancy firm
which conducted that survey was asked to determine: Are the police doing a good job
against ever increasing crime? Are the local police approachable? Do the police have too
much power? Can the police be tousted not to infringe upon rights? Do people feel safe with
community based policing and by having police on foot patrol in neighbourhoods? Do
people want to get to know their police better? People in every region were asked whether
they were satisfied with their Police Force. Such a survey is a tremendous idea. Another
report, which was dated September 199 1, was conducted by a different research organisation,
and it also surveyed how police are seen and evaluated in New South Wales. However, in
this State, not even the churches are exempt from threatened legal action by police. It is
interesting that when the churches want the police to be accountable, which is a simple
concept, they come under enormous threat.
The first step is public scrutiny. It is time for this Parliament to regain its rightful control of
a powerful arm of Government which many people believe is rudderless, misdirected,
structured in the past, and doomed to a future of conflict and controversy. The police culture
is akcin to an exclusive club. Its membership is not automatic but is for life, unless a member
transgresses, in which case the action is swift and certain punishment. I draw members'
attention to the case of Assistant Commissioner Frank Peters, It is almost as if he were sent
to another planet. When he left the Police Force, he left behind a force riddled with factions,
dissension, low morale and corruption. The Western Australian Police Force today is
hopelessly divided into factions, which could be called the micks versus the masons, the
purple circle versus the tiger club, Bull's boys versus Hancock's heroes, or the tinnies versus
the rest. Where will it all end?
The Ombudsman identified this grotesque position when he stated in his report on the Bull-
Peters affair that, "There were also indications of rival factions, particularly amongst some
senior officers, which resulted in internal friction, politicking and unpleasantness.' It is
unbelievable! We are tailking about our Police Force. Remember the editorial in The West
Australian, headed "Tensions at the top deck"? We cannot afford a faction ridden and
demoralised Police Force. The Sunday Times editorial of 19 November 1989, headed "WA's
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police farce needs full inquiry", stated that the shambles exposed in our top police echelons
is a call far an inquiry - and a public one - in much wider form than an investigation by the
Ombudsman. This important reflection of public opinion concluded that -

If there is not a full explanation of all the bizarre goings on at police headquarters
there will be two major casualties: public confidence in the police force will be badly
eroded, and the morale of the force from top to bottom will be shattered.

How prophetic! That is exactly what has happened. Public confidence has been eroded and
police morale is at rock bottom, yet there is still no explanation and no reversal of the
factionalism and politicking which the Ombudsman found. We now apparently accept as
normal in this State that the Commissioner of Police placed his assistant commissioner under
surveillance by a group colloquially called "the dog squad", perhaps bugged his phone, and
certainly placed secret listening devices in his office, in order to prove that he had been
talkcing to ajournalist. What a heinous crime!
However, there is not much difference between that and the views expressed in The West
Australian editorial of 18 November 1992, headed "Bull must act now or quit", which stated
that -

Mr Bull and the State Government are trying to hide behind an inquiry by the
Ombudsman and the announcement of a police board while the public fumes.
Neither plan will do anything to allay mounting community fears over the incident.

The editorial stated also -

But in the area of vital concern to the public - the investigation of complaints against
police - an independent authority is long overdue ... It is time the Government acted
on separate calls by the royal commission into Aboriginal deaths in custody, city
coroner David McCann and Labor's own state conference for such a body to be set
up.
T1here is an air of secrecy and self-interest when police judge colleagues accused of
misconduct. This is intolerable.

The Sunday Times of 19 November 1989 editorial referred to a divided police hierarchy,
badly damaged morale, and shaken public confidence. Exactly thre years later, on
16 November 1992, The West Australian editorial, headed "Bashing affair demands probe't ,
stated that -

Police Commissioner Brian Bull must act quickly and decisively to restore public
confidence in his force in the aftermath of the Dethridge affair.

The editorial stated also -

The incident from start to finish raises painful questions about the "police culture"
which worries many West Australians.

The editorial concluded -

But a full judicial inquiry into the wide implications of the shameful affair is needed
if he wants to quell public suspicions that something has gone very wrong in the
police force.

Do not forget that the Coroner, Mr McCann, stated that we are in what could be called a
"Police State". There ame secret rules known only to the police, which were prepared by the
Commissioner of Police for guidance of police officers. They are secret rules because they
cannot be read by members, by me, or by any ordinary member of the public. They are kept
in the vaults of the State Library archives in the restricted section. They are not matters of
security or of confidentiality in respect of procedure, but rather are as fundamental as the rule
that, in this State, a detained person has no right to a lawyer no right to a Telephone call; no
right to an independent witness. A person's alleged confessions are written in the
handwriting of the interrogator, and if a person refuses to sign that confession, it is sufficient
that it be signed by the interrogator. In short, there is a frightening grey period in time when
a person who is detained by the police for questioning has his or her rights suspended
completely. The basis for this secret agenda is contained in the police manual issued on the
authority of the Commissioner of Police. That document contains hundreds, if not
thousands, of perfectly rationall and sensible rules and guidelines. However, the point is that
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it also reflects the interests of one side to the exclusion of the other side; namely, the public
interest. There is an imbalance. It does not matter how good the many hundreds of sensible
rules which might exist are if they are outweighed by a few brutal bad ones.
I now refer to a few selective passages from what is called "The Commissioner's Guidelines
for Questioning Suspects". The first rule reads -

These rules for the questioning of suspects and the taking of confessional statements,
commonly known as the "Judge's Rules", are not applicable in Western Ausraia...

Therefore, these are secret rules, the frst of which is that there are no rules!
Hon Peter Foss inteijected.
Hon REG DAVIIES: Of course, there is reluctance for any change in this State. This is very
worrying. The second rule is that "the following commissioner's guidelines have been
prepared for police officers"; therefore, these are not for parliamentarians or the public - they
are secret rules for police officers.
I skip a few rules and move on to the one concerning a right to a lawyer. In television dream
land we often hear the phrase, "I demand my lawyer." Bull! The rules expressly state -

An accused frequently requests to see a solicitor. The strict position is probably that
this request does not extend to having a solicitor present at interviews or
interrogations.

That is a significant point and involves a grey area. After a person has been detained for
questioning, but has not been arrested, his right to a lawyer does not apply. Once a person is
arrested, his rights resume operating. He must be taken before a magistrate and can apply for
bail and so on.
The Ombudsman indicated in his 1991 report that he had received complaints from arrested
persons who had not been allowed to make a phone call. The commissioner issued a
directive that people should be allowed a phone call, provided it did not interfere with the
investigation in hand. Therefore, it was left to the discretion of the commissioner. That is
not a right! In the case of the Dethridge video, no phone call was allowed - so much for the
power of the commissioner. These things must be law, as that is the way people are given
rights. We must legislate for them. A worse aspect is that the commissioner's guidelines for
the interrogation of suspects prior to arrest provides no instruction that a person should be
allowed to make a phone call. Once again, if members consider the Dethridge case and a
request for a phone call, the police said, "Sorry fellas; it's a privilege, not a right." Do
members remember that?
Probably the most bizarre of the secret rules, which underlies the basic problem in the
discretionary nightmare, is that a person is deemed to be in custody when he is in a police car
or on police premises. Such a person is led to believe that if he should try to leave, he would
be detained. In short, if a person is in a police car, or if someone voluntarily goes to the
police to son out a problem, that person has entirely lost his civil rights as the police have
discretion in what to do with that person. Again, as with Frank Peters, that person is lost on
another planet; he is free to leave until he tries to do so, in which case he will be restrained.
It is in this no man's land in which most abuse of civil rights occurs as police abuse their
extraordinary powers: There are no witnesses, no-one knows the whereabouts of this person,
he can be detained for a lengthy period, there are no videos, no tape recorders, no lawyers
and no phone calls, no chance!
Let us consider what happens with the police in the United Kingdom, and contrast that with
the situation in this State. The police in the UK operate under a set of rules known to all and
sundry. These are "The Code of Practice for the Detention, Treatment and Questioning of
Persons by Police". The code of practice states -

A constable's powers relating to the arrest, detention, treatment and questioning of a
person are governed by the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and by the Code
of Practice for the Detention, Treatment and Questioning of a Person by Police.

Members should listen to this and contrast it with what happens in this State.
The Code must be readily available at all police stations for consultation by police
officers, detained persons and members of the public.
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What an extraordinary contrast with our State! In the United Kingdom the guidelines state
that "any person attending a police station voluntarily for the purposes of assisting with an
investigation may leave at will until placed under arrest". This document contains many
clearly expressed guidelines. Do members know from where I obtained a copy of this
document? It was from the police library at Maylands. It has been sitting in that library for
years totally accessible to police officers, the Minister and members of Parliament, yet we
have allowed basic civil rights to be eroded. We have never insisted that full and proper
rights be enforced. We should know exactly what will happen in certain circumstances.
This document outlines citizens' rights under the British system, yet we have no rights in this
State. We must inquire into this situation and produce solutions.
If corrupt police officers exist within our force, what sont of private business would attract
such officers or their wives? It would be hotels, the horse racing industry, video shops.
launderettes, real estate, liquor stores and any cash business. Through such businesses
corrupt funds can be moved both ways. If a potential exists for such activity, we need to
know the checks and balances in place and whether they are adequate. It is our duty to
protect not only the public, but also the great bulk of honest police officers from such
allegations if they are false. If police officers are found to be corrupt, let us rip them out of
the force. In that way the self-esteem of the honest majority of police officers would be
raised.
I would like to discuss the tactical response group and the problems referred to by Coroner
McCann in his report and search warrants, because these issues should be aired publicly for
as long as possible. However, I am one of those who has complained that the House spends
too much time on certain issues and will, therefore, conclude on that note.

[Questions without notice taken]1
Hon REG DAVIES: Finally, I turn to the power of life and death; the tactical response
group. From the little information available to us on the origins of the tactical response
group, it is difficult in the extreme to know whether it is constitutional. Police routine orders
define the duties of the TRG as dealing with an armed offender situation including those of a
terrorist nature throughout the State. I am not against the existence of such a unit. We must
have a force sufficient to protect the community from violent attack. However, the reference
to terrorist incidents leaves me with some concern. The so-called counter terrorist role of
police officers may need inquiring inco. There may be a conflict there with Federal powers.
In that situation the specialist SAS unit of the Army has all the power and punch required.
Why then is there a role for police in counter terrorism?
Some of the many serious problems that emerged in the coronial inquiry into the death of
Colin Irvine earlier this year were released on 20 Match when coroner Mr David McCann
identified what he called 'the clear demarcation between the role of the police and the
military" when he said -

In terms of their capabilities in weapons and otherwise, the TRG now straddles the
line between traditional police resources and the military.

It is apparent that the TRO is a significant police paramilitary force whose tactics and
weaponry are hardly less effective than those of any strictly military force. Unlike strict SAS
recruitment procedures, Mr McCann found that the recruiting procedure for potential TRG
officers does not include psychological testing, which in view of the TRO's role is a serious
omission.
The principal facts of the Irvine killing are well known. Less well known are the details of
Mr McCann's findings. Mr McCann found that the police investigations into the death were
inadequate and demonstrated the difficulties which arise when police officers investigate the
activities of police officers. He raised serious concerns over the validity of search warrants
and the uses to which they are put. TRO standard operation procedures do not limit
situations where the TRG can be used. That in itself raises serious questions. Mr McCann
said -

These could include the risks of physical or psychological injury to innocent persons
who might be present, the extent of the invasion of privacy and persons involved, the
possibility of using negotiators either professionals or members of the family, or
friends, of a person sought, and the legalities of the situation generally.
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The TRG assumed without sighting a search warrant that they had a right to enter a dwelling
where Irvine was staying.
The Coroner says -

It takes little imagination to see the extrardinary potential for members of the TRO
to personally incur serious civil and criminal liability for damage to property, injury
to persons, or even homicide, where they conduct an operation on the basis of the
type of assumptions made here, should those assumptions prove to be unfounded or
wrong, as in fact they did, at least in part, in this case.

If nothing else, this proposed inquiry of mine should serve to protect the interests of the
police by defining their role clearly and publicly. This would have a clear deterrent effect on
armed offenders and dispel the fear that the TRO is out of control, wearing dark clothes,
using balaclavas to conceal their identity. Why do they wear balaclavas to conceal their
identity when the ultimate duty of police officers in this State is to assist in the conviction of
criminals by giving evidence in open court? Why is concealment necessary in non-terrorist
police work? In his conclusion, McCann states -

The search warrants gave no lawful authority to enter 31 Royal Street, must less to
use force to do so.
The first 1110 officer was not purporting to personally arrest Irvine. Even had he
been doing so, that would not have been justified as he had no objectively reasonable
grounds for suspecting that Irvine had killed English.

In respect of search warrants, this year the Ombudsman requested changes in procedures to
allow copy search warrants to be left with occupiers. That is reasonable so that people can
have a copy of the warrant, look at it, see who signed it and the details on the warrant.
However that was refused, not by Parliament, not by the Minister for Police, but by Mr Bull.
It seems that Parliament is irrelevant. Even worse, this year's annual report of the
Commissioner of Police glosses over the appalling Irvine case in this way, at page 17 under
the heading "Discharge of Firearms" -

There remains concern about violence towards police, resulting in the drawing of
firearms in fear for their safety or that of another person.
Rigid instructions and regulations apply to the discharge of firearms by police.

The following relates to the year of the Irvine killing -

During the year eight investigations were conducted where police discharged frarms
whilst on duty. In each instance the action of the police officer was justified and
disciplinary action was not recommended.

Hon Mark Nevill: Was not one of those a suicide?
Hon REG DAVIES: It may well have been but the point is that no action was taken against
any police officer because it was not recommended. Perhaps Mr McCann's report was not
available to the investigators, or perhaps I have the wrong report. Since the Irvine killing
there have been several actions involving the TRG including the successful arrest of Everett
alive and the sledgehammer assault on a northern suburbs house four months ago - at the
wrong address. That has been kept very quiet. Two months ago the TRG was involved with
an armed bank robbery in the central city. Members might recall that event in Perth. I failed
to observe any balaclavas on that occasion. Too many witnesses perhaps, or was it daylight?
Who knows why they wear balaclavas in the dark of night to hide their identity, when they
openly go about their duties in public in daylight in the heart of the city? One must question
that.
I must refer also to the case of Rhonda Collard and Frank Nannup. Mrs Collard, thie wife of
a police sergeant, was forced to lie down on the swreet, under armed threat, in circumstances
where very grave doubts must arise about the proper use of a unit such as the TRCI. If this
happened to me I would be more than a bit apprehensive, If some armed person in dark
clothes, carrying a shotgun, concealing his face with a balaclava, came to my home at
3.30 am I would not expect to see the next dawn, and I believe that for a brief moment that is
how Colin Irvine must have felt.
I conclude with an incomplete cross-section of groups and individuals who have at some
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rime called for a general inquiry into police practices in this State. They are the Coroner,
Mr McCann; the Ombudsman; Labor lawyers; the Office of the Official Corruption
Commission, Mr Wickham; the Human Rights Commissioner, Mr Burdekin; the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody; the WA Council for Civil Liberties; Howard
Sattler; the Campaign for Prevention of Custodial Deaths, Mrs Jennifer Searcy; Meredith
Wilky at the Crime Research Centre at the University of Western Australia; Mr Rob White,
Head of Legal Studies at Edith Cowan University at Joondalup; Chris Cunneen,
Criminologist at Sydney University Law School; the Christian Justice Association; the Youth
Legal Service; Rob Riley, Aboriginal Legal Service; June Williams, State Equal
Opportunities Commissioner; the Uniting Aboriginal and Islander Christian Congress; the
Dethridge and Wardle families: criminal law specialists, Richard Utting and Kate O'Brien;
the Ethnic Communities Council; Senator Christabelle Chamarette and Senate candidate,
Jean Jenkins; the combined church groups who conducted the recent phone-in; the Police for
the People meeting of about 1 000 people in Fremantle last Sunday; and last, but by no
means least, the report in The West Australian of 9 September of four serving police and one
dismissed police officer who called for a Royal Commission into the Police Department, the
subject matter being perjury, conspiracy, perversion of the course of justice, fabrication of
evidence, the role of the internal investigation section, and the conduct of the Commissioner
of Police. In the following day's The West Australian the Police Union backed its five
members publicly. The public want an inquiry, the newspapers want an inquiry, individual
police officers and apparently the Police Union want an inquiry, the Coroner wants an
inquiry, the Ombudsman wants an inquiry, as do the many groups and individuals to which I
have referred.
It would be expedient for the Premier in the coming weeks to prorogue this House early and
gag certain controversial committees. Should she take that action once again, it would
shorten the life of this Select Committee should it be established. In that event, the
Government would have no alternative but to bite the bullet and appoint a commission of
inquiry such as the Lusher inquiry into the administration of the New South Wales police, If
this House were to be prorogued early and the committee not able to make its
recommendations for changes to the WA Police Force to this Parliament, the Government
must appoint its own inquiry into the administation of the Western Australian Police Force.
The Government must do this for the good of the public and of the Police Force. The inquiry
should be headed by a retired judge from another State. The Government must do
something. I know that the Minister for Police has considerable respect for Mr Bull and his
numerous initiatives such as community policing - which I have supported since its
inception - and the merit based promotion system. Yet all the good work is blown to the
winds with each new reponted assault on civil liberties.
I want an inquiry and I ask members to give this committee its charter so it can take up its
proper and important task. If there is any basis for the thousands of complaints and
allegations made each year, members must support this motion. If members want to root out
corruption they must support this inquiry. If members want to improve police behaviour and
morale they must encourage change. If members want each police officer to uphold the law
properly they will demand that police officers obey their sworn and solemn oath which they
make on taking office. That oath concludes with the following words -

While I shall continue to hold the said office I will to the best of my skill and
knowledge discharge all the duties thereof faithfully according to law.

I commend the motion to the House.
Pursuant to resolution, debate adjourned.

MOTION - STANDING ORDER No 230(c) SUSPENSION
National Rail Corporation Agreement Bill 1991

HON MARK NEVIOLL (Mining and Pastoral - Parliamentary Secretary) 15.52 pm]: I
move, without notice -

That Standing Order No 230(c), adopted by the House on 21 October 1992, not apply
to the National Rail Corporation Agreement Bill 1991 appearing as Order of the Day
No 8 on today's Notice Paper.
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Before a Standing Order of the Legislative Council can be suspended, pursuant to Standing
Order 461 a member must seek the opinion of the President on whether the motion is urgent.
I have sought the President's view and he has agreed that this motion is urgent. Pursuant to
that Standing Order an absolute majority is needed for the motion to pass.
Some 18 months ago in July 1991 the Prime Minister and various Scare Premiers signed an
agreement which established the National Rail Corporation, which is to be established by this
Bill. The States and the Commonwealth agreed to enact legislation to establish the National
Rail Corporation and implement the agreement. That legislation has been passed in all States
except Western Australia, and for the agreement to be implemented it must be signed by all
panics. Some States implemented the legislation up to 12 months ago.
The operations of the National Rail Corporation are planned to commence on 1 January
1993. [f this legislation is not passed through the Western Australian Parliament before then,
the establishment of the NRC will be delayed by at least six or nine months. Substantial
national benefits in the order of $1.2 billion a year will1 be derived from the operations of the
National Rail Corporation, and any delay to this Bill will mean that those benefits will not be
realised. The Bill will provide the opportunity to reduce transport costs to taxpayers in
Australia, to lower the transport costs of goods between east and west -

Hon N.F. Moore: Shouldn't you be telling us why we want to suspend Standing Orders?
You are talking about the Bill.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am explaining why the corporation should be set up before I
January 1993. If the Bill is nor passed by this Parliament by that date we will forgo
substantial benefits, as much as $1.2 billion a year, that (his Bill will provide to the States.
Hon Max Evans: How much a year?
Hon MARK NEVILL: I have said it three times.
Hon D.J. Wordsworth: One of the objectives of the Bill is to increase the cost of interstate
freight.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon MARK NEV[LL: Hon David Wordsworth must be reading a different Bill from me.
I am told that some other States have already started scaling down some of their operations in
anticipation of this Bill going through - not that that is our particular worry.
The other important aspect attached to this Bill is the funding for rail programs under t
One Nation package, which has allocated $13.5 million to this Stare. That allocation is
contingent upon the passage of this legislation. Those funds will provide for work to
increase the height clearance between Fremantle and Kalgoorlie to allow double stacking of
containers on rail wagons and for work to be done on increasing the length of standard gauge
crossing links between Perth and Kalgoorlie-
lion D.J. Wordsworth: That has already started.
Hon MARK NEVJLL: I am nor sure that it has, but I can check that for the honourable
member. Those funds will also be used to improve the port interface in Fremantle with
trains; that will create employment for 300 people. A number of major transport companies,
Broken Hill Proprietary Co, Limited and the Business Council of Australia have been
strongly supportive of this legislation being passed this year. The Bill was introduced into
the Parliament in November 1991, so it has been around for about 12 months. I have noted
that during the last six months the Leader of the Opposition has asked a number of questions
on this Bill; so members have had rime to examine it.
Hon Ceorge Cash: You are right; I have asked lots of questions and I am still waiting for lots
of answers.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I thought they would have been answered promptly.
Hon George Cash: I am sure you thought that, but they were not; they were non-answers.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I hope they are answered promptly.
Numerous briefings have been provided ro both the Liberal and National Parties and the
Independent. This Bill has been around for a while. I hope that by moving that Standing
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Order No 230(c) not apply to the National Rail Corporation Agreement Bill debate will be
allowed on this important and urgent Bill. I ask all members to support the motion.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [6,00 pm]: It is
important for the House to consider why Standing Order No 230(c) was agreed to by the
House. Members will be aware that more than 12 months ago Hon Bob Pike raised in this
House problems associated with the Government, particularly the Premier, making
agreements with other State Governments and the Federal Government and binding this
House to those agreements before it has had the opportunity to consider the impact, effects
and consequences of such agreements. This matter was raised in the House on a number of
occasions and the Opposition warned the Government time after time that if it came into this
House again with an intergovernmental agreement the Opposition would require not only
that all answers be provided to questions it might have about such an agreement, but also that
the agreement sit on the Table of the House for 120 days to enable the House to conduct
proper inquiries into the proposed agreement.

Sitting suspended from 6.0) to 733 pm
Hon GEORGE CASH: Prior to the dinner adjournment I was making the point that Standing
Order No 230 was amended by resolution passed in this House on 21 October 1992 to
include Standing Order No 230(c) which, as honourable members will be aware, refers to
ratification of certain bilateral or multilateral intergovernmental agreements to which the
Government of the Stare is a party. It also refers to the introduction of uniform laws to be
applied throughout the Commonwealth- One reason that amendment to Standing Order No
230 was introduced was so that this House was not ambushed, so to speak, in respect of
agreements that might be made from time to time by the Premier with other Governments in
Australia. We have seen a number of occasions on which this has occurred. We find that
this Parliament is often held in contempt by the Government. The Premier seems to think
that she can enter into all sorts of agreements, have those agreements signed on behalf of the
State and then bring the agreements into this Parliament at some time convenient to the
Premier and have the Parliament rubber stamp them. I do not wish to be a party to such
action. That is one of the reasons I supported the inclusion of Standing Order No 230(c).
The question before us at the moment is whether we should agree to the suspension of
Standing Orders to enable the National Rail Corporation Agreement Bill to be considered.
The Government is advancing the proposition that, if Standing Orders are suspended -

Hon Mark Nevill: We are suspending only one Standing Order.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, Standing Order No 230(c). If that Standing Order is suspended
for debate on the National Rail Corporation Sill, that debate will take place tomorrow.
H-on Mark Nevill argued that the National Rail Corporation Bill had been around the
Parliament for a very long time, and, in fact, said that, irrespective of how long it had been
before the Parliament, the Premier had entered into the agreement about 18 months ago. It
does not really matter to this House when the Premier entered into this agreement. The fact
is that this Bill was introduced into the Parliament two weeks ago.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Into this House. It was introduced into the Parliament a long time ago.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Let me make one thing clear: The Standing Orders of the
Legislative Council deal with the proceedings of the Legislative Council.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I was just taking up the point that you had referred to the introduction to
the Parliament, rather than to the House.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am referring to the Parliament as the Legislative Council in this
case.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is not right.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I can see that Hon Joe Berinson is getting agitated.
Hon 1.14. Beinson: I can't remember when I was more relaxed.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am just making the point for Hon Joe Berinson that the Bill was
introduced to the Legislative Council two weeks ago, following which there has been a
week's break. To say that the legislation has been around for a long time misrepresents the
position in respect of its introduction into this House.
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Hon Mark Nevill: I said it had been introduced to the Parliament in 1991.
Hon GEORGE CASH: To Hon Mark Nevill. I say that the legislation may have been
introduced into all sorts of places; chat does not particularly interest me. We happen to be
members of the Legislative Council and when legislation is introduced into this House is
what counts as far as I am concerned.
The inclusion of Standing Order No 230(c) requires Bills which are the subject of bilateral or
multilateral intergovernmental agreements to lie on the table of the House, or not be deal:
with, for 120 days from the day on which the Bill is first introduced in the Legislative
Council. This is the firs: time that Standing Order No 230(c) has operated in respect of such
a Bill, If we apply this Standing Order in its literal sense, nothing could occur in respect of
this Bill for at least 120 days.
When Standing Order No 230(c) was introduced 1 anticipated - either correctly or
incorrectly - that the Bill would not just sit around doing nothing, but chat some action would
be taken in respect of it. At the time the argument was put forward that the Parliament
needed time to examine the effect of the bilateral or multilateral agreement. For the Bill to
sit around and do nothing would not seem to achieve a great deal. Therefore, in due course it
may be necessary to have another look at the effect of Standing Order No 230(c) to ensure
that once a Bill which is the subject of a bilateral or multilateral intergovernmental
agreement comes into this House and is read a first time, it is referred directly to one of the
Standing Committees of this House.
I would expect that to be the Standing Committee on Legislation so chat some actions could
commence with regard to the Bill; chat is, the Parliament could be assured that investigations
were initiated to consider the impact of the Bill. That is not the situation should we rely on
the literal meaning of Standing Order No 230(c) as it stands. For that reason, I indicated
earlier today when the Leader of the House advised me that Hon Mark Nev ill would attempt
to suspend Standing Orders so chat the National Rail Corporation Agreement Bill could be
considered by this House, that there was no need to take that action because the coalition had
agreed that the Bill was of significance and it wanted the Bill to be considered by the
Parliament. In saying that, I am not indicating to the House that the coalition will necessarily
pass the Bill in its present form, but by allowing it to be revised and debated prior to the
120 days elapsing at least the Bill could be referred to the Legislation Committee if that were
the will of the House. In that way various matters still outstanding in respect of the Bill
could be dealt with and a report made to this House. Therefore, the Opposition will not
oppose the suspension of Standing Orders but the Government should not read into those
comments that the National Rail Corporation Agreement Bill will be supported by the
Opposition; that is a matter which can be decided in due course and, in part, it will be subject
to the responses the Opposition receives from the Government to questions raised on this
Bill.
Should the Government think that it might be a cheap political trick or stunt to rush out and
say the upper House is not prepared to deal with t National Rail Corporation Agreement
Bill, it must think again; the mere agreement to the suspension of Standing Orders indicates
the good faith of the Opposition in having this matter considered by the House. Should the
Government not be prepared, or able, to answer various questions put by the Opposition on
this Bill, given the significant impact this legislation will have on this State, quite clearly the
Opposition must take some action to ensure it receives answers to its questions. In
supporting the suspension of Standing Orders, I indicate that the Opposition is keen to see
transport reform across Australia, We recognise that the National Rail Corporation
Agreement Bill is intended to assist in that transport reform. However, although we accept
and support the concept of transport reform across this huge nation, we will also take into
account the likely effect of the provisions of this Bill on the future transport systems in
Western Australia and the likely economic impact of this Bill on this State.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [7.44 pm]:. I have a certain sense of deja vu that
the very first time this Standing Order comes into effect it has been suggested that we
suspend it. I remember saying when I first raised this matter that this is exactly what would
happen. I gave the analogy that if someone hijacked the car one was driving the only way to
have any effect on him would be to have a brick wall1 in the way. A hijacker would not tell a
driver to go through the brick wall but might tell him to go around it. Unfortunately, this
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Standing Order is not a brick wall but is something we can drive around quite easily. In my
view the appropriate way to deal with legislation of this nature is for it to be automatically
referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation. It probably should be incorporated in the
Standing Order itself so that we can make some use of the period provided for in that
Standing Order.
Hon George Cash: The agreement was signed 18 months ago and it has taken a long time to
arrive in this House.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is another aspect that should be looked into; whether this type of
legislation should tie introduced at an earlier stage so that it could be referred to the
Legislation Committee. We do not want 120 days during which the Bill can sit around, but
we want that time for the Parliament to do something useful with the legislation. This type
of legislation should be automatically referred to the Legislation Committee, which should
consider it and make suggestions as to whether it appropriately represents the interests of the
State. The problem with uniform legislation is whether the interests of the State are properly
taken into account or whether it is typical legislation dreamed up in Melbourne, Sydney or
Canberra which at the last minute is referred to Western Australia in case this State would
care to pass the legislation. It is not referred to Western Australia with any intent that we
should make a contribution to it. Ideally, we should follow along the lines the Attorney
General followed with the Legal Practitioners Amendment (Disciplinary Provisions) Bill in
which a kind of green Bill was introduced in the Parliament in the first place indicating the
sorts of provisions intended to be passed. That would allow the green Bill to be dealt with by
the Legislation Committee so that the House could make a meaningful input at the earliest
possible stage. It would be preferable if those things had happened with this Bill and it had
been dealt with as a green Bill.
Hon Garry Kelly: Dual introduction.
Hon PETER FOSS: There is something to be said for dual introduction. I have some
qualifications about it, but it is a good idea. At least it means some of the processes of this
House can begin. I am horrified by the suggestion that the first time this Standing Order is
applied instantly the remedy is to suspend Standing Orders.
Hon Carry Kelly: It proves the flexibility of the Standing Orders.
IRon PETER FOSS: It proves the inevitability that people given an opportunity to avoid the
procedures, will do so. Human nature being what it is, all too often Standing Orders are seen
merely as an obstacle rather than a guide to behaviour in this House. I amr opposed to the
suspension of Standing Orders. I believe the appropriate order is that pending the expiry of
120 days the matter be referred to the Legislation Committee and, should a report come back
which is in a satisfactory form prior to the 120 days, then I might consider suspending
Standing Orders because by that stage we would have carried out the procedures for which
we wanted the time to carry out. It is premature to suspend Standing Orders at this stage, and
I personally think it is a sad reflection on the House that on the first occasion this Standing
Order is brought into effect we should instantly think of suspending it.
Question put and passed with an absolute majority.

ROYAL COMMISSION (CUSTODY OF RECORDS) AMENDMENT BILL
introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and read a first time.
Second Reading

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [7.50 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
With the completion of the report of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters, one of the most important steps taken was to secure the
original documents and records of the commission pending their evaluation in respect of
possible prosecutions. The Government has moved already, with the Royal Commission
(Custody of Records) Act, to ensure that this will happen. During the passage of the custody
of records Bill through the Parliament, amendments were made which inserted the present
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section 10. This had the effect of requiring some internal working documents, private
submissions and administrative records to be sent to the State Archives unless die State
Archivist agreed to their destruction by the commission. It was only because it was essential
that the Bill should pass before the Parliament went into recess that the Government accepted
that amendment at the time, despite its deficiencies.
There are some fundamental problems with existing section 10. Firstly, it refers to die State
Archivist rather than to the Library Board, which is the body charged with the custody and
control of all State archives - I refer to section 22 of die Library Board of Western Australia
Act 1951. Secondly, it does not enable essential machinery provisions of the Library Board
Act to apply to the Library Board's consideration of any records which the Royal
Commission wishes to destroy, nor to the transfer to the Library Board of those records
where the Library Board does not consent to their destruction, It was pointed out at the time
of the amendment that the Royal Commission records are not - 1 emphasise - "public
records" as defined in the Library Board Act, so the necessary provisions of the Library
Board Act do not apply to them without special provision.
This Bill will re-enact section 10 in order to apply the relevant provisions of the Library
Board Act - that is, subsections (2)(b), (3), (4) and (5) of section 30 - with the exception that
the time given to the Library Board to make a decision on destruction or retention has been
abridged from three months to one month. This is because there is effectively only a period
of three months for the Royal Commission to complete its functions under the custody of
records Act. Some of that three months has already expired. Similarly, it is necessary to
expressly apply section 3 2(3) of the Library Board Act where Royal Commission records are
to be transferred to the Library Board. Were that not done, the standard procedure under
which there is power to impose restrictions upon public access would not apply, despite
assertions to the contrary when the amendment was dealt with. In this respect, I refer of
course to assertions by supporters of the amendmnent. The proposed new section will,
therefore, enable the spirit of existing section 10 to be achieved in a way which is legally
effective and is consistent with the provisions of the Library Board Act. It does no more than
that.
The Bill also makes consequential amendments, and corrects two defects in the custody of
records Act which have come to notice since its enactment. In the custody of records Act,
the definition of "internal working document" applies only to a record prepared by officers of
the commission. It does not extend to a working document prepared by one of the
commissioners. It appears that a number of internal working documents exist which have
been prepared by commissioners rather than by officers. In other cases, commissioners have
written notes on documents prepared by officers. This emphasises the difficulty. It was not
intended to exclude internal working records prepared by the commissioners. On the
contrary, the debate in both Houses proceeded on the basis that drafts prepared by the
commissioners were in fact internal working documents. The limitation in the definition was
overlooked. The present Bill corrects this error.
It is also now apparent that some members of the public may still wish to purchase
transcripts of the public hearings of the commission. An unnecessary effect of the custody of
records Act is that it will preclude such purchase. This Bill will correct that so that
transcripts will still be available for purchase.
To sum up, this Bill will enable the custody of records Act to operate in a legally effective
way to achieve the result which was originally intended by both Houses.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon P.C. Pendal.

MOTION - MATTER OF PRIVILEGE
Williams, Harry, Contempt of the House

Debate resumed from 12 November.
HON N.E. MOORE (ining and Pastoral) [7.54 pml: This matter was brought to the
House prior to the recent one week adjournment, and I moved that the matter be adjourned
because this motion asks Ls to adjudge Harry Williams guilty of a contempt of this House
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and to require him to apologise in writing to this House, without any evidence being
provided to suggest that he is guilty, and without providing him with the natural justice of
being able to defend himself if he does not agree with what is being said about him. It
seemed to me to be an extraordinary state of affairs to move a motion to adjudge this person
guilty of a contempt when no evidence was put to the House to enable us to judge whether he
was guilty of a con tempt. I hope we will now hear from the mover of the motion the reason
why he believes this person was guilty of a contempt. We will not, of course, be able to hear
from the said IHarry Williams because we have not sought to require him to give evidence
about whether he feels he is guilty of a contempt. However, I understand that Mr Williams
might have already apologised, and, if that were the case, it would suffice for my purposes if
that apology were read to the House and if we were given some indication about when the
apology was made and the circumstances under which it was provided to the House. That
might make it easier for us to decide whether Mr Williams wishes to defend his position or
whether he accepts that he is in some way guilty of a contempt by what is alleged to have
happened in respect of the issue of a summons. Until those questions have been dealt with
and agreed to by the proponent of this motion, I will not support it.
The PRESID)ENT: Order! A letter did come to my office, addressed to me. and dated
12 November 1992. It was received in my office a little after 4.30 pm on that day, according
to the stamp on it. That letter was from a Harry Williams, and indicates that he apologises to
the President and members of the Legislative Council for serving a writ of summons on Hon
John Halden while the House was sitting on Wednesday, I11 November 1992. 1 thought I
should bring that to the attention of the House.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [7.57 pm]: I will be
extremely brief, but the following points need to be made. Firstly, I have never heard it
questioned that an assertion of a fact of breach of privilege by a member does not require
more for the House to act. There was a precisely similar situation in the Legislative
Assembly either last year or the year before, which required no more than the fact to be
brought to the attention of the House for the House to regard itself as not only entitled, but
also required, to act; and that is what it did.
Hon George Cash: Did that House adjudge that person or persons guilty of a contempt or did
it just require that person or persons to acknowledge the contempt?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: From memory, a statement indicated that it was contempt, but I am
prepared to stand corrected on that if anything hangs on it.
The next point which should be made is that nobody is suggesting that Mr Williams be
pursued in any oppressive way. The point of this motion is not simply or mainly to get the
apology, but to assert the undoubted right of the House to protect its members from such
proceedings as the serving of a writ within the precincts of the House. This is not a motion
designed to protect Mr Halden, who was the target of the writ. It is not directed to his
interests or dignity; it is directed to the interests and dignity of the House. That is why it
should have been treated on its merits at the time and why the availability of an apology
should not lead us to follow Mr Moore's suggestion of not pursuing the question at all.
Needless to say, in view of the fact that you, Mr President, indicated that an apology was
available, no action should be taken on the latter part of the motion. It is in the interests of
the House to pass the motion in order to assert its rights as outlined in the introduction to the
motion.
The PRESIDENT: It has been suggested that for the benefit of members I table this letter.
[See paper No 616.]
Question put and passed.

PORT KENNEDY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BILL
Conunittee

Resumed from 12 November. The Chairman of Committees (Hon Garry Kelly) in the Chatr
Hon John [-alden (Parliamentary Secretary) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 5: Reserve cancelled, roads closed and land vested in Crown -

Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered.
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Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I request that the Parliamentary Secretary present to the
Chamber the map which he undentook to present during previous discussions on clause 5.
Hon JOHN4 HALDEN: I have the map and seek leave to have schedule 1, the site plan for
the Port Kennedy area, cabledt.
Leave granted. [See paper No 617.]
Hon PETER FOSS: I would like to look at the map. Since the last time we considered this
matter the Parliamentary Secretary provided a copy of a letter dated 11 November 1988 from
Mr Poole of the State Planning Commission to the Solicitor General and the reply dated
13 December 1988 from the Solicitor General to the director of environment at the State
Planning Commission. These deal in part with a matter I raised regarding the defining area
of Port Kennedy.
I had two concerns in this regard: Firstly, the matter - a minor one - of the statutory powers
of the State to grant freehold and Leasehold land and its relationship to constitutional powers.
Secondly, the ability of the State to grant freehold and leasehold land within the Port
Kennedy area. If the Port Kennedy area is defined on a map, the agreement will permit the
granting of freehold and leasehold land only under this legislation as opposed to under the
normal provisions of the Land Act. This will apply only to the areas referred to in the map.
My constitutional problem was put to bed some time ago through the provision of the letters.
In the same way that the State's constitutional powers have been worked out over some time,
as set out in the two letters, similar problems arise regarding the power granted to the State
outside the ordinary agreement of the Land Act in relation to Port Kennedy.
Looking at the map in relation to the marina question, it seems that the protuberance is
within the area. As long as the project does not go beyond the area of the protuberance, and
does not go east or west of it, this will be all right. The outer limits are defined. I trust this is
a true copy of the Department of Lands plan No 1744.
Hon John H-alden: Yes.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 6: Area of Port Kennedy Soil Conservation Reserve amended -

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I shall try to conform to Hon Peter Foss' request to draw a parallel
between what was recommended within this clause and what is in the Legislation Committee
report. It may assist the Committee to do that now. On the supplementary Notice Paper I
have a proposed new clause 6.
The Legislation Committee report recommends changes that would result in the Port
Kennedy management board having the responsibility of a land conservation district
committee to ensure that the development area is not left for any length of time without any
soil conservation attention. The Bill, as printed, did not refer to the Port Kennedy land
conservation district community. The Government still sees a need to refer to these
communities. The Bill, as printed, removed the soil conservation reserve from the
development area and this has resulted in the suggested change. The Government has been
advised that the company's licence to enter the development area will not inhibit the land
conservation district committee from performing its proper function within the development
area- Further, the company's commitments 8 and 9 would ensure that the soil conservation
matters received proper attention during the initial stages. Notwithstanding the above, the
Government recognises these concerns and is prepared to leave the existing soil conservation
reserve until development commences and gradually delete those plants as they ame vested in
the relevant authorities or as development is imminent. This will mean the conservation of
those areas will remain with the Minister responsible for soil conservation.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Parliamentary Secretary and members of the Committee will know
that this has been one of the four most contentious issues since the Bill has progressed to the
final form. We can be absolutely certain that )f this Government is prepared to make a
legislative concession, it does so in the knowledge - contrary to what the Parliamentary
Secretary said - that it has no alternative. It would be quite wrong for the record to show
only what the Parliamentary Secretary said. In effect, he has said that the amendment is
unnecessary. Members who have been here for a while will know that over the years the
Government has made an art form of saying that if something is unnecessary, it will not
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accept it. I some respects, it is a reflection of status in which the land conservation districts
are held, I suggest, by the Government. Even at this late stage, it is saying it will reluctantly
agree to it because the numbers in the Chamber will go against it if it does not. However,
from the word go, throughout this whole project -

Hon Reg Davies: This sorry saga.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: - I happily endorse those words - the Government was determined that
the provisions of the Soil and Land Conservation Act would not apply or would at least be
diuted; and secondly, and equally importantly, the work of the LCDC in Port Kennedy
would be denigrated if at all possible. I think it was unfortunate that during the second
reading debate the Parliamentary Secretary went to some pains to personally denigrate the
work of the LCDC members, including its chairman, Mr Anderton.
Later, the Opposition will press for further assurance regarding LCDC membership on the
management authority. In the event that it is put on the record that the LCDC will be
represented on that board, I will not move an amendment which will provide that place as of
right. This is some forewarning that unless that assurance is given in the plainest and
unequivocal ternms I will move that amendment. I do not want to be accused by anyone of
dealing wit something that is further down the track. To a large extent, the two issues are
interwoven; one cannot discuss one without the other. The matter relaxes to the original
intention of the Government, which was to sacrifice the provisions of the Soil and Land
Conservation Act arid, equally importantly, to sacrifice the work of the land conservation
district committee in its efforts to bend over backwards and do everything possible for the
proponents of this development. That seemed to be an extraordinary thing to do by a
Governiment which has made protestations about its interest in environmental issues. This is
perhaps a good occasion for members to begin to see the effects of the Soil and Land
Conservation Act and the role of the LCDCs in the wider environmental context.
I suggest that not many people in the House see it in that wider context. People see the Soil
and Land Conservation Act as something to do with rural Australia and they see LCDCs as
being remote, for example, from the urban environment when that is plainly not the case,
particularly when dealing with important pieces of land such as Port Kennedy. My
colleague, Hon Derrick Tomlinson, has reminded me that as late as 23 October in the John
Tonkin Greening Awardis sponsored by the Government, and where the platitudes are
expressed more than they should be, the work of the Port Kennedy LCDC was given some
quite spectacular mention this year. It would rake something of a quantum leap for many
members of the Chamber to move away from that limited perception of LCDCs and to see
them in the wider context to which I have referred. The LCDC at Port Kennedy, through its
own efforts - and the conservation council, but in this case the LCDC - will have the kudos
of seeing its status and responsibilities retained as a result of the new clause being passed
tonight.
The following quote from the John Tonkin Greening Awards publication will put to rest the
cheap shots taken in the second reading debate about the owners of shacks at Port Kennedy -
as though they had any relevance - and the derogatory references made to the work of the
LCDC. Against that background let us listen to what the nominators - if that is the right
word - have had to say about what they have done in a few years. With respect to Hon John
J-alden, I think this information may add to his education and understanding of the issue.
Page 9 of the 1992 John Tonkin Greening Awards program states -

Prior to the formation of the Port Kennedy Land Conservation District Committee,
uncontrolled public use was causing massive land degradation and destroying the
natural vegetation in the Port Kennedy beach area, 15km south of Rockinghamn.

Those words underscore the point I am making that we have to get out of this mentality that
says that LCDCs are something that affect the wheatbelt or the southern agricultural areas.
They have a far wider application for agriculture and the environment. The report
continues -

The LCDC, one of the first groups formed in Western Australia to manage a
coastline, faces a massive task to develop and implement a management plan for the
750 hectare area with 8kmn of coastal dunes.
In just over three years, the group and volunteers have erected 11Ikm of fencing,
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planted more than 1,000 tres, conducted two "Clean Up Australia Days", removing
150 connes of rubbish, blocked off 43 unwanted access tracks, upgraded remaining
tracks and placed five car parks behind the dunes, with fenced walkways to the beach.
The efforts of the LCDC have united the main land uses of the area to conserve a
unique natural environment of recreational and scientific value,

Hon Derrick Tomlinson- The LCDC was, in fact, granted first place in that particular
category in the John Tonkin awards.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Yes, I think it was. That demonstrates the point - I am not being
political - chat from the start of this debate the role of the LCDC was denigrated as though it
was something that had no application to an area of land near metropolitan Western
Australia.
That is the background against which the Opposition for several long months was prepared to
work with the LCDC and say two things: Firsdly, "No, we did not believe its role ought to be
shunted to one side and, notwithstanding those assurances given by the Parliamentary
Secretary tonight that char would not have occurred or that this is not necessary, we do not
accept that." Secondly, we say that it is important - and we will reiterate that at a later stage
during the Committee debate - chat the LCDC's work is not only restored, which it will be
under this clause, but also its influence will be extended by giving it a seat on the
management authority. It was one of the major requests made by the Opposition when the
Bill was stopped in its tracks and referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation some
months ago.
Bearing in mind that we were told there was no reason to do that, the result has been that
some very good amendments have come back from the committee. Let me go one step
further. The matter went to the Legislation Committee and camne back in a form that - even
members of the committee acknowledge this - could not work. Ultimately advice was
received from the land commissioner, Mr Robinson, that what in effect were two LCDCs
were unworkable or inoperable.
The Committee will now accept the restoration. That would never have happened had the
matter not gone to the Legislation Committee. I ask members to bear in mind that it only
went to that committee with the help of the Liberals, the Nationals and Hon Reg Davies.
The Opposition has been the butt of many criticisms that it has been the party that has held
up the legislation. The legislation could have been dealt with months ago. Those who do not
accept this argument should remember that the Government has been fiddling with this Bill
in one form or another for six years. The Opposition first had access to it when it was
introduced into the other place in July this year.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: We were waiting for you to find your way.
Hon P.O. PENIDAL: The amendment has been returned to this Committee in a different
form from that recommended by the Legislation Committee. The comments of that
committee are contained on pages 21 and 22 of the report chat came back to the House
several weeks ago. At a later stage I intend to talk about the need to take the matter one step
further to get assurances for the record about membership of the LCDC on the management
authority. If that is given in unequivocal terms a further motion about membership will not
be mnoved- If it is not forthcoming, I can assure the Committee that we will bring forward
such an amendment-
It seems to me that we have taken an awful lot of time to arrive at the position where an
amendment has come back to the Committee tonight in the name of Hon John Halden.
Therefore, the Government is effectively sponsoring an amendment which three parties in
this House pleaded for a long time ago and which, even at this late hour, the Parliamentary
Secretary is suggesting is unnecessary. However, it goes one-quarter of the way towards
fixing a Bill chat came into this place in very unsatisfactory terms.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The amendment before us on the Supplementary Notice
Paper represents the culmination of a process which begins with clause 6 of the Bill,
preceded by the consideration of the Standing Committee on Legislation, with concerns
expressed and reiterated by the Parliamentary Secretary tonight that tracts of land which are
now the responsibility of the Port Kennedy Land Conservation District Committee would be
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neglected during the process of development. It was decided to create a new land
conservation district committee which would comprise members of the Pant Kennedy
management committee to be established by this Bill. In considering the various forms of
land conservation district committees, an area of concern which entertained the minds of
members of the committee and which continues to entertain my mind is paragraph 8 of the
agreement. That paragraph states -

The State hereby grants to the Company -

The company is the Pant Kennedy development company which will emerge from the joint
venture partnership of Fleuris and its partner -

- an exclusive licence for the Company and its agents contractors and employees to
enter, with all necessary vehicles plant and equipment, upon the lands and waters
shown in the Site Plan which are to be developed as part of the Project.

Exclusive right of entry is granted to the company. If exclusive right of entry is granted to
the company, it follows that all else is excluded. One assumes, therefore, that the land
conservation district committee is one of those bodies excluded from that which is referred to
in paragraph 8 of the agreement as "the lands and waters" which are to be developed as part
of the project.
The reference to the site plan is interesting because it helps to elucidate what is meant by "the
lands and waters" which are to be developed as part of the project. The "site plan" in the
definitions of the agreement on page 19 of the Bill means "the plans referred to in Schedule I
showing the Port Kennedy Townsite and adjacent lands and water which are to be developed
as part of the Project". I assume that the plans referred to in schedule 1 are the plans shown
on page 47 of the Bill. The development plan shows the whole of the site referred to as
stage I in the Port Kennedy development project. From that we can assume that the
reference to the lands and waters shown in the site plan which are to be developed as part of
the project and referred to in paragraph 8 of the agreement means all of the lands and waters
which comprise stage 1. Therefore, the exclusive right to enter all of the lands and waters
bounded by blue on the map which the Parliamentary Secretary tabled a short while ago are
prohibited to entry for all persons except - I see that the Parliamentary Secretary's adviser
shakes his head- I look forward to the Parliamentary Secretary's response to this. However,
the licence to enter is an exclusive licence for the company and its agents, contractors and
employees to enter the whole of the development sire contained in stage 1.
My concern and the concern of the Standing Committee on Legislation in developing the
amendments which are now on the Supplementary Notice Paper was that, if a form of land
conservation district committee were to continue to look after the development land until it
was developed, it would have to have a right to enter. However, paragraph 8 of the
agreement explicitly excludes all but the company. If we accept the amendment proposed by
the Government, one of the matters that needs to be considered is whether that LCDC, in
spite of the authority it may have been given to continue the conservation of the development
land, will be able to do what it is authorised to do because it cannot enter the lands to do its
conservation work. H-ow will that matter be resolved?
Hon PETER FOSS: I would like to answer some of the questions asked by Hon Derrick
Tomlinson rather than leave it to the Parliamentary Secretary. Clause 6 of the Bill as it was
originally drafted is a significant clause. It has the effect of getting rid of a soil conservation
reserve when the Bill is enacted. We should know why it was a soil conservation area. The
Standing Committee on Legislation found that out from the commissioner. The land at Pant
Kennedy was originally vacant Crown land. The first step taken by the commissioner was to
declare a land conservation district. As soon as the district was proclaimed, certain powers
could then be exercised over that district. The second step was to constitute a district
committee which could carry out, on behalf of the commissioner, works within the district.
However, the land remained vacant Crown land. The advantages of declaring it a soil
conservation reserve are contained in section 26 of the Soil and L-and Conservation Act.
Section 28 provides for a number of offences in relation to those reserves. The effect of a
soil and land conservation reserve was to put the administration of that land in the hands of
the Minister for Agriculture. That was a fairly important consideration as far as the
committee was concerned and as far as the LCDC was concerned because the Minister and,
in particular, the commissioner are concerned with the preservation of the quality of that soil.
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As mentioned by H-on Phillip Pendal, the LCDC had done a pretty good job in overcoming
some of the problems chat neglect over a period had caused. Our concern was that by
deleting the reserve the powers of the Minister for Agriculture would not be complete but
would be severely curtailed in that area, although the Act would still apply.
The extra provisions relating to the reserve would have ceased to apply immediately, so for a
time even the area to be developed would nor have fallen within the reserve and chose areas
never to be developed would have been instantly removed from the care of the Minister for
Agricultur and the Commissioner for Soil Conservation. The good work done by the LCDC
over a period would have been lost because nobody would have any real ability to prevent
people undoing all that work, Nobody on the spot would have been in a position to say to
someone they should hang on, that they were making a bit of a mess, chat they were nor
allowed to do that. That is what concerns the Opposition.
The Legislation Committee was prevailed upon to say that there may be a problem in two
bodies, the Port Kennedy board and the LCDC, having control over this area. As a result, the
Legislation Comm ittee recommended there be two reserves, the old one looked after by the
LCDC and the other by the Port Kennedy board. After further discussions with the
commissioner it was seen that that was not a sensible approach, especially as it seemed to
ignore how the soil and land conservation work had been done.
The Government came up with a brilliant idea of taking everything out of the hands of the
LCDC. After it received the committee's report it wanted to put the whole area into the
hands of the Port Kennedy board. That was totally unacceptable because it meant that the
volunteers who had done all the work would cease to have any input. Anybody who knows
anything about volunteer workers knows that if one wants them to put their he-as and souls
into a job and to provide their time and effort for free they must have some sort of ownership
of what happens. To think that one can set up a Government board - the Port Kennedy
board - and then expect those people to put in the same voluntary work as they had
previously when they would have no control whatever over what was done, no right to be
heard and no input at a legitimate level to dictate what would happen is to misunderstand
human nature. People have to be given responsibility which involves not only doing the hard
work but also having some say in what is being done. The Government's proposition that the
LCDC should have no involvement was totally unacceptable.
I turn to the matter of exclusive right to enter. Such a right is not the same as with a lease;
nor is it exclusive of the owner of the land. The owner of the land remains the Crown, which
can continue to exercise its right under Statute; in other words, the Commissioner for Soil
Conservation has rights under the Statute that he can exercise over any landowner no matter
what rights have been ranted between the parties. More importantly, the Crown can
continue to exercise its rights as owner. So long as a soil conservation reserve remains as
such the person who has the power as owner of that Crown land will be the Minister for
Agriculture. That is why it is important to rtain the soil conservation reserve because while
it remains the Minister for Agriculture is the person who exercises the rights of owner on
behalf of the Crown.
The owner is nor excluded by an exclusive right of entry and can still enter the land. People
acting on the authority, and exercising the rights of the owner, can still enter the land, so the
LCDC would be entitled to go onto that land irrespective of the rights of the company to
enter because it would be entering on behalf of the owner; that is, not as somebody granted a
right in a separate capacity but as the servant and agent of the owner, the Crown, in this case
carrying both statutory and ownership rights. As I understand, the LCDC will have two ways
in which it will be able to enter that land. The frst is uinder the statutory powers given to the
commissioner with respect to any person's land under the Soil and L-and Conservation Act.
The second is that because it is a soil conservation reserve the LCDC will be able to exercise
the powers of the owner by way of delegation in the same way as it has always been able to
exercise its rights while the commissioner had jurisdiction over the Soil and Land
Conservation Act.
If it were not for this amendment we would have found, as soon as the Act came into effect,
that a lot of those rights would have disappeared because the soil and land conservation
reserve would have disappeared. All that will disappear now is the land which actually
becomes a right of way or road that is deleted from the reserve, and then only when its use is
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imminent. Every other piece of land in parts 1 and 2 will remain in the reserve and the rights
of the commissioner and the LCDC will be preserved. That seems to me to be the logical
way to go. I do not believe the Government can say this is an unnecessary amendment.
Clause put and negatived.
New clause 6 -
Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: I move -

Page 5. lines IS to 22 - To insert the following clause -

Area of Port Kennedy Land Conservation District amended
6. The area of land comprising the Port Kennedy Development Area Land
Conservation District under the Soil and Land Conservation Act 194S is
amnended -

(a) by excising the areas of land referred to in section 8 (2)(b), (c) (d)
and (e) when they are reserved or dedicated under that section; and
(b) from rime to time by excising such other areas of land which the
Minister declares are necessary to be excised to enable development to
proceed when construction of the next part of the project which will
affect that area is imminent.

New clause put and passed.
Clause 7: Removal of unauthorized structures -

Hon REG DAVIES: What is the situation regarding the structures presently being used by
the LCDC and the sea rescue group? I am not sure chat they are unauthorised structures, but
they appear to come under this clause.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: An arrangement has been reached between the proponents and the
people who use those "unauthorised" structures for them to continue to use them for some
time until they decide upon a new structure to be built and used for the same purpose.
Hon REG DAVIES: If that is the case, these valuable community services will be moved.
Who will pay for the removal and the new headquarters - the proponents or the LCDC and
the sea rescue service?
Hon JOHN WALDEN: They will not have to pay rent. The sea rescue group will have a
new facility built for it and the LCDC will be able to use facilities to be built in the town
centre.
Hon keg Davies: Paid for by whom?
Hon JOHN WALDEN: The Proponents.
Hon R.EG DAVIES: What legal rights to the squatters have? I have been to the area and
seen many squatters shacks.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Squatters have no legal rights, except those proposed in this Bill.
Hon KEG DAVIES: I was under the impression that if someone squatted on a property for
12 years or more that person would have some legal rights.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member is wrong; they have no rights on Crown land. I am
advised that if squatters have been on the property for a considerable time, have mail
delivered and have paid rates and taxes for some considerable time, they may have a claim
but that is all.
Hon REG DAVIES: What would be the situation, say, if the Commissioner of Police had a
squatter's shack in the area, had been there for some time, and had received mail and so on?
What legal rights would he have?
I-on JOHN HALDEN: He would have no legal rights. He would have potential for a claim.
Hon KEG DAVIES: What power does the State Government have over squatters on this
property?
Hon JOHN WALDEN: Under the Land Act the State can go through a laborious process to
remove squatters from land. The difficulty is that the process is expensive and is contributed
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to by the fact that at a number of points the squatters can appeal to the court about their
eviction. The process outlined in this Bill is the same as in other legislation such as the
Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act, the Swan River Trust Act, the Town
Planning Act and the Local Government Act.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses S and 9 put and passed.
Clause 10: Note regarding unexploded munitions to be endorsed on register -
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The clause deals with historical problems in this part of the State. The
area used to be an artillery range and extensive efforts were made by the Government in the
1970s and 1980s to give absolute guarantees that any of the munitions buried during the war
had been recovered. This is a let-out clause that says any of the titles will need to be noted
so that people will do things at their own risk. It also gives power to the Supreme Court to
ultimately remove that notation; I presume that would then indicate that all the land was
absolutely guaranteed to be free of unexploded munitions. This clause appears to offer cold
comfort. We have already spoken about LCDC personnel. What is the position? This
appears to be an unsatisfactory part of the Bill from a public safety point of view. We will
not have only the proponents going over the site. We have already had people on the site
doing fauna surveys, and for several years LCDC personnel have covered the area. What is
the current status of any unexploded munitions? Surely, with a the electronic gadgetry
available which can find minerals in the outback from miles away, it is not beyond the wit of
man to find a detection device to put the situation beyond any doubt.
Hon J0O-N HALDEN: I refer the member to schedule 1, clause 17, which indicates that the
area has already been scanned to the satisfaction of the Western Australian State Emergency
Service's Warnbro UXO project. That is, the company shall procure the scanning of each
part of the land in the development area which is to be excavated for services, roads, or
footpaths, or which will be the site of earthworks, or which will become playing fields or
recreation areas as pant of the project, for any unexploded ordnance.
Hion P.G. PENDAL: For the matter to be included at clause 10 it presumes that the surveys
for unexploded ordnance, at page 33, have been carried out with sufficient care, but there
cannot be the capacity to give a guarantee that all of them have been cleared otherwise we
would not have the inclusion of clause 10.
'Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member is correct. This is a protective measure. It is my
understanding that the area has been extensively scanned and the issue is one of a remote
possibility, and as Hon Phillip Pendal says it is a "let-out clause".
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am grateful that the Parliamentary Secretary brought to
our attention clause 17 of the agreement. In spite of there having been a scan and the chance
that somebody will suffer the disastrous consequence of kicking an unexploded ordnance is
one in a million, the company still must procure the scanning of each pan of the land. I
directed question on notice 966 to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Agriculture. I asked about slashing of vegetation at Secret Harbour, and whether the owner
had lodged a notice of intention to clear with the Department of Agriculture. The Minister
for Agriculture advised that slashing at Secret Harbour had begun and that the agent for the
owners had lodged a letter with the Deputy Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation
advising of the intention to slash vegetation for purposes of searching for ordnance. Secret
Harbour is south of Port Kennedy; if that area is to be slashed, is the Port Kennedy area
similarly to be slashed, and what is the consequence for the work of the LCDC?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, it will nor be slashed again. It has already been slashed twice.
Hon PETER FOSS: Clause 17 of the agreement only deals with the land that the company is
going to do something with. If the company were to sell off a lot and somebody else
intended to do something with it, I do not think this clause would have any effect.
Hon John Halden: That could be the case-
Hon PETER FOSS: If that is the case, does clause 17 of the agreement impose an obligation
on the company when it is selling off the land as vacant land rather than land on which there
has been earthworks etc, even though the person who buys it may intend to undertake
earrhworks7
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Hon JOH-N HALDEN: Clause 17 of the agreement would not apply, but under clause 10 of
the Bill that requirement would be marked on the title.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The Parliamentary Secretary indicated there would be no
further slashing because the area had been slashed twice already. When the Legislation
Committee visited the Pent Kennedy area there was some dispute between t environmental
consultants of Fleuuis Pty Ltd and an environmental expert who was a member of the
Conservation Council about degraded versus what was very loosely being called pristine
heathland. I say "loosely" because none of the area qualifies for the description "pristine".
There was no indication in that discussion that there had been slashing. There certainly had
been burning and the area is subject to fixes; there was a discussion of the consequences of
burning and therefore the health of the heathiand. However, no indication of slashing in the
Port Kennedy area was brought to the committee's attention. When was the slashing
conducted and what was the extent of the area slashed?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am advised chat the last slash was conducted five to six years ago
and previous to that some 10 years ago. I am advised that slashing does not go on in certain
areas. If an area is tested for unexploded ordnance and there is thick ground cover, one may
have to burn the ground to scan the area and it may then be slashed; but slashing does not
occur on rocky outcrops or treed areas.
Hon D.J. Wordsworth: It would be very difficult to slash once the area has been burnit.
Hon JOT-IN HAI..DEN: I accept the member's advice.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: So only the dense heathland, the pristine pants, are slashed?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is right.
Hon REG DAVIES: Hon Peter Foss asked a question which caused me some concern. Can
the Parliamentary Secretary confirm that it is possible to sell off land to the public on which
to build a house that possibly contains unexploded munition, and no-one is responsible?
Hon JOHNJ H-ALDEN: It is not quite like that. The proponents would not be responsible
under clause 17. However, under clause 10 when one bought the land it would clearly be
stated on the title that it was then the buyer's responsibility if he or she intended to live on it
to know that the land had been appropriately slashed. That is, it would be the buyer's
responsibility to appropriately investigate the possibility of having unspent ordinance on the
property.
Hon REQ DAVIES: How many houses or building blocks are proposed for the development.
at Port Kennedy?
Hon 101-N HALDEN: Ten lots have the possibility to be sold freehold.
Hon Reg Davies: Is that likely to be 6 000 houses in the future?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No; it will never be residential as such. It will be only for holiday
purposes.
Hon Reg Davies: Is that a categorical no; will it never be residential?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I make the commitment that it will not be residential in my lifetime.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 11 put and passed.
Clause 12: Establishment and composition of Port Kennedy Management Board -

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am pleased to inform members that the Government is prepared to
agree to the Standing Committee's recommendation that the Conservation Council of
Western Australia be represented on the board. I move -

Page 12, line 6 - To delete the figure "7" and substitute the figure "8".
Hon REG DAVIES: Why is the Environmental Protection Authority not represented on the
board when the area is listed in the System 6 report as a proposed conservation reserve?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The EPA is a reviewing body and must be independent in its
reviewing process- If it were invested on that board its independence may well be
compromised- I do not think members would want the suggestion made that its position
could be compromised or could be seen to be compromised.
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Hon REG DAVIES: Will the same apply to the Western Australian Water Authority's
representation on that board as well because of the massive amounts of water that will be
used on the golf courses and on other areas?
Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: No; it will not. That agency is not a reviewing agency. It may well
have legitimate claims because of the demands on the resources which it will provide to have
a say in that development for its own vested interest of how the development of the project
proceeds. Therefore, there would be no question of compromising its own role. It would be
a vested interest role for itself and for the project. That would be quite acceptable.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Depending on which papers members refer to, the figures begin to look
a bit bewildering. I understand that the Committee is seeking to amend the part of the Bill
which will lift the minimum membership from seven to eight, but will leave intact nine.
H-on John Halden: Yes.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: It sounds a bit Irish to me. We are going to have a minimum of eight
and a maximum of nine, but nothing in between. Clause 12(2) will read -

The Board shall consist of not less than 8 members and not more than 9 members
appointed by the Minister.

That sounds absurd to me. There will be eight or nine members, give or take a bit and given
the laxity with which figures ar dealt with by members opposite. I do not believe them.
Two members shall be from the company, the third from the City of Rockinghami, the fourth
from the Fisheries Department, the fifth from the Department of Conservation and Land
Management, the sixth from the Department of Land Administration and the seventh, to
which we are now agreeing, from the Conservation Council. Therefore, that effectively
leaves the capacity under paragraph (f) to have two people who will, in effect, be ministerial
appointments. Is it reasonable for me to arrive at the proposition that the Minister in control
of this legislation will have the capacity to appoint two people?
Hon John Halden: Yes.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I turn to the part of the amendment which I foreshadowed when the
Committee was dealing with an earlier clause, If members accept all that we now have about
the role of the LCDC and the Soil and Land Conservation Act which has now been accepted
because of what the Liberal Party, the National Party and Mr Davies insisted upon, it is
extraordinary that the one person to be left out of the membership is a representative of the
LCDC appointed under the Soil and Land Conservation Act which is administered by the
commissioner or at the practical level by the LCDC. The Parliamentary Secretary is aware
that I will move an amendment, if necessary, that one shall be a person representing the
LCDC appointed under the Act to which I have just referred. Unless we get an unequivocal
assurance that a representative of the land conservation district committee is appointed by
this Government I intend moving my amendment. The Parliamentary Secretary cannot say
that there is really no scope for that because there is the capacity to appoint up to nine
members and so far we have accounted for seven. It was always envisaged that the last
person appointed would represent the local community and that would be a ministerial
appointment. It will still be possible to do that and do also that which I am suggesting.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am advised that the land conservation district committee already
has the planning officer, metropolitan regional office, Department of Conservation and Land
Management and the assistant regional manager, regional land operations section,
Department of Land Administration, as members. Each of these departments has
acknowledged that the same officer would be nominated to sit on the Port Kennedy board.
Therefore, there will be coordination from that point of view. Further, the Minister for
Agriculture will appoint a member of the Port Kennedy management board to the LCDC
when the board is created. That will ensure coordination of activities. Finally, as the LCDC
may not be necessary when the urban development and open space vesting in the district has
been completed, the reference to having a member on the board should be avoided. The
Government has no problems with the member's suggestion except it thinks the member
should consider the position that I have just put. That may satisfy what the member wants.
Hlon P.C. PENDAL: If the Government has no trouble with that, I will insist that we ensure
that. The Parliamentary Secretary referred to the appointment of officers from the
Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Department of Land
GB987-2
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Administration. However, they are responsible for a different culture in the whole shooting
match. One of them is responsible to the Department of Conservation and Land
Management and the other is responsible to the Department of Land Administration.
The argument started (or us at Port Kennedy when we were being educated about the relative
value of that land as a land conservation district and for its scientific value. That is why it is
extraordinary thar the one Statute that will not be represented on the board is the Soil and
Land Conservation Act. Every man and his dog who has an interest in the place is
represented on the board except through the Statute that has the most profound interest in
that area. Two members will be nominated by the company and [ have no difficulty with
that. A representative from the City of Rockingham wiUl also be nominated and that will
give a councillor another job to do. Someone will represent the fisheries legislation and that
makes sense because of the whitebait fishery. The Conservation and Land Management Act
will also have representation because of the status of the land and also because of what will
happen to the land to the south, and that makes sense. The Land Act also has representation.
My point is that interests relating to the Soil and Land Conservation Act will not be
represented in a direct sense.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: None of the other representatives reports directly to the
Commissioner for Soil Conservation.
Hon P.G. PENDAt: That is right and he sits directly under the Minister for Agriculture.
Amendment put arnd passed.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I move -

Page 12, after line 23 - To insent the following new subclause (g) -
(g) one shall be a person selected by the Minister from a panel of 3 names

submitted to the Minister by the Conservation Council of Western Australia
Inc.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: That amendment came from the Standing Committee on Legislation
and we welcome it.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: We now reach the point that if the Parliamentary Secretary can give
Opposition members a certain undertaking we will take it from there.
ion JOHN HALDEN: 1 think the member is asking me to give an undertaking that a
member from the land conservation district committee will be appointed to the board.
Hon P.G. Pendal: Yes.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I will give members opposite that guarantee. I move -

Page 12, line 26 - To delete "or (e)" and substitute the following -

,(e) Or (g)
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am sure the Parliamentary Secretary will forgive my
suspicion, but 1 am suspicious.
Hon John Halden: I will not be offended.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am sure the Parliamentary Secretary will not and that he
does not have those sorts of feelings.
In his answer to the questions raised by Hon Phillip Pendal, the Parliamentary Secretary
indicated that persons nominated by the Department of Conservation and Land Management
and the persons appointed by the Minister who administers the Land Act will also be persons
who now serve on the Port Kennedy land conservation district committee-
Mr Pendal's response was that each of those persons is accountable to his department and,
therefore, to the policies and regulations of his departnent- Even though they are persons
who serve on the LCDC, appointed to the Port Kennedy management board by the Minister
responsible for CALM and the Minister responsible for the Land Act, they will be
accountable to and report to their respective departments. Neither of them would be on that
board in the capacity where they report to the land Commissioner. The purpose of requesting
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that a representative of the LCDC be appointed to the management board was that that
person, as a member of the LCDC and as a nominee of the LCDC, will report directly to the
commissioner whose responsibilities are different from chose of the CALM and Land Act.
If the Parliamentary Secretary's undertaking given to Hon Phillip Pendal means that since
the persons appointed under paragraphs (d) and Ce) are also members of the LCDC under
different appointments, the undertaking will be honoured. I suggest to the Parliamentary
Secretary that my suspicion has some grounding because we will then have a person who
does not have a responsibility or loyalty to the principles of the conservation committee or
the conservation commissioner. The recommendation chat came from the commissioner to
have an LCDC nominee was that there would be not only the coordination that che
Parliamentary Secretary referred to, but also a reporting back to the commissioner of che
activities of the Pont Kennedy management board, if such a report was necessary.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: In my political life I have been told that if one sees a left winger he
can imagine there will be a conspiracy theory around the corner. I guess it applies to the
right wing also. The commitment I gave to Hon Phillip Pendal is not that the person will be
included under paragraphs (d) or (e), but there will be an appointment of one person who will
represent the LCDC on the committee, board or whatever is established.
Hon J.N. CALDWFELL: I am pleased the Parliamentary Secretary has given chat
commitment. I have often said in this place that no-one realises the great work undertaken
by LCDCs. In this case it is absolutely imperative that a member of the existing LCDC is
appointed to the board because he has first hand knowledge of the area and his input will be
valuable. I am graceful to Hon Phillip Pendal for bringing this matter to the Committee's
attention and advising the Committee that if the Parliamentary Secretary did not give that
commitment he would move an amendment to ensure that a person representing the LCDC is
appointed to the board.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I move -

Page 12, line 27 - To delete the words "required to be made" and substitute the
following -

or submitted any panel of names required to be made or submitted
Page 13, line 2 - To delete the full stop and insert the following -

or selected from a panel of names submitted under that paragraph (as the case
may be).

Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 13: Functions of the Board -

Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: I move -

Page 13, after line 4 - To insert the following paragraphs -

(a) to consider the proposals submitted to the inister by the Company
under clause 4 of the Agreement and to advise the Minister on the
effect of the proposals upon the environment;

(b to advise the Minister when the Board considers that commencement
of construction of the project described in the Agreement is imminent;

(c) to advise the Minister on matters related to the protection of flora and
fauna in areas of vacant Crown land in the Port Kennedy area;

(d) to facilitate the further study of the geomorphological features of the
Port Kennedy area and to educate the public on the environmental
importance of those features;.

Subject to my undertaking to Hon Peter Foss and other members opposite I reiterate there is
a difference between what the Government puts forward and the Standing Committee's
deliberations. With regard to clause 13 the Government agrees to the additional functions
proposed by the committee and adds a further function which gives the board the ability to
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direct dhe development of die stage 2 area. This function corresponds with the Standing
Committee's recommendation that the agreement be amended to include such powers by way
of a variation agreement. Such a variation agreement was not considered appropriate, but the
objective has been included in these amendments. The Government supports the proposed
additional subclauses in respect of dissenting views and public consultation.
Hon REG DAVIES: How will the board be resourced, because it appears to me that
subclauses (l)(c) and (d) will require considerable scientific expertise. Who will pay for
that? Will the taxpayers pick up the bill to help Fleuris make a profit or will Fleuris pay for
it?
HaIn JOHN J-ALDEN: It is proposed to amend clause 15 to delete the word "services" and
insert the word "staff", and the member will find that that will resolve that problem.
Hon Reg Davies: Who will pay for it?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The State will pay for it in a direct sense, but it must be remembered
that 0.5 per cent of every dollar which Fleuris will spend in this area will come to the State.
Hon Reg Davies: Would it not be better for Fleuris to pay for it?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The situation is that the State will pay for it in order to have some
control over it, and Fleuris will pay to the Government a flat lump sum.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I move -

Page 13, after line 23 - To insert the following paragraph -

(g) subject to section 20(1), to direct and control any future development
of the stage 2 area;

Page 14, after line 3 - To insert the following subsections -

(3) Where the Board notifies the Minister of its decision on any matter
referred to in subsection (1) the Board shall also notify the Minister of any
dissenting view expressed by a member or members in relation to that
decision and recorded in the minutes of the meeting at which the decision was
made.
(4) In exercising its functions the Board shall, where practicable and in any
case where the matter concerns the conservation, preservation or scientific
values of the Port Kennedy area, ensure that there is adequate public
consultation.

Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 14: Chairperson -

Hon P.O. PENDAL: Has there been any commitment to appoint as chairperson of the board
a member of Parliament?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No-one has invited me, but no, I assure the member that there has
been no advertisement, nor has anyone been consulted.
Hon P.O. Pendal: I certainly know it has not been advertised.
HaIn JOHN HALDEN: There is no possibility of that happening.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 15: Services and facilities -

Hant JOHN HALDEN: I move -
Page 14, line 14 - To delete "services" and insert "staff',

This amendment will ensure that the commonsense approach is adopted; namely, that staff
will be available to service the demands and requirements of the board.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Even though it is a seemingly small amendment, to delete

services" and replace it with "staff' would leave us with the provision of staff and facilities
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as are necessary to enable the board to perform its functions. What other resources might be
included in staff and facilities?
Hon PETER FOSS: I cannot see why we cannot just insert the ward to be inserted without
deleting the word to be deleted That would overcome the problem because we would then
have staff, services and facilities. Mr Chairman, I would like you to move the deletion and
the insertion separately, because I will oppose the deletion and accept the insertion.
The CHAIRMAN: The question before the Chair is chat the word to be deleted be deleted.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I find this amazing, because I understand that this amendment was
proposed by the Standing Committee. However, I anm happy to accept the strategy that Hon
Peter Foss proposes to undertake, and we will have all three words. That does not bother me
in the slightest.
Hon REQ DAVIES: What is the proposed cost of these services, and who will pay for them?
Hon JOHN HAIDEN: Hon Reg Davies is now asking me to gaze into a crystal ball. T'he
difficulty is that I cannot give an exact budget because it has not been proposed at this stage.
I am advised that the staffing complement will probably be two to three, and that the budget
will be between $100 000 and $150 000 a year. The office accommodation will be provided
by the company, and the other costs will be fees paid to the people on the board, which will
be $75 a day. Those are the latest costs we are looking at. As I said, they will be provided
when they are ready.
Hon REG DAVIES: I find this absolutely incredible! We have been told that this project
has been on the drawing board for eight to 10 years, and we are asked, "Why are you
mucking around and prolonging it?" However, every time we ask a question, an
unsatisfactory answer is given. The further we go the worse it gets. Members know that I
have been against this proposal right from the start because it does not serve the best interests
of Western Australia, which is the Government's responsibility. Will the $75 a day paid
from CRF to members of the board also be paid to the people from Fleuris Pty Ltd and the
other proponents who are on the board?
Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: I am advised that it probably would be.
Hon Reg Davies: Throw it out!
Hon PETER FOSS: It is interesting to note that in order to claim the $100 000 a year for
administration it would be necessary to invest $20 million in capital works for enough money
to be coming into the State to pay that figure. The "Frost Report" had an idea of building toll
gates at either end of Oxford Street to help pay for the toll gates erected at either end of
Oxford Street.
Hon P.G. Pendal: You shouldn't encourage them; they might do chat!
Hon PETER FOSS: The money the State will receive from this project will barely pay for
the cost of administration. As indicated by the Standing Committee on Legislation's report,
the money supposedly paid for the land is in fact just paying back t interest of the Western
Australian Development Corporation's contribution. The $500 000 to be paid was the
amount WADC was promised. The 0.5 per cent was intended to represent some form of
proper return, but the State will actually receive nothing for its land and will meet the
$100 000 cost to run the Pant Kennedy authority. Meanwhile, the people to whom the land
has been given - Sheehan arid Lukin - will receive $180 000 per annumn for administration.
They will receive that money even if they put no time into this project. They will receive the
$100 000 up-front before any profits are taken. They will also receive a share of the profits
as they emerge. Yet these people did not put a cent into the proposal!
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: He will be able to buy back his repossessed car.
Hon PETER FOSS: Indeed. This financial deal stinks.
Hon Max Evans: It is WA Inc.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, it is. The finance for the project was provided offshore; therefore,
we have given away this land for nothing to people who have absolutely nothing.
Hon J.N. Caldwell: Except an awful lot of cheek.
IHon PETER FOSS: Indeed, we are paying them a great deal of money for their cheek. This
is a typical WA Inc deal.
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The CHAIRMAN: Order! I suggest chat the member is moving a long way from clause 15
and deciding whether the Word "services" should be deleted.
H-on PETER FOSS: Hon Reg Davies validly asked who would pay for this project. We
wonder whether there should be any services or facilities at all if it means the State must pay
for them. We must consider whether to pass this clause at all if it will end up as another
drain on State finances. This deal will be a substantial drain on CRF, which will not be
offset by the money coming to die State supposedly paying for land. We will be doing this
for an unworthy group of people whose only contribution is. as Hon John Caldwell said, an
".awful lot of cheek". They have provided no money for the project. The finance has been
provided by Singaporean financiers. Why did we not deal with people with money rather
than making millionaires out of unworthy people?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am glad that Hon Peter Foss represents those who. strive under the
free enterprise system to make good and plenty of money!1
Hon Peter Foss: I support putting money in and doing something about it.

Hon P.C. Pendal: He took exception to you blokes giving it away, not selling it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Members opposite should hold their horses. They should acquaint
themselves with the agreement Bill, which clearly indicates that once the legislation is
proclaimed the company will provide $500 000 to the State.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: That is WADC money.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It may well be, but it is an ongoing commitment by the company.
Clearly, the Government will assist in the costs incurred. Members opposite and the
Government have recognised that a responsibility exists, which has been the subject of long
debate. We say that the people of Western Australia have an investment to protect in this
matter, and in doing that the company will make a contribution to that investment.
Hon Peter Foss: What?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member should consider page 32, schedule 1(14) of the Bill.
This refers to the 0.5 per cent.
Hon Peter Foss: Have you read the committee report about that?
IHon JOH4N HALDEN: I have. A whole range of issues are outlined upon which the State
has been called in the interests of preserving pristine, areas, including coastline, to ensure
sensible management of our resources; therefore, the State must commit resources to this.
This agreement does not suggest, in an inflammatory manner, that this is a one-sided process;
this is a two-sided process. The State will supervise and manage this project. In doing so,
the State will bear some costs, but at the same time it will receive a proportion of funds in an
indirect way.
Hon Peter Foss: The money is for the land, if you read the Bill.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I know what it is for! The Government will receive money back.
We do not need a lecture about the WADC and the personalities of the proponents involved
in this project. I suggest that we get down to the nitty gritty of determining whether it is
appropriate to include the word "services" - which causes me little concern - and insert the
word "staff". We have spent many hours deciding how the State should be involved in this
project.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: It is absolutely essential to correct an error in what the
Parliamentary Secretary just said. He referred to the sum of $500 000 which will be paid
up-front when the agreement is ratified. We must be quite clear what that amount represents.
Among the early venture partners - certainly not the first venture partners - with Fleuris Pty
Ltd was the Western Australian Development Corporation. When WADC was being wound
up, Fleuris bought its share of the joint venture. However, it paid nothing for that share. It
was agreed that the payment would be deferred. That payment was the reimbursement of the
$460 000 which had been expended on the project by WADC as the joint venture partner of
Fleuris. That amount was rounded to $500 000 as recognition that, because of the deferred
payment, some interest would be incurred. Therefore, $40 000 was added to the $460 000.
The $500 000 does not represent a payment by the company; it represents a reimbursement
to the State of the moneys already spent by the State.
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Amendment (deletion of word) put and negatived.
Amendment (insertion of word) put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 16 to 18 put and passed.
New clause 14 -

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I move -

Page 14, after clause 13 -To insert-
Minister to take into account advice of Board
14. The Minister in exercising powers under this Act and the Agreement shall
take into account any advice of the Board and any dissenting views notified to
the Minister under section 13(3).

New clause put and passed.
New clause 19 -

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I move -

Page 15, after line 3 - To insert a new clause 19 as follows -

Construction of Marina
19. (1) A marina shall not be constructed in or adjacent to the development
area unless -

(a) a marine ecological survey is caried out in accordance with
survey methods and for a period approved by the
Environmental Protection Authority;

(b) the marine ecological survey finds that the proposed marina
development is environmentally acceptable; and

(c) the marine ecological survey is published and endorsed by the
Environmental Protection Authority and the Director of
Fisheries.

When the Committee stage of this debate began what seemed like 100 years ago four matters
were the bottom line of the Opposition's agreeing to pass the Bill. One of those was
conceded with a commitment to build a feral fence. The Opposition made certain
commitments because it happens to believe that in a short period it will be the Government.
That left three other matters that were "not negotiable". Two of those concerned the land
conservation district committees and the implications of excluding the Soil and Land
Conservation Act. The final non-negotiable matter concerns the marina. One of the values
of the agreement being referred to the Legislation Committee was that the committee bad the
chance to call expert testimony of a kind which added weight to its report, the like of which
no other party or chapters do. I refer to page 30 of the report of the Standing Committee.
The part I am about to quote is the reason I have moved the amendment, which concerns the
construction of a marina. The committee's findings and recommendations are reflected in
my amendment.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by
Hon John Halden (Parliamentary Secretary). [Continued on p 6923.]

SGlO PRIVATLSAT ION BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General),
read a first time.

Second Reading
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [ 10.08 pml: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
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The SGIO Privauisation Bill 1992 is an historic piece of legislation. It is the first Western
Australian Bill that provides for the sale by public float of a statutory authority. In February
1992 the Premier announced the Government's decision to sell the State Government
Insurance Corporation, which trades as SGlO, as pant of its continued commitment to
microeconomic reform, and the relevance of its operations. The Government believes that
trading enterprises should contribute to economic growth and to the State through dividends.
It became clear that the SGIO would require capital in the long term in order to achieve its
full potential in the highly competitive insurance marker. However, the Government took the
view that its limited resources should be used in vital community services and nor be used to
develop and extend Government owned commercial enterprises.
This Bill provides the legislative framework to enable the sae of the SGIO by public float.
The decision to sell the asset was made after considering the needs of the organisation, the
priorities facing the State and the very competitive condition of the local insurance industry.
It was considered chat a privately owned 5010 would further strengthen competition in the
marketplace and provide a return in the best interests of the people of Western Australia.
The decision signals a belief that the local insurance industry has matured and reached a
stage where a continuing role for the public sector in general insurance is no longer required.
However, the Government accepts its ongoing responsibility in respect of social insurances
such as industrial diseases and compulsory third party insurance, and will move to establish a
separate Insurance Commission of Western Australia to oversee and manage its affairs in this
area. The SGIO, sale also signals the Government's faith in the stability and strength of the
local industry and the future contribution an SGlO Insurance Limited can make in the private
sector. It reaffirms the tradition of Labor Governments in managing the public sector to
ensure the efficiency relevance and social value of functions, and turning over assets in the
public interest.
Governments have had a long history of creating new public assets and selling others. The
SGIO sale is a case where the transfer of the function and asset to the private sector will
allow the organisation to grow and mature in the marketplace and for public sector resources
to be redeployed to best advantage in another direction.
However, this Government does not believe in privatisation as a panacea and certainly not as
a general approach to Government. Privatising core functions like public transport,
hospitals, schools, welfare services, the public housing function and our natural monopolies -
as has been suggested - would achieve little. It would only reduce the spread and quality of
services, especially in regional areas; restrict access for the less well off; and attack the social
cohesion and economic fabric which has made this State great.
By contrast this Government understands the inherent failings of privatisation and remains
committed to a competitive, but mixed, marker economy. The Lawrence Government does,
however, recognise that public sector functions should be relevant to the times and that ends
should not be confused with means. It accepts the notion that the focus should always be on
the goal rather than the process or means which may have been traditionally used to achieve
it. Where it was once appropriate for the public sector to undertake certain activities to
achieve a desired outcome, the Government accepts that it may not be the case now, or that it
may be possible to achieve that outcome in another moire beneficial way. In this context, the
Government believes that the remaining social justice aims, associated with the social
insurance function which the SGIQ has undertaken, can be met in today's market without the
broader involvement in general insurance.
After considering possible options, the Government came to the view that there was no
longer any strategic or moral reason to continue an involvement in the general insurance field
when in the future those resources could be better used in core areas like health and
education. Core community services should nor have to be constrained because of the
growing funding needs of an agency providing general commercial services which are now
competitively available, in abundance, in the private sector.
In addition, the Government recognised that the SGIQ was being increasingly constrained by
public ownership in its ability to grow and compete. As the sole shareholder on behalf of the
community, the State is not always in a position to inject additional equity capital and allow
agencies like the Government insurer to expand and mature in the marketplace.
Consequently, consumers and taxpayers may not get the best return and the agency can
suffer in the longer term.
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Through the proposed sale of the SGlO, the State Government has reasserted its primary
focus on core services. It has again demonstrated that it is prepared to make hard decisions
in order to ensure priorities are set so limited resources am directed to where they can
provide the maximum community benefit. Making conscious decisions about the relevance
of activities and reordering priorities is an important part of good government. This action to
float the 5010 again affirms the Lawrence Government's commitment to that theme and to
use available resources to best advantage.
Over the past two years the operations of the SGlO have been closely reviewed. In
November 1991 a package of legislation was introduiced to separate the operations of the
State Government Insurance Commission, the SOIC, and the State Government Insurance
Corporation, which trades as SGIO, and to establish the State Government Insurance Office
as a separate corporatised statutory body corporate. Those Bills did not proceed past the
second reading speech.
As pan of the process leading to proposed corporatisation, the Government appointed a
commercial board of commissioners to the State Government Insurance Commission and the
SG10 last July. During the past 12 months that board has been working to separate the
operations of the two organisations. The decision to sell the 5010 has progressed swiftly
because of the substantial amount of work already undertaken in preparation for
corporatisation. The tabling of the SGlO's 199 1-92 annual report demonstrates the
achievements of the new board in focusing on the core insurance business and the
management's commitment to the financial success of the SGlO. The financial results
showing a $31 million turn around in operating profit before abnormal items, and growth in
net assets of 60 per cent from $38 million to $64 million also demonstrates that the SGIO is
ready for launching as a public company. I might add that this has been achieved without the
injection of any additional capital by the Government which was foreshadowed in the Bills
introduced into the House last year.
The public float of the SGIO will create a strong Western Australian based general insurance
company and will provide Western Australians with an opportunity to invest in one of the
State's great enterprises. It will also give individual taxpayers a chance to make their own
decision about whether they want to be involved in general insurance activities. It is
anticipated that the SGlO will rank in the top 150 companies in Australia on the "all
ordinaries" index based on market capitalisation. The timing of the float and the price of
shares to be offered will depend on market conditions and will, in accordance with the
Corporations Law, be announced in a prospectus.
I turn now to an explanation of the various parts of the SGlO Bill: Part I deals with the
commencement of the Act and sets out the definitions and interpretations of the terms used in
the Bill.
Part 2 provides for the establishment of SGOO Insurance Limited, a public company limited
by shares and incorporated under Corporations Law. The essential features of this part are -

After the Bill receives Royal assent, the State Government Insurance Commission
will be obliged to incorporate SGlO Insurance Limited;
the Memorandum and Articles of Association of this company will be approved by
the Treasurer. It is intended that the articles will be similar to those of other
Australian public listed companies;
the name SGIO, Insurance Limited is reserved by the Bill for the purposes of
Corporations Law; and
the State Government Insurance Commission, State Government Insurance
Corporation and 5010 Insurance Limited will be required to prepare and submit to
the Treasurer a statement of the assets and liabilities of the corporation to be
transferred to 5010 Insurance Limited. Ultimate control over the contents of the
statement will rest with the Treasurer.

It is the Government's intention that these assets and liabilities will be those shown in the
annual report of the State Government Insurance Corporation for the year ended 30 June
1992, other than inwards reinsurance and the life insurance business. After a careful review
of the SGlO's insurance operations it was decided that SGIO Insurance Limited would not
write inwards reinsurance or life insurance business. Both these classes of insurance have
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significant capital requirements and bath ame not developed to a stage that would enhance the
value of SG10 Insurance Limited. Arrangements are being made by the State Government
Insurance Corporation for the separate sale of its life business to a lurger existing life
insurance company. The assets and liabilities of the inwards reinsurance business will
remain with the corporation. Actuarial assessments have estimated that the assets of inwards
reinsurance exceed its liabilities.
It was announced on 4 August 1992 that Mr Ron Cohen and Mr David Young will be
Chairman and Depuzy Chairman respectively of 5010 Insurance Limited. The Government
will announce the other directors of the board when they have been appointed, and the details
of the full board will be provided in the prospectus.
Part 3 details the transition from the corporation to SGlO Insurance Limited. Specifically the
Bill provides -

for the transfer on the appointed day of assets and liabilities as detailed in the
statement to be submitted to the Treasurer,
for the transfer on the appointed day of liabilities under insurance policies from the
corporation to 5010 Insurance Limited;
that the commission will remain liable for those policies written by the corporation
and transferred to SGlO Insurance Limited until renewed or varied, to ensure that no
policyholder is disadvantaged. Policies written by S010 Insurance Limited after
privatisation will not be guaranteed by the commission;
for 5010 Insurance Limited to be granted approval as an approved insurance office
under the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981. The State
Government Insurance Office is the State's largest workers' compensation insurer
and is currently authorised by the State Government Insurance Commission Act 1986
to write workers' compensation; and
that the corporation will be prohibited from engaging in insurance business after the
appointed day.

The talent, dedication and experience of 5010 staff is essential to the ongoing success of
5(110 Insurance Limited. The transfer of employees from the State Government Insurance
Commission to 5010 Insurance Limited is being achieved by the company making a written
offer of employment to employees. Whether each individual employee will wish to take up
employment with the new company will be voluntary. Their new employment will take
effect from the allotment of shares to the public.
The Bill contains provision for the superannuation of transferring employees.
Approximately 25 per cent of relevant employees are contributors to the Government
Employees Superannuation Fund. Further, some employees have entitlements under the
Superannuation and Family Benefits Act 1938. The Bill allows the Treasurer, after
consultation with the Government Employees Superannuation Board, to make arrangements
for the transfer of benefits from the GESH to a superannuation fund to be established by
5010 Insurance Limited. Under the relevant legislation, members of the Government
Employees Superannuation Fund with less than two years contributory membership and
persons with rights under the Superannuation and Family Benefits Act 1938 would be
disadvantaged by resigning their employment from the State Government Insurance
Commission. In order to ensure that these people are not disadvantaged, the Bill will allow
the Treasurer to increase the value of the benefits that they would otherwise have received.
Part 4 provides for the sale of SGIO Insurance Limited by public float. The float will be
achieved by the issue of new shares by 5(110 Insurance Limited. Part of the proceeds raised
by the issue will be retained by 5010 Insurance Limited. The amount to be retained is yet to
be determined, but when aggregated with the net asset value of the assets and liabilities
transferred to SGIO Insurance Limited, that will give SGIO Insurance Limited a very swuong
financial base with net assets of approximately $100 million. The balance of the proceeds of
the float, which are anticipated to be over $64 million, the present net asset value, will flow
to the State Government Insurance Commission and form part of the Insurance Commission
General Fund. The Government is committed to selling all of the SG010 asset, recognising
that a number of large locally based general insurers are in the Western Australian market.
Consequently, there will be no golden share, but limited takeover protection is contained in
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the Bill. For a period of two years from the float, no person will be able to acquire a relevant
interest in more than 15 per cent of the voting shares in SGlO Insurance Limited.
After the expiry of that two year term, the takeover provisions of the Corporations Law and
of the Insurance Acquisitions and Takeover Act will apply to SGlO Insurance Limited, as
they apply to all other general insurance companies. Further takeover protection is provided
for by the company's Articles of Association. Upon the float, the State Government
Insurance Commission is obliged to dispose of its initial shares in SG10 Insurance Limited.
These shames will have nominal value.
Part 5 details various miscellaneous provisions which will -

allow the provision of services, on commercial terms, by the State Government
Insurance Commission to 5010 Insurance Limited and by SG10 Insurance Limited to
the SGIC. These include the lease of part of the SGlO Atrium to 5010, Insurance
Limited, the sharing of computer facilities and the management by SGIO Insurance
Limited of the run-off in the inwads reinsurance liabilities;
provide for the Crown Solicitor to continue to act in ongoing matters so as to avoid
additional legal costs and duplications of effort by having to appoint private solicitors
to pick up ongoing legal matters;
provide consequential amendments to the principal Act as set out in schedule I
including expanding the functions of the State Government Insurance Commission
and the State Government Insurance Corporation to expressly provide them with the
function to do the things contemplated by the Bill;
provide for consequential amendments to other Acts as set out in schedule 2; and
provide for the Governor to make regulations.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Max Evans.

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE - EXTENDED BEYOND 11.00 PM
HON J.M. DERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.22 pm]: I move,
without notice -

That the time of today's sitting be extended beyond 11.00 pm to such time as will
allow consideration of Order of thei Day No 2 to be completed through all stages.

I have previously discussed with the Leader of the Opposition and leader of the National
Party my intention to move this motion. I believe it is made necessary by the extent to which
debate has already proceeded on the Bill, combined with the imminent conclusion of the
Budget session. The Port Kennedy Development Agreement Bill has been debated over four
or five days -

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It should have been thrown out.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: - and although I have not taken out exact figures I think I am right in
saying it would have now occupied the equivalent of a full sitting week. Only a few minutes
ago, if I caught the comment correctly, Hon Phillip Pendal suggested that we had been
discussing the Bill forever. Certainly a number of members would have that impression.
even though it is not precisely the fact. In any event, in view of the need to both finalise our
consideration of this important Bill and to move to other legislation which requires full
consideration by the end of the session, I do take the exceptional position of moving this
extension of the sitting time.
Question put and passed.

PORT KENNEDY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BILL
Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Chairman of Committees (Hon Garry
Kelly) in the Chair; Hon John Halden (Parliamentary Secretary) in charge of the Bill.
New clause 19 -
Progress was reported after new clause 19 had been partly considered.
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Hon P.G. PENDAL: I was about to read into the record some of the evidence taken by the
Standing Committee on Legislation and the conclusions drawn out of it by the committee.
They do go to some length, but nonetheless they are important and are relevant to the point I
am making.
Hon John Halden: I will be redoing this.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I do not know what has happened with the Cabinet vacancy out of the
way: there seems to be a lot of goodwill from members opposite and I am delighted that is
the case. In that case, I will keep my comments to a minimum.
The report reads at page 13 -

43. The proposal by the developers, Fleuris Pty Ltd, for a rock wall marina at the
Port Kennedy development raises serious concerns as to its impact on the
marine and coastal environment.

44. Several issues were raised by witnesses as to the impact of a marina in this
area of Warnbro Sound and they can be identified as follows:-

I will briefly summarise those issues: The impact on the whitebait colony; the impact on sea
grasses and other marine life; the silting of the marina; and the blocking of the sand drift
which replenishes the beaches in Warnbro Sound to Shoal water Bay.
Point 47 refers to the comments made by Barbara Wienecke, who is attached to Murdoch
University. Ms Wienecke met me on site -
Several members interjected.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: For the record Ms Wienecke is a credit to academia and is a far more
interesting character than most people one meets.
The repont states -

When asked about the impact of the marina, Ms Wienecke responded that of all
aspects of the project, the marina would have the most pressing impact.

She went on to expand on that statement. At page 15 under point 49 the following statement
is made -

The Conservation Council of Western Australia has expressed the concern that the
construction of a rock wall marina would break the coastal current resulting in sand
being swept up along Warnbro Sound.

in the next point the report states -
Dr Philip Jennings told the Committee that the sand drift along the coast from
Warnbro Sound to Shoalwater Bay was 10 000 tonnes a year and any interruption to
or blocking of the sand drift would lead to severe erosion of the coast.

A little later in point Sl it is stated that in his evidence to the committee Dr ran Elliot. who is
senior lecturer in the Department of Geography but who is on secondment to the Department
of Planning and Urban Development, emphasised -

.. that the most important issue when considering the impact of the marina in this
area is that more investigatory work needs to be done along the coast before decisions
as to impact can be made.

He then goes on to talk about certain destabilising influences, which include the Dawesville
Cut and so on- We also heard detailed evidence from Dr Semeniuc. Finally Dr Imberger
stated -

The dynamics of the Western Australian coastal waters are not known very well.
The report went on to say on page 19 at point 66, which is the point I amn making -

However, Dr Imberger did tell the Committee that what is really needed in Warnbro
Sound is a long term study taking account of the inter-annual and inter-seasonal
factors.

That paragraph is followed by a lengthy quote from Dr Imberger's evidence. Having said all
of that, I now come to the amendment in the form in which I have presented it as new clause
19. Three things must happen before the marina is built and I believe they substantially
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address the concern I have which has been read into the record. My amendment states that a
marina shall not be constructed unless a marine ecological survey is carried out in
accordance with survey methods and for a period approved by the Environmental Protection
Authority. I emphasise the words "for a period approved by the Environmental Protection
Authority'. That is critical because, as the report indicates, it is not that we do not know
anything about the coast at that point or that no studies have been caried out, but that there
has been a lack of continuing studies to enable us to understand the long term adverse
impacts referred to in the Select Committee's report. There was some difficulty in arriving at
a suitable amendment because originally I included in my amendment a request that the
studies be done over a five year period. It was then argued that some studies were already
under way and that we were seeking to add a further five years to those study periods. That
was nonsense, of course, because if the adequacy of the studies had been determined two
years ago it meant another three years' study would have been adequate. However, that is
the way the wording camne out. The onus will be on the EPA to determine the approved
period.
The second part of my amendment is that the marina cannot be completed unless the marine
ecological survey finds that the proposed marina development is environmentaly acceptable;
in other words, it is a positive rather than negative point. 'The third condition is that the
marine ecological survey be published and endorsed - that is the important part - by the EPA
and the Director of Fisheries. In discussion as late as today the National Party was keen to
have that included.
In this Chamber one starts out on the basis that amendments will not be accepted and,
therefore, one prepares an hour long speech. It seems a waste to put aside a speech when, a
minute into it, the Government indicates it will accept the amendment. I am not one to waste
that valuable research but suffice to say I am delighted to hear by way of interjection from
the Parliamentary Secretary that the Government will accept this amendment. I have heard
all sorts of stories attached to this marina. I originally heard that the company would be glad
to have the obligation to build a marina taken out because it would save it $13 million. I
have also heard the contrary to that argument which was that the marina is an essential
ingredient of the whole project. In the end. I do not know where accuracy and truth lie.
Nonetheless, it is clear that the Government is accepting the amendment it should have
accepted many months ago.
Hon John H-alden: You only put it in minutes ago.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: It has been signalled for some time. For months and months that has
been conveyed to Opposition members - and I have no doubt to other members of Parliament
who visited the site - as one of the most serious elements of the whole Fleuris project which
had the capacity to affect it adversely. The Opposition has made no secret of taking advice
in that respect, particularly when the Legislation Committee had reported in the way it did.
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: The marina was one of the major aspects of this Bill about which
the Legislation Committee had great concern. I have a copy of a Government paper under
the heading "Port Kennedy Marina" which is a statement by the Minister for the
Environment. It contains 21 conditions and 23 commitments by the proponents associated
with the marina. Point 5 states in part -

Additionally, the proponent shall monitor this fishery resource, including quantitative
data of the available resource, for at least 12 months prior to and during construction
of the marina and for a period of not less than five years following the completion of
construction, during which time the proponent shall prepare and submit annual
reports, to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection Authority on advice of the
Fisheries Department.

I am glad that the study will continue for five years after the marina is set up. One could
relate this situation to a block of uncleared land with a stream running through it. One could
study the land for 100 years and probably come to the same conclusion every time about the
quality of the water. However, if one cleared the land around the stream the water quality
would probably alter in some way. The same situation could apply with the marina. One
could study the area of the proposed marina for 100 years and the situation would not change
very much. However, once the marina is established it could have all sorts of effects. We
should introduce safeguards to cover this aspect.
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Page 2 of the same document states that -

In the event that adverse impacts on the fishery resource occur, the proponent shall
undertake remedial action to the satisfaction of the Environmental Protection
Authority on advice of the Fisheries Department.

The document goes on at length about what the proponents should do if there were an
adverse impact when the marina is established. I ant pleased about that commitment and the
conditions placed on Fleuris. The agreement is all about what should happen before die
marina is set up. Within the time constraints Fleuris must put in as many safeguards as
possible, and must ensure that the marina is protected by as many surveys as possible. An
ecology survey must be published and endorsed by the Environmental Protection Authority
and the director of the Fisheries Department, both of whom are vitally concerned about the
area. Whitebait nurseries are of major importance for the feeding of penguins in the area.
We should consider those areas and the fishing industry generally, especially if they include
breeding grounds for small fish.
The amendment will go a long way to ensure sufficient safeguards. We cannot have a
100 per cent guarantee with the construction of a marina. Some people have given evidence
to our committee regarding other marinas along the coast of this State. They could give
valuable advice regarding the placement of this marina so that it will least affect the
environment of the Port Kennedy area.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I join with Hon Phillip Pendal in expressing my pleasure
that the Parliamentary Secretary has indicated dhe Government's acceptance of this important
amendment.
I wish to comment about the intention of the ecological survey. Both Mr Pendal and
Mr Caldwell have referred to the importance of the fish nursery on the northern shore at
Becher Point. To underline the significance of the fish nursery I refer to a report by Mr Rob
Lenanton, the principal fish research scientist of the Fisheries Department. Itris a one page
report headed "Fish nursery role of the northern shore of Becher Point". It indicates chat on
11 December 1989 Mr Lenanton and three others took samples of the fish at the site
approximately one kilometre to the northeast of Becher Point; in other words, approximately
the site of the proposed marina. The report states -

The composition of both samples from the marina site was overwhelmingly juvenile
(and some post larvae) whitebait.

It refers also to the some juvenile school and western school whiting, hardyheads, juveniles
of blue sprat, western sand whiting and yellow eye mullet. I have indicated that this is in fact
a fish nursery, and it indicates why the particular sire - that is, the site of the proposed
marina - is important. The report reads -

Based on discussions with fishermen, my understanding of the biology, and the
results of the netting, juvenile whitebait caught at the marina site are seeking shelter
from predation in the turbid water found in the lee of Becher Point.

One of the reasons for choosing this as a marina site is the protection from what is called in
this report "turbid water" in the lee of Becher Point. For the same reason it is chosen for a
marina, it is an important fish nursery. Mr Lenanton's report goes on -

The northern shore of Becher Point appears to be the only undisturbed site between
Mandurah and Cockburn which offers this quality fish nursery area.
The area also supports extensive beached and surf-zone drift weed. From my
extensive experience studying thes systems, the area appears to be extremely
productive, providing both nutrients for the adjacent inshore ecosystem, and the high
quality fish nursery area- (A research project could confirm this).
The area is well within the 10 km foraging range, and thus of benefit to Penguin
Island penguins which utilise whitebait as a principal food source.

I have no doubt about the importance of the sire of the proposed marina as a fish nursery.
There is no doubt about the relationship in the food chain between that fish nursery, the
whitebait and the penguins on Penguin Island. Indeed that nursery is important to the whole
ecology system of Warnbro Sound park. The importance of that nursery was accepted in a
report to Government. The advice given to the Minister for the Environment is by three
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persons: Mr McKenna, the chairman; Mr R. Howe, member and a signature which I cannot
read. The report states -

In the light of the evidence to the Committee of the possible existence of a shoaling
ground and bait fish nursery near the proposed marina, the Committee believes the
marina development should not be given final approval until there have been
appropriate investigations -

I emphasise "appropriate". The report continues -

- by the Fisheries Department. This matter is important not only from the aspect of
the existing bait fishery but equally because of possible damaging effects on the food
chain for penguins and other sea birds in the area.

That was the advice given to the Minister for the Environment. As a result of that advice the
Minister imposed the condition upon the development to which Hon John Caldwell referred -
that prior to the construction of the giayne to the marina basin the proponent shall undertake
a study of not less than 12 months' duration of the likely impact of the development on the
fishery resource. In addition to that, for five years after the construction of the marina it is
required that the joint venture partners continue to study and monitor the effects of the
marina upon the fisheries.
Once the marina is built, if during the five year monitoring period some deleterious effects
upon the fish and the food chain in the study area are detected, some compensation must be
made; but compensation to whom? There would be no problem in compensating fishermen
who lose their livelihoods. What compensation will Fleuris Pty Ltd and its Singaporean
partner make to the penguins? Will they go out and feed the penguins? I suggest that it
would be another case of "too late mate".
The amendment that Hon Phillip Pendal has requested is that a marine ecological survey be
carried out in accordance with current survey methods for a period approved by the
Environmental Protection Authority. Although the Minister for the Environment's condition
is for a 12 month survey before construction and five years after construction, the Opposition
is concerned that that important fish nursery be adequately surveyed for an appropriate
period to ensure that if the marina is to be built it will not have any deleterious effect upon
the fish nursery and the food chain of the Warnbro Marine Park.
Hon REG DAVIES: I ask that Hon Derrick Tomlinson table the document from which he
was quoting.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I seek leave to table the document to which I referred.
Leave granted. [See paper No 618.]
New clause put and passed.
New part 5-
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I move -

After page 15 - To insert the following part -
PART 5 - MISCELLANEOUS

Restriction upon development of land in stage 2 area
20. (1) Land in the stage 2 area shall not be developed unless not less than
75% of land in the stage 2 area has been reserved under Part III of the Land
Act 1933 for a purpose related to nature conservation, and is classified as of
class "A" under that Part.

(2) Nothing in subsection (1) limits the operation of sections 5 and 7 or
prevents the land conservation district committee established under the Soil
and Land Conservation Act 1945 for the Port Kennedy Land Conservation
District from performing its functions under that Act.

(3) Subject to subsection (1), any development of land in the stage 2 area
shall be under the direction and control of the Board.
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Regulations
2L. The Governor may make regulations, not inconsistent with this Act or the
Agreement, prescribing all matters necessary or convenient to be prescribed
for carrying out or giving effect to this Act and, in particular, regulations may
be made -

(a) for the protection of flora and fauna in areas of vacant Crown land
in the Port Kennedy area;
(b) for dhe protection of the geomorphological features of the Port
Kennedy area;
(c) with respect to the development of facilities for the study of the
geomorphological features of the Port Kennedy area and for the
education of the public on the environmental importance of those
features;
(d) with respect to the development of holiday units additional to
those provided for in the Agreement.

Review
22. (1) The Minister shall cause to be carried out independently of the parties
to the Agreement a review of, and a report on, the operation and effectiveness
of this Act as soon as practicable after the expiration of 2 years from its
commencement, and in the course of that review and report regard shall be
had to -

(a) the progress of development of the project described in the
Agreement taking into account any periods or dates specified in the
Agreement during or before which any thing is required to be done
under the Agreement;
(b) the effectiveness of the operations of the Board under this Act;
(c) such other matters as appear to be relevant to the operation and
effectiveness of this Act.

(2) The Minister shall cause a copy of the report referred to in subsection
(1) to be laid before each House of Parliament within 10 sitting days of
receiving the report and in any case not later than 3 years from
commencement of this Act.

The Government opposes the Legislation Committee's amendments to clauses 20, 21 and 22
and proposes the amendments which I have just moved. In the opinion of the Crown Law
Department four sections would more appropriately be included in the agreement. As a
result a variation agreement has been tabled. This has been entered into by the State and the
company to provide that any extension of time should not exceed six months, any extension
is to be placed before each House of Parliament, no extension will be granted during the
period of review, notice of assignments by the company is to be laid before each of
Parliament, and any agreement to develop stage 2 is to be made by way of a variation
agreement. Clause 20 gives effect to the Legislation Committee's recommendations at
clause 19(1); it includes protection for the operation of the LCDC and gives effect to the
development of land in stage 2 being controlled by the board. Clause 21 regulations give
effect to the Legislation Committee's recommendations on the regulations, but excludes the
paragraph on the regulation of rents because this is already dealt with in the standard lease at
schedule 2, clause 2(5)- Clause 22 is a review clause. As proposed by the Legislation
Committee it requires an independent review after two years, and the review is to be laid
before each House of Parliament.
Hon REG DAVIES: Can either House disallow any aspect of those proposals?
Hon JOHN HAL.DEN: No.
Hon REG DAVIES: Is it simply to inform the House, and the House can do nothing about it?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes.
New part put and passed.
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Schedule 1 -
Hon PETER FOSS: The Legislation Committee had the mast difficulty with this schedule.
As is always the case any Bill which is refierred to the Legislation Committee is predicated
upon the basis that the policy of the Bill is agreed to. In this case, the policy is to ratify the
agreement. The committee is not in a position to start fiddling with the agreement; however
the agreement caused the committee and me some concern. It appears to be entirely
inadequate to look after the interests of the State. Some of my concerns relate to the way in
which the State will get value out of the agreement. To ensure the State will receive value
from the project it must ensure the project is built and that it is useful to the State, not just to
the proponents. A number of things will be built at no cost to the State which will be useful
to the State; however, it is almost an option situation. The company can require the State to
allow it to go through with certain things, but if the company is not interested in going ahead
the State only has the power to cancel the agreement. I suppose that makes some sense. It
would be ridiculous for the Government to try to force the company to enter into a
development. It is really granting a concession to the company which it can enforce against
the State. The State has supervisory powers, but no real ability to ensure that things occur. It
has an obligation, as it is partially carried out by the company, to start giving some substantial
benefits - that is, Crown grants - under clause 10 of Schedule 1. Clause 10(3) states that that
will be done in accordance with a formula where the value of the land for which a Crown
grant has been issued is put over the value of the land with which it is to be issued. That is to
be the same ratio as the amount paid by the company in implementing the project to the total
amount that the Minister indicates the company will have to pay to fully implement the
project. Therefore, as it proportionally spends some of its money, it will receive some value
of the land. The problem is that the value to the State will not be in the same proportion. The
real value to the State is obtained by some of the parts of the project in which it starts getting
back some useful facilities. I understand that the first facility the proponents will build will
be a hotel and two golf courses. They are the most valuable facilities to the proponents;
however, they are not very valuable to the State. We have golf courses and hotels all over the
place at the moment.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It will not be a hotel; it will be a private golf club.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is right. Golf courses across Perth have been built by people who
have paid for the land and everything else themselves, and have not received grants from the
State.
Hon John Halden: Royal Perth Golf Club is not like that.
Hon PETER FOSS: If at that stage the proponents decided to give up and go away they
would receive a substantial quantity of freehold and leasehold land, and the State would not
have received very much for it at all. Certainly, the suggestion of what will be paid to the
State under clause 14 of Schedule 1 is chickenfeed, despite what the agreement states. The
agreement is misleading in that respect. It states in clause 14(l) -

In and as consideration for the State entering into this Agreement with the Company
and for the grant of the Crown lease referred to in clause 9 and the issue of the Crown
Grants referred to in clause 10, not later than 31 January in each year the Company
shall pay to the State a sum equal to 0.5 % ...

In fact, we know that is not the case and that it really is still part of the deal that goes back to
the WADC. The Legislation Committee received statements on that matter from people in
evidence. Clause 14(5) states -

In and as further consideration for the State entering into this Agreement with the
Company, within 30 business days following the Minister being satisfied .. . with the
evidence furnished by the Company . .. pursuant to clause 5(2) ... shall pay the State
$500 000.

That is said to be a con sideration for these matters, but in fact all it is doing is paying out the
WADC. Therefore, the State gains absolutely nothing for the land. It is contributing the
land completely but has no real guarantee that it will obtain anything back from the
company. The proposal is set up so that no guarantee exists that within any period anything
will be done other than what the company wants because it suits it to do so. That is an
unsatisfactory state of affairs.
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A benefit is being conferred on these people, but the State may say that it will ensure that
these people do it or it gets the land back and has a chance to deal with somebody else.
Provisions were included in clause 20 to prevent assignment of this agreement. The report of
the committee indicated how totally useless that clause is. It is nothing more than window
dressing. The worst thing was that having purported that the proponents would develop the
land, it was not until the matter went before the committee and members began inquiring that
it was discovered that Flewis had no intention of carrying out this work; it was going to give
it all away to a new joint venture company. All of the money was to come from overseas and
the proponents were to have a free carry right. They tried to deny it before the committe
and were pretty evasive about what would occur. However, it was eventually revealed that a
total taking up of the obligation would occur by a Singapore based financier who would fund
this project. Where was that mentioned in the second reading speech? Where has that ever
been stated to the public? H-ow would that matter ever have come to the public's notice had
it never gone to the Legislation Committee? That is vital information; the people of Western
Australia should know about the gift they are making to these people. I have no hesitation in
saying that ir is a gift They are going to sit back now, have all the money put up by the
Singaporean financier and be paid to administer it.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It is not merely a financier, it is a joint venture.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. It is a joint venture without the financial obligations; that is the
important point. All the financial obligations are on the other person. It looks as though the
parties will be 50 per cent partners. The only thing these people are putting up is what the
State is putting in their pockets. It is PICL all over again. The State ended up paying
$400 million to the crooks, Connell and Dempster, for the concession that was given by this
State. They did absolutely nothing. In this case far less money is involved and the State is
giving away a valuable piece of land. However, it is exactly the same principle.
Hon Reg Davies: The land itself is probably one of the most valuable assets in the State.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is valuable in terms of dollars.
H-on Reg Davies: I am not talking about dollars.
H-on PETER FOSS: I[know to what the member is referring. The area is also valuable as an
asset of this State. If this deal came up now it would be thrown out as being WA Inc all over
again. The State is giving these people this land but is not receiving any benefit for it. Itris
disgraceful. I am all in favour of encouraging people who have money to go ahead and do
the deal; however, these people have nothing.
This is a project worth hundreds of millions of dollars and these people never had an earthly
chance of putting up that money themselves, yet the State is giving them this concession so
that they can hawk it around to somebody else who will put up all the money. They will get
the benefit rather than the State of Western Australia getting the benefit. That is what I find
so objectionable about this whole matter. These people were never going to do anything
other than hawk the deal around. They have spoken about the money they have spent in the
past, but most of that money was spent in glossy brochures, such as that which I see in the
box in front of the Parliamentary Secretary, made for the purpose of hawking the deal
around. They were never people of substance who would ever be capable of carrying out
this project themselves. It would always be a matter in which somebody else would have to
be involved. Those people who were involved would be paying something to these people
for the concession which the State gave them.
It is totally objectionable; it is a WA Inc type of deal. It is unfortunate that in this year,
immediately after the two reports of the Royal Commission, this place is once again allowing
people to obtain this sort of benefit. I refer members to a letter from Gary Sheehan of Fleuris
Pty Ltd sent to me after my last remarks on this matter.

Point of Order
Hon DOUG WENN: By allowing Hon Peter Foss to speak again, the Chairman is giving the
member 20 minutes, whereas I thought that at the end of 10 minutes he was required to sit
down.
The CHAIRMAN: There is no point of order. A member can rise for as many 10 minute
lots as he likes.
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Committee Resumed
Hon PETER FOSS: I sat down.
Hon Doug Wenn: Why didn't you stay down?
Hon PETER FOSS: I think I referred to the proponents as ruthless venturers or something of
that nature. The letter stated -

Your comments last night and in recent times regarding the size of our company and
its ability to undertake the project were interesting.
You therefore may well be interested in the attached.

One of those attachments was a letter to Hon Garry Kelly which states -

Fleuris Pty Ltd has incurred costs in excess of $1.5 muillion since it commenced the
Port Kennedy project. These costs have been funded in part by shareholders capital
but in the majority by loans from shareholders. The $1.5 million in expenses relates
to costs for the Port Kennedy Resort project and does not include any of the costs
relating to purchase of the land Lot 605 Peel Estate, nor does it include the $500,000
to be paid to Government with regard to the exit of the WAUC from the project.

One of the things I found peculiar about the whole thing was its understanding of some of the
financial aspects. For instance, it did not understand what was a free carried interest. It was
certain what it was not, but was not absolutely certain what it was. It was quite clear that its
financial adviser considered that it was a free carried interest. Here we have the same thing.
It does not include the $500 000 to be paid to the Government in relation to EximIWADC.
However, the $1.5 million which is referred to includes some of the $500 000 put up by the
joint venturer. The situation outlined was that, when WADC went into the joint venture, it
had to put up $200 000 expenditure before Fleuris was required to put in any expenditure.
That was meant to represent the cost to it of the joint venture project. They continued to put
in money jointly after that time until both had put in $500 000, making a total of $1 million.
It was at that time the WADC exited. A considerable amount of money has been spent since,
but it is interesting to note that part of the deal is that all of the money that was needed to get
the thing going has to be paid for by the joint venture partner. All of the money it has put up
will be taken out by the joint venture partner. In the end, it will have everything back in its
pocket with never the possibility of having sufficient money to carry out the project itself. I
have no doubt that it has had a remarkable persistence; the thing would have fallen on its
face without that persistence. However, why did the Government deal with people like this
who are not of sufficient substance ever to be being capable of carrying out the project?
Whatever one may say about the money spent - a lot of the money was spent mainly by
getting the consultants to give their time and money's worth - these people were not of
sufficient substance to justify the Government's dealing with them. The Government
seemed to have the attitude that anyone who came along with sufficient spirit and adventure
would be picked up by the Government. There was then this laying on of hands and of
money for them to be able to carry out the project In future, the State should deal only with
people of substance who are able to contribute something rather than flog off the benefits of
the thing. To put up an agreement which gives a totally different impression of what will be
the financial consequences is very bad. Why was this Parliament not informed prior to the
inquiry by the Standing Committee on Legislation about how the project would be carried
out? Why was the carrying out of the first stage to be assigned totally to a joint venture and
why must that money come entirely from Singapore financiers? That is different frn the
presentation put to the Parliament in the second reading speech and in the agreement. It is
time to get a little more frankness in these things when they come before the Parliament.
Hon DERRICK TOMILINSON: What is meant by the words contained in pages 60 to 62 of
schedule 4? What are the terms of the lease?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The first 25 years will be a peppercorn rent, the second 25 years
buildings and structures additional to that required by the Bill at full commercial rent and the
third 25 years are all to be based on a commercial rental lease basis.
Hon DERRICK TOML[NSON: I thank the Parliamentary Secretary for that elucidation.
The words contained on those pages are nothing more than gobbledegook. When the
Standing Committee on Legislation tried to weave its way through that gobbledegook, it
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sought advice from three authorities: The Parliamentary Counsel who it assumed was
responsible for the lease and who gave us one interpretation; the adviser to the Parliamentary
Counsel who gave us another interpretation; and the third legal authority who gave us a quite
different interpretation. And this is supposed to be a lease of public property!
Hon Peter Foss: The third one was right.
Hon DERRICK TOMLISON: The third one was right. This is supposed to be a lease of
public property and two of the three advisers from whom the Legislation Committee sought
advice could not interpret it. We now have, I hope, an accurate interpretation from the
Parliamentary Secretary. My hope is that he is right because I cannot interpret whether he is
right since I cannot understand the gobbledygook. The request from the Legislation
Committee is that in future such leases be written in plain English.
Schedule put and passed.
Schedule 2 -
Hon JOHN I-ALDEN: I move -

Page 80, line 5 - To insert "(1)" after the clause designation "7."
Page 80, after line 6 - To insert the following -

(2) The minutes shall in addition to any other matters properly contained in
the minutes record any minority or dissenting view expressed by a member if
the member so requests.

This is self-explanatory and pmovides for the minutes to record any minority views.
Amendments put and passed.
Schedule, as amended, put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [11.22 pm]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a third time.
HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [11.23 pm]: If ever there was a case study of
the way not to promote a Bill or scheme, this is that case study. Ever since the project and
the legislation came to the notice of members of Parliament they have brought to all of us
more trouble than perhaps in the end they will be worth. The Government has been living
with this legislation for almost six years. if I have felt sorry for anyone throughout that
period it is the gentleman who has just left the Chamber, Mr Poole, the Government adviser
whose task has not been made any easier by the fact that the Opposition has made no
apology whatsoever for putting this Bill and the scheme through the mincer over a period of
months. Had the Government been more forthcoming, up-front and frank - Hon Peter Foss
referred to that a few minutes ago - the Bill might have had a less tortuous path through the
Parliament.
A second case study that is worth impressing upon members may indicate to them one of the
reasons that the Opposition took such an interest in the development from an environmental
point of view. If anything proved the point that these things are not static and they are not
without their dynamics, this is one of those cases. In the course even of the parliamentary
debate going on, when we were being told to get on with it and pass the Bill, the importance
of the area scientifically was emerging. The state of knowledge that now exists in society on
24 November about this area of land is a lot different, and much richer and fuller than it was
when this began.
Hon Reg Davies: We are still not happy with it.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Not a lot of people -

The PRESIDENT: Order! I have allowed the honourable member to proceed because I
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expected him to say something different, but I remind the House that the third reading stage
of a Bill is an opportunity for a member to say why the Bill should or should not be
supported. That is the extent of the discussion on the third reading. I assume the honaurable
member will tell us in a minute that somehow or other what he is saying is a reason that we
should or should not read the Bill a third time because he is limited to speaking on that
subject.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I thought it was clear that I was doing that.
The PRESIDENT: It was not clear.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Then I will make it clear. I repeat, had the Government been half frank
about che contents of the agreement, its negotiations and a whole range of issues that have
taken us weeks to deal with in this Chamber - not forgetting the weeks within the Standing
Committee on Legislation - then I am sure the Bill would not be going through the
Parliament on 24 November 1992. It might have gone through earlier or, in other
circumstances, it may not have gone through at all. This is a case study for Governments -
this one in its dying days and others that will follow - that if they propose to keep people in
the dark they will get this treatment. If Governments deny people this information they will
get this treatment. If Governments do evetything they can to prevent members of Parliament
learning the truth about a particular matter, I refer to not just the contents of the Bill but all of
those environmental aspects we discovered on the way through, they will meet with this sort
of resistance to legislation. That is an impontant point and, notwithstanding the contents of
the Bill, the way the Government conducted itself was an open invitation for people to
challenge the Government every inch of the way. In that circumstance the Government has
no-one to blame but itself, and I hope it will be something of a case study to illustrate that
members of Parliament should not be subjected to the sort of tomfoolery that has been going
on inside and outside the Chamber over the Pon Kennedy Bill for so long.
HON REG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) [ 11.29 pm]: I urge members not to support the
third reading of this Bill. I do not believe the whole project is in the best interests of Western
Australians. I do not think this land is being used to the best effect in the long term interests
of the people of this State. If we pass this Bill tonight, in years to come environmentalists
throughout the World will condemn us for our actions. I ask members not to support the third
reading.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time and returned to the Assembly with amendments.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY
HON ,J.M. BERINSON (Worth Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [ 11.30 pm]: I move -

That the House do now adjourn.
Adjournent Debate - Aboriginal Affairs Funding - Question on Newspaper Article,

Concern in Minister's Answer
HON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [11.31 pm]: I draw the attention of members to a
serious matter that should be addressed. During question time in the other place today the
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs was asked about a statement which appeared in an article on
the front page of The West Australian on Thursday last week. The article stated a number of
things about certain moneys having been used for purposes other than those for which they
were intended; that is, for Aboriginal affairs in this State.
The Minister in the other place, when answering the question, stated that the whole content
of the article was incorrect. A great need has arisen for an inquiry into a number of
accusations which have been made by people in this State regarding funding for Aboriginal
matters. As a consequence, I put it to the Government that it should take the contents of that
article seriously, in particular the accusations which appear in it, along with a lot of other
evidence made available to members of Parliament showing that all is not well with
Aboriginal affairs funding in this State.
I am particularly concerned that the answer given by the Mdinister in the other place did not
take seriously a comment w-hich has been made to a number of people. I bring this matter to
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dhe attention of members in the hope that such matters will not be swept under the table as
the days pass. Concern is being expressed by members of the public in this State that funding
allocated to special areas is not the subject of greater scrutiny as to where it is spent. When
such a significant and important statement appears in the Press it is not right that proper
consideration is not given to it by the relevant Minister of the day.
Question put and passed.

House adjow-hzed at 11.34 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

LESCHENAULT ESTUARY- EFFLUENT PIPELINE
Restoration Cost - Demolition and Modification Cost

630. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
the Environment:
(1) What was the estimated cost of restoring the effluent pipeline across the

Leschenault Estuary to a satisfactory stage and retaining it for community
use?

(2) What is the estimated cost of demolishing part of the pipeline tres tle and
modifying it?

(3) When will the current work on the pipeline be completed?
(4) Why was it decided finally to demolish part of the pipeline and modify it

instead of upgrading it and using it for public use and to connect with the
Leschenault Peninsula?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for the Environment has provided the following reply to
parliamentary question 630 -

(1) To remove the effluent pipelines, demolish the superstructure and
construct a new three metre wide walkway on the existing 29 year old
piles the estimated cost was $1 550 000.

(2) The original estimated cost of the approved project was $1 310 000,
Due to the competitive tenders received the cost has now been revised
down to $1 000 000, including a small jetty and land place on the
western side.

(3) The con tractor currently anticipates completion by Christmas.
(4) Following extensive public consultation, the majority view was that

the trestle should be removed to be replaced by a public jetty.
Engineering advice was that the trestle piles had reached the end of
their structural life due to weathering and toredo worm attack.
This has been confirmed during demolition with most of the piles
breakcing whilst they were being extracted. Severe deterioration of the
piles was observed on inspection after they were removed.

SCHOOLS - LESMURDIIE SENIOR HIGH
Students Repeating Year 12, Enrolment Instruction

898. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Education:
(1) Has Lesmurdie Senior High School been instructed not to enrol students who

wish to repeat their tertiary entrance examination year 12 in 1993?
(2) Has the school been advised that such students should enrol at Cyril Jackson or

North Lake Senior Campuses, Kewdale Senior 1-1gb School or Canning
College?

I-on KAY HALLAI-4AN replied:
(1) Yes. Resources have been made available for these students to return to

designated schools to repeat their TEE.
Indications are that when students repeat at a specially designated institution,
their chances of being successful are greater than when they repeat at their
previous year 12 school.

(2) 'Yes.
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STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - MITCHELL-BERIN SON
MEETING INFORMATION

900. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:
After the National Companies and Securities Commission commenced its
inquiry into the acquisition of Bell Group shares by the Bond Corporation and
the State Government Insurance Commission, did the Attorney General tell the
SCIC that he had a meeting with Mr Mitchell?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
No.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - MITCHIELL-BERINSON
MEETING INFORMATION

901. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:
(I) From the Attorney General's knowledge, prior to 6 June 1988 was the State

Government Insurance Commission ever told by anybody that he had met with
Mr Mitchell of the Bond Corporation on 25 April 1988?

(2) If so, by whom was it told?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
(1) I have no knowledge as to whether that occurred or not.
(2) Not applicable.

NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES COMMISSION - BELL GROUP
SHARES PURCHASE INQUIRY

Mi: chell-Beri nson Meeting - Edwards Evidence
902. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

When did the Attorney General first become aware that the National
Companies and Securities Commission had not been told by Mr Edwards in his
evidence at the NCSC inquiry that the Attorney General had met with
Mr Mitchell on 25 April 1988?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
On my understanding of the position, as taken from the Royal Commission
report, Mr Edwards did in fact give evidence on this matter to the National
Companies and Securities Commission - see paragraph 6.2 of part 2 of the
report.

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO COMMERCIAL ACTI7VITIES OF GOVERNMENT
AND OTHIER MATITERS - REPORT

Edwards Evidence - Mirchell-Berinson Meeting Information
903. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

With reference to paragraph 17.7.2 of volume 4 of the report of the Royal
Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters in
which, in referring to the evidence of Mr Edwards, the commission said -

Mr Edwards said he took this approach because of his concern that
information would be leaked from the NCSC. He said for this reason, he
made no mention of the possibility of Rothwells being assisted by the
transaction nor did he mention the meeting between Mr Berinson and
Mr Mitchell.

(1) Was the Attorney General aware that Mr Edwards did not mention the
meeting between him and Mr Mitchell?

(2) If so, when did he become aware of that?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

See answer to question 902.
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ROYAL COMMISSION INTO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES OF GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER MATITERS - REPORT

Attorney General Reading From Transcripts of Evidence
904. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

With reference to paragraph 1782 of volume 4 of the report of the Royal
Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters
which states -

On June 2 1988 there was a gathering of Ministers at Parliament House.
Those present from rime to time included Mr Dowdinig, Mr Parker,
Mr Berinson and Mr Grill. On the basis of Mr Heenan's evidence, it
seems that other Ministers and possibly advisers were present also.

It continued later -

Some Ministers were reading from traniscripts of the evidence.
Was the Attorney General one of those Ministers reading front the transcripts
of evidence?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
Yes. On my recollection, I read a small number of faxed pages of transcripL

RGC MINERAL SANDS LTD - PROCESSING PLANT, CAPEL
Residents' Complaints; Monitoring of Emissions

908. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
the Environment:
(1) Is the Minister aware of complaints from some Capel residents in regard to

emissions from the ROC Mineral Sands Ltd processing plant in Cape)?
(2) Is monitoring of the emissions from this plant, and others in the Capel area,

carried out?
(3) If so, have the results been within acceptable and recommended levels?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for the Environment has provided the following response to
parliamentary question 908 -

(1) 1 am advised by the Environmental Protection Authority that
infrequent complaints axe received by their Bun bury office.

(2) Yes.
(3) The latest data for the period September 1992 to present does not

exceed licence conditions.
O'KANE, MICHAEL - CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, HOMESWEST,

RECOMMENDATION
Employment Details

918. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Attorney General representing the Minister for
Housing:
(1) Will the Minister confirm that Michael O'Kane is the recommended applicant

for the position of Chief Executive of Homeswest?
(2) How long has Mr O'Kane been employed by Homeswest?
(3) What position did he first hold in Homeswest and what is his current

substantive position?
(4) How was he appointed to his first position in Homeswest?
(5) Is he a permanent civil servant?
(6) If not, under what terms of the advertised vacancy was he able to apply for the

position of Chief Executive?
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Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The Minister for Housing has provided the following reply to question 918 -

(1) No. I am not aware of any recommendation to the position of Chief
Executive Officer, Homeswest.

(2) Mr O'Kane was officially appointed as Director Housing Services -
level 9 - at Homeswesz on 3 December 1987.

(3) As above. He still holds the current substantive position - P0636988.
(4) Normal selection process of interview and assessment by interview

panel chaired by Mr Greg Black, the then Chief Executive Officer.
(5) Yes. He was appointed to the Western Australian Public Service in

April 1975.
(6) Not applicable.

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION - CHARGES LAID BY ABORIGINES
922. Hon MURIEL PAMTRSON to the Attorney General representing the Minister for

Justice:
(1) How many charges have been laid by the Aboriginal people on the grounds of

racial discrimination for -

(a) 1990;
(b) 199 1; and
(c) 1992?

(2) How many were successful?
(3) What were the penalties?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Justice has provided the following reply -

(1) The Equal Opportunity Act provides a civil remedy and "charges"ar
not laid. The number of complaints are as follows -

(a) 67
(b) 66
(c) 24 - up to October 1992.

(2) In 1990 six complaints were conciliated, one referred to the Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission and 13 were referred to the
Equal Opportunity Tribunal. In 1991 25 complaints were conciliated,
three were referred to the Equal Opportunity Tribunal and four remain
under investigation, In 1992 two complaints were conciliated and 13
remain under investigation.

(3) The Equal Opportunity Act does not provide for penalties to be
imposed for unlawful discrimination. The Equal Opportunity Tribunal
can award compensation to successful complainants..- Outcomes of
conciliated complaints are confidential. Of the matters referred to the
tribunal -

1990 Complaints 2 complaints were conciliated prior to a
hearing

3 complaints were dismissed
I matter is on appeal to the Supreme

Court
2 complainants received $600 compensation

and an apology
4 complainants received $400 and an

apology
1 complaint is awaiting hearing
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1991 Complaints 2 complaints are awaiting hearing
2 complaints were conciliated prior to a

hearing
Note that these figures do not correspond to figures in the
commissioner's annual report as the annual report contains figures for
the financial year.
It will be noted that a large number of the complaints were not
officially conciliated or referred to the tribunal. These were either
withdrawn or contact was lost with the complainant. That does not
necessarily reflect a lack of success. Complainants often ame satisfied
simply with making a complaint without any outcome, or are satisfied
by a respondent's explanation.

D[RECTGR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS - TRANSFER OF ROYAL
COMMISSION SPECIALIST INVESTIGATORS

930. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:
How many persons working in an investigative role with the Royal
Commission have been transferred to positions with the Director of Public
Prosecution's office?

Hon T.M. BERINSON replied:
Three.

HOMESWEST - ALBANY HOUSING BLOCKS SALE
Lots 4-8 Beckett Street, Lot))1 Warden Avenue, Lot 12 Reidy Drive

931. Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY to the Attorney General representing the Minister
for Housing:
(1) Can the Minister confirm that seven housing blocks in lots 4 to 8 Beckett

Street, lot I I Warden Avenue and lot 12 Reidy Drive, all in Albany, were
recendly sold on behalf of Homeswest?

(2) Why were the blocks sold through private treaty rather than by auction or
tender and whose decision was it to sell them in this manner?

(3) Why was there no attempt to erect "for sale" signs on the blocks and what, if
any, advertising took place?

(4) Were the blocks valued, who valued them and what was the official valuation
in each case?

(5) Were the blocks sold at an avenage of about $ 10 000 less than market value?
(6) If so, why?
(7) To whom was each of the blocks sold?
(8) Was Homneswesr approached before the blocks were made available for sale by

any of the buyers or any other person acting on their behalf with a view to
purchasing the blocks?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The Minister for Housing has provided the following repiy-
(1) The seven lots were placed on the market through local agents. All

lots have now sold with the exception of Lot 4 Beckett Street which is
currently available due to a cancelled sale.

(2) All blocks were sold under the Homeswest public scheme as per
standard mode of sale. The availability of the lots was advertised in
the local paper.

(3) The properties were passed to agents, Arthur Johnstone Snowball Pty
Ltd and Watson and Caparaio. An advertisement was placed in the
local paper - The Albany Advertiser - advising the availability of the
lots. A "for sale" sign was to follow to complement the advertisement;
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however, due to an unforeseen demand all lots sold as a result of the
advertisement which precluded the need for a "for sale" sign to be
placed at the subdivision.

(4) Valuation was done by the Valuer General's Office and Albany
Valuation Services.

Value Gen. Albany Val. Avenage Sale Price
Lo 4 Beckett 18000 14500 16250 16300
Lotr5 eckett 18000 16500 17250 17300
Lot 6Beckett 17000 14800 15900 15900
Lot 7Beckett 17000 12000 14500 14500
Lotz8Beckett 18000 13000 15500 15 500
LotI Warden 16000O 12000 14000 14000
Lo12 Reidy 21000 22000 21500 21500

(5) No.
(6) Not applicable.
(7) Lot 4 currently available

Lot 5 Partingcon: Shane Robert
Lot 6 Wauters: Dean Phillip
Lot 7 Dul: Andrew Allan and Tan-Jan
Lot 8 Cummins; William John and Margaret Lillian
Lot I I Minchin: Michael D'Esterre and Jillian Dorothy
Lot 12 T'Hart: Cornelius and Teunie

(8) To our knowledge no approaches were made; however, Homneswest
standard response is to advise that the lots will be advertised in the
paper when they are released.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS - TRANSFER OF ROYAL
COMMISSION SPECIALIST INVESTIGATORS

Insufficient Funding
933. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

(1) Is the Attorney General aware that certain specialist investigators with
professional accounting and legal qualifications formerly working with the
Royal Commission are not able to be transferred to the staff of the Director of
Public Prosecutions because it is believed that the DPP does not have
sufficient funding?

(2) Is the Director of Public Prosecutions sufficiently funded to allow specialist
investigators with specialist knowledge acquired as a result of their
employment wit~h the Royal Commission and the Rothwells task force to be
employed on a contract basis to ensure that their specialist knowledge
previously acquired from their investigations is made available to the Director
of Public Prosecutions in his role of initiating prosecutions as a consequence of
Royal Commission findings?

(3) Will the Government undertake to provide the DPP with adequate funding to
ensure that the DPP is in a position to ensure that such persons described above
to enhance the prospect of achieving successful prosecutions?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I anm advised as follows -

(1) The Director of Public Prosecutions is still assessing the extent of
investigations that will be required. The Staff available is sufficient for
that purpose. Funding is not the reason why staff have not yet been
engaged by the DPP.

(2)-(3)
Yes.
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STATE EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY ACT -
REVIEW

936. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Employment:
(1) When will the Minister's department commence a review of the operation of

the State Employment and Skills Development Authority Act 1990 required by
its second anniversary on 26 November 19927

(2) When will the Minister table her report in Parliament?
Hon KAY HALLAJIAN replied:
(1) Although the Act was assented to on 26 November 1990, SESDA did not

commence operations until Tuesday, 29 January 1991. This dat involved the
first meeting of six members appointed to the authority under the Powers and
Interpretation Act, which enabled a minimum quorum for the authority to
commence operation. It should be noted that the first meeting of the fully
constituted authority, as provided for under the membership provisions of the
Act, did not take place until 10 April 1991 due to the fact that the Act requires
a 90 day nomination period for the appointment of members under the
employer and employee provisions. It is intended to commence the review at
the end of January 1993 with a view to it being completed by the second
anniversary of the first meeting date of the full meeting of the authority,
namely 10 April 1993.

(2) Section 43 of the Act requires that the Minister shall prepare a report based on
the review and for this report to be laid before each House of the Parliament.
Itris my intention to table the report after the Government has considered the
findings of the review.

FERTILISER - CONTAMINATED, ENTERING WESTERN AUSTRALIA
942. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police representing die Minister for

Agriculture:
(1) Has contaminated fertiliser been discovered entering Western Australia?
(2) When was it discovered?
(3) What steps are being taken to avoid a repeat of this happening?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following response -

(1) Yes. Contaminated with unacceptable levels of heavy metals.
(2) November 1991.
(3) The fertiliser regulations are being amended to provide for maximum

levels of heavy metal contaminants in fertilisers. Once these
regulations have been made, all sellers of fertilisers will have to show
evidence of compliance with these maximum levels before registration
will be allowed.

WITTENOOM GORGE TOWNSHIP REPORT - DISREGARDED BY
GOVERNMENT

944. Hon P1-I. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
North-West:
(1) Has the Government disregarded the Report into Wittenoomn Gorge Township

compiled by the chairman of that committee, Hon Mark Nevill?
(2) If so, why did the Government agree to the formation of this committee?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for North-West has provided the following response -
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
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MILYU RESERVE, SOUTH PERTH FORESHORE - WEED INFESTATION
948. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for the

Environment:
I refer to the Milyu Reserve on the South Perth foreshore and ask -
(1) Is this site free of imported/exotic environmental plants or "weed"?
(2) If not, what is the nature of the infestation?
(3) What is being done to control or eradicate it?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) No.
(2) Kikuyu wild oats and watsonia, with small infestations of bamboo, couch,

dock and cape tulip are present. A number of exotic palms are also present on
the reserve.

(3) Control is being undertaken as resources permit- Milyu is one of many nature
reserves with weed problems. Treatment of weed problems on reserves is
done on a priority basis by Department of Conservation and Land
Management. A concerted effort to eradicate the bamboo has been made over
the last several years. This has been largely successful and resprouts are cut
and treated with Roundup four to five times per year. Poplars have also been
removed and resprouts are also subject to follow up treatment. The Kikuyu
and grass along the cycle path are sprayed with Roundup three to four times a
year.

SALMON - SOUTH WEST FISHERY
Mike Walker's Report, Minister's Consideration

949. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Parliamentary Secretary, Hon Mark Nevill representing
the Minister for Fisheries:

I refer to a report compiled in 1982 by Dr Mike Walker, presented to the then
Minister, Hon Julian Grill, concerning the south west salmon fishery and ask -
(1) Has the present Minister given consideration to the report?
(2) If so, when is it anticipated that the recommendations contained in the

report will be acted upon?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

It is not clear from the member's question to which report he is referring. I
am advised that M. Walker and Associates completed a report titled "South
West Beach Seine Fishery.- Tim's Thicket to Cape Beaufort" - in 1988, which
provided a profile of the "Historical and Present Economic Value to South
West Australia" of the commercial fisheries in the south west, including the
south west salmon fishery. There were no specific recommendations
contained in that report. M. Walker and Associates also provided the
Fisheries Department with a report on the 1987-88 salmon season. Again,
there were no specific recommendations contained in that report. Neither of
these reports have specifically been referred to the present Minister for
Fisheries.

GOVERNMENT BODIES - SECOND-HAND GOODS, SELLING BY TENDER
950. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Education representing the Minister

for Services:
Can Government bodies like the Ministry of Education sell by render
second-hand goods and in so doing not necessarily accept the highest tender?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
Yes, in accordance with State Supply Commission policies. In normal
circumstances the highest render would be accepted, unless there is a public
benefit to do otherwise.
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MULTICULTURAL CENTRE - MANDURAN REGION BUILDING PROPOSAL
952. Hon MURIEL PATTRSON to the Minister for Education representing the Minister

for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) Are there any plans to build a multicultural centre for the Mandurab region?
(2) If yes, has there been any community consultation on the proposed centr?
(3) Have there been any plans drawn up for any proposed centre?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following response -

(1) I am not aware of any plans by the Government to build a
multicultural centre in the Mandurab region.
However, I understand that the Winjan Aboriginal Corporation have
sought funds to building a community centre in the region.

(2)-(3)
The member should contact the Winjan Aboriginal Corporation for
informnation regarding these questions.

SCHOOLS - BETHEL ABORIGINAL PRESCHOOL, KUNUNURRA
Closure

953. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) With respect to the closure of the Bethel Aboriginal Preschool at Kununurra

can the Minister advise what notice was given to the administrators of the
preschool, of its closure?

(2) Was there any community consultation on the proposed closure?
(3) What are the reasons for the closure?
(4) If the building and facilities were considered inadequate, was there any

consideration given to upgrading these buildings and/or facilities?
(5) How many years has the school be operating?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) The Bethel Aboriginal Preschool has not been closed. It has been transferred

to the Kununurra District High School. A formal letter was sent to the
administrators of the preschool four weeks prior to transfer. The teacher was
notified by the district superintendent in 1990 of the possibility of transfer
should the pupil numbers not increase significantly.

(2) There has been ongoing consultation with the community throughout the
transfer process.

(3) The transfer was necessitated by unacceptably low pupil numbers and a poor
standard of accommodation.

(4) Consideration was not given to upgrading the facilities because it would have
been too costly and the facilities are too far from the Aboriginal community.
The members of the community can walk to Kununurra District High School
but they need to catch a bus to Bethel Aboriginal Preschool.
There is a facility for 40 children to attend at Kununurra. The average
attendance at Bethel was four.

(5) Bethel Aboriginal Preschool has been operating for more than 10 years and
will continue at Kununurra District High School. The premises at Bethel are
available for play group activities.
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SOLO MEATS ABATITOIR - WORKS APPROVAL APPLICATION, LOT 343
COCKRAM ROAD, GINGIN

Residents' Concerns
958. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for the

Environment:
I refer to the works approval application by Solo Meats Abattoir, for Lot 343
Cockramn Road, Cingin and ask -
(1) Has the Minister received approaches from local residents expressing

their concern at the unsuitability of the present site for this abattoir
proposal?

(2) What investigations regarding this application are to be carried out by
the Environmental Protection Authority?

(3) Given the residents' concerns, will he undentake to ensure the works
application is subjected to a full environmental review and management
program, taking into consideration noise, odour and possible
underground water pollution factors?

(4) Will he also take action to institute a study into Lennards Brook, situated
close to the abautoir site, to determine whether this waterway is, or is
likely to become, polluted resulting in damage to existing flora and
fauna?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for the Environment has provided the following response -

(1) Yes.
(2) Whatever investigations are necessary to establish whether or not the

proposal is environmentally acceptable.
(3) 1 am currently considering a number of appeals on the level of

assessment.
(4) For the proposal to proceed there would have to be no unacceptable

environmental impacts.

EDITH COWAN UNIVERSITY - STUDENT GUILD COUNCIL BUDGET
REQUIREMENTS, STUDENTS'- CONCERN

960. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Education:
(1) Is the Minister aware that some students at Edith Cowan University allege the

Student Guild Council is failing to follow requirements regarding the
preparation of its budget for this year and last year?

(2) What action can the Government take to investigate this situation?
(3) What can concerned students do to see budget requirements are met by the

Student Guild Council?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Advice from the university is that a student has written to the Vice Chancellor

and the Chancellor about issues related to the Student Guild's budget.
(2) The guild is a body corporate and is subject to the corporations law. Guilds

must keep proper records of their financial transactions and have them audited
at least once a year. Action can be taken in the context of this law.

(3) Concerned students should ensure that they attend meetings of the guild to
make their concerns known and that they vote at guild elections.

Changes can be made to guild regulations if these are approved by the student
body and are subject to a process of review by the university council. See
also (2) above.
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MUSEUM, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN - AMMUNITION, PURCHASING FUNDS
965. Hon E.J. CHARLTON to the Minister for The Arts:

(1) Does the Western Australian Museum make funds available for the purchase
of ammunition?

(2) If yes, for what purpose is the ammunition used?
(3) Have funds been allocated in the form of local purchase order by the Museum

for the purchase of ammunition?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) For the purposes of -

(a) collecting zoological specimens,
(b) shooting kangaroos for food in accordance with Aboriginal tradition

when anthropologists are in company of Aboriginal people.
(3) No.

SECRET HARBOUR, SOUTH OF ROCKINGHAM - SLASHING OF
VEGETATION

Sodl and Land Conservation ActEnforcemems Delay
966. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Police representing the Minister

for Agriculture:
(1) Has slashing of vegetation at Secret Harbour south of Rockingham begun?
(2) If yes, has the agent/owner lodged a notice of intention to clear with the

Department of Agriculture?
(3) If not, has action been taken to halt clearing?
(4) Was the department advised that slashing of the vegetation had commenced?
(5) If yes, when was it notified?
(6) Has there been any delay in enforcing the Soil and Land Conservation Act on

the land at Secret Harbour?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following response -

(I) Yes.
(2) The agent for the owners lodged a letter with the Deputy

Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation advising their intention
to slash vegetation for purposes of searching the area for ordinance.

(3) The action was not considered clearing as defined in the regulations
requiring notification of intent to clear. The residential development
may be associated with clearing in the future. The Commissioner of
Soil Conservation is providing advice to the Department of Planning
and Urban Development on this issue.

(4) Yes, by a third parry.
(5) 2 November 1992.
(6) Not applicable.

SUPREME COURT - APPEALS AGAINST DECISIONS BY MAGISTRACY
968. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

(1) How many appeals has there been to the Supreme Court this year against a
decision by the magistracy?

(2) How many of these appeals have been upheld?
(3) How many appeals have been ceded?

OM97-3
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(4) How many of the above appeals were funded by the Legal Aid Commission
and what is the tota] cost to the commission for the first six months of this
year?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I anm advised as follows -

(1) 156 to single judge
five to Full Court.

(2) 44upheld.
(3) This information is not readily available.
(4) The Crown Law Department does not record this information.

CRAYFISH - TROPICAL, NORTH OF THE STATE
Licences Issued; Studies

970. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Parliamrentary Secretary, H-on Mark Nevill representing
the Minister for Fishenies:
(1) How many licences have been issued to catch tropical crayfish in the north of

the State?
(2) How many of these licences are held by professional fisherman?
(3) Is there any restriction on the quantity of tropical crayfish which can be taken

by each licensee?
(4) Are any studies being undertaken on tropical crayfish and if yes when is it

anticipated the studies will be complete and a report available?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) Sixteen professional fishermen are authorised to catch tropical rock
lobster from a total of 13 licensed fishing boats.

(2) Sixteen.
(3)-(4)

No.
ABALONE - ROLLING CLOSURES

Residual Stock Assessment Methods
971. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Parliamentary Secretary, Hon Mark Nevill representing

the Minister for Fishenies:
(1) Is it correct that some zones have already been partially closed to abalone

fishing?
(2) If yes, which areas?
(3) Is the Log book collation of production records used in assessing abalone stock

resources?
(4) What methods will be undertaken to assess the residual stock status during

rolling closures?
Hon MARK NEVIILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) In the past, yes.
(2) Zone 3.
(3) It assists in assessing abalone stocks.
(4) Research appraisal of all data available on the fishery, including log

book information as required.
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ABALONE - ROLLING CLOSURES
Zone 3 Divers, Work for Roei in Zone 2 Permission

972. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Parliamentary Secretary, Hon Mark Nevill representing
the Minister for Fisheries:
(I) In the event of rolling closures to the abalone fishery, will zone 3 divers be

permitted to work for Roei whenever and wherever they wish in zone 2?
(2) If yes, will the divers be able to work for Roei under the same conditions as

zone 2 divers?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1)-(2)
Decisions on this aspect are yet to be finalised.

ABALONE - PROFESSIONAL DIVERS A DETERRENT TO POACHERS
973. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Parliamentary Secretary, Hon Mark Nevill representing

the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) Does the Government believe that the presence of professional abalone

fishermen is a deterrent to poachers along the coastline?
(2) If yes, will the Fisheries Department deploy additional inspectors to areas

affected where no professional divers are operating because of the willing
closures?

Hon MARK NEVILL replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) Yes.
(2) The abalone industry on the south coast has been asked to contribute

financially towards the cost of a dedicated abalone patrol to focus on
abalone poaching. The abalone industry benefits largely trough
licence values if stocks are effectively managed, including limiting
poaching. It is not reasonable for the community to pay largely for
that cost where the beneficiaries are mainly the divers.

ABALONE - ROLLING CLOSURES
Zone 2, "Predetermined Minim=w Level"for Minimum Weight' Determination

974. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Parliamentary Secretary, Hon Mark Nevill representing
the Minister for Fisheries:

If rolling closures are introduced in zone 2 will the Minister advise how a
"1predetermined minimum level" in regard to the minimum weight in each are
be determined?

Hon MARK NEVILL replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

The Minister is awaiting a final report from the Fisheries Department an this
issue. Zone 2 divers have also been invited to comment and provide
submissions.

ABALONE - ROLLING CLOSURES
All Three Fishing Zones

975. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Parliamentary Secretary, Hon Mark Nevill representing
the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) Is it intended that rolling closures will be introduced into all three fishing

-zones for abalone?
(2) When will these closures come into force?
(3) What is the scientific basis for implementing rolling closures in the fishery?
(4) Has consultation taken place with all divers within each fishing zone?
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(5) If not, why not?
(6) Are all divers in agreement with rolling closures?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) No.
(2) Final submissions on zone 2 management to the Minister for Fisheries

have nor been finalised by the Fisheries Department.
(3) To provide the means to estimate the sustainable yield of the fishery is

essentially a "fish down" situation using the De Lury method, a
recognised scientific approach.

Consultations have been undertaken with zone 2 divers. The area of
principal concern in relation to stock sustainabiliry is zone 2.

(6) No.

FORTESCUE HOTEL, WIlTENOOM - SALE DATE
Work Orders; Inspecror's Visits

982. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for North
West:
(1) On what date did the previous owner agree to sell the Fortescue Hotel to the

State Government?
(2) On what date was the sale effected?
(3) What work orders were on the Fortescue Hotel when it was purchased by the

State Government and by whom were they placed?
(4) Were all work orders complied with?
(5) If not, why not?
(6) On what dates has an inspector from the Licensing Court visited the Fortescue

Hotel at Wittenoon since 1984 for the purposes of an inspection?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for North-West has provided the following response -

(1) 4 September 1986.
(2) 8 December 1986.
(3) See the following schedule of requirements issued by the Licensing

Court of Western Australia on 18 August 1986 -

Liquor Act 1970 (section 96)
Schedule of Requirements

Premniese: Forrescue Hotel
File No:
Recommendations

(1) Public Bar
1. 1 Repair damaged bar counter fac ia.

(2) Stairway ex Lounge to 1 st Floor
2.1 Provide angle would strips to each stair (as discussed)

(3) Hotel (exclude self Contained Units) Guest Bathroom Facilities
3.1 Upgrade such areas if used by Public ie; provide

standard acceptable to Court.
Such itemn should be determined by future of Hotel?
Governments Intention regarding Witrenoomn Tourism?
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(4) I st Floor Verandah
4.1 Prohibit patron use of until seine repaired and

structurally sound (verandah timbers are missing
or loose, buckling and uneven)

(5) External
5.1 Repaint west side wall of premises. (le surface with

flaking paint finish)
(6) Self Contained Units

6.1 Repaint all external doors to units.
612 Renew all worn/damaged carpets to floor area -

Wall wall in all units excluding the following -
1, 2, 4,9,10, 11, 14, 15, 17 &20

6.3 Renew all damaged/torn window drapes.
6.4 Rooms 4 & 9 renew missing mosaic floor tiles to _7

shower/toilet area.
(7) Remove dead tree overhanging defined licensed premises (as

discussed).
The above items to be completed in a trade smanlike finish and the
Court notified in writing by December 16, 19 86.
August 18, 1986.

(4) Yes.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) 8 August 1984, 17 June 1985, 6 August 1986, 3 August 1987, 15

October 1987, 19 October 1988.
W=rrNOOM - GOVERNMENT HOUSES, CONCRETE PADS REMOVAL

984. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for North
West:

Will the Minister arrange to have removed, the unsightly concrete pads of
houses owned and demolished by the State Government at Wittenoom?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for North-West has provided the following response -

No arrangements will be made to remove concrete pads of houses owned and
demolished by the State Government at Wittenoom.

EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - MESOTH-ELIOMA
Teachers, Deaths Estimtate

985. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Education:
(1) How many mesotheliomia deaths would be expected among the current

teachers in Western Australia?
(2) What are the con fidence limits on those estimates?
(3) Has the Ministry of Education undertaken any research on this issue?
(4) Have any offers been made to the Ministry of Education to undertake this

work?
(5) Is the Ministry of Education aware of the previous work history and significant

ainosite. and crocidolite exposure among teachers who have contracted
mesothelioma?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) At the present time it is not possible to give a definitive answer to this

question. Evidence gathered by the Department of Occupational Health,
Safety and Welfare indicates that people in education employment have no
greater risk than the balance of the general population.
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(2) Precise estimates - see (I) above - are not available to calculate the confidence
limits.

(3) Limited, please see (1) and (2) above.
(4) No formal offers have been made to undertake this work. Informal

discussions have taken place between the ministry and the UWA Department
of Public Health with the view to exploring suitable proposals for researching
the issues.

(5) The Ministry of Education is aware of previous work history - outside the
teaching service - of some teachers who have contracted mesothelioma. The
Ministry of Education is also aware of cases of significant amosite and
crocidolite exposure outside the teaching environment among teachers who
have contracted mesothelionia.

STATE DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF - NEW TOWN PLANS, KARIJINI
NATIONAL PARK-NEWMAN AREA

986. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Parliamentary Secretary, Hon Tom Stephens
representing the Minister for State Development:
(1) Has the Department of State Development plans to build a new town between

Karijini National Park and Newman?
(2) If so, when is construction planned?
Hon TOM STEPHENS replied:

The Minister for State Development has provided the following reply -

(1) Not to my knowledge.
(2) Not applicable.

HAMERSLEY EXPLORATION - WITfENOOM BASE, VACATION AND
DEMOLITION DATE

987. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for Mines:
(1) On what date did Hamersicy Exploration vacate its exploration base at

Wittenoom?
(2) Approximately when was demolition of the Harnersley Exploration base at

Wirtenoom completed?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Mines has provided the following response -
(1) Late 1985.
(2) The site was cleared and rehabilitated in 1986.

IRON ORE - McCAMEY'S MONSTER IRON ORE DEPOSIT
Mining Approval Date

988. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Attorney General representing the Minister assisting the
Minister for Employment; Trade and Investment
(1) On what date was approval given to mine McCamey's Monster iron ore

deposit near Newman?
(2) When did mining commence?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The Minister assisting the Minister for Employment; Trade and Investment
has provided the following response -

(1) Approval was given on 5 August 1988 to the proposals to commence
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mining the McCamey's Monster iron ore deposit pursuant to clause 8
of the Iron Ore (McCarniy's Monster) Agreement Authorisation Act.

(2) Mining commenced in February 1989.
IRON ORE MINING - CHANNAR IRON ORE DEPOSIT

Mining Approval Date
989. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Attorney General representing the Minister assisting the

Minister for Employment; Trade and Investment:
(1) On what date was approval given to develop Channar iron ore deposit?
(2) On what date did mining commence?
Hon .J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister assisting the Minister for Employment; Trade and Investment
has provided the following response -
(1) Proposals to develop the Channar iron ore deposit were approved on

22 February 1988, pursuant to clause 9 of the Iron Ore (Channar Joint
Venture) Agreement Act 1987.

(2) Construction of the project was completed on 31 December 1989. with
the first shipment of iron ore on 10 January 1990.

WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL - BUDGET 1992-93
990. Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY to the Minister for Police representing the

Minister for Water Resources:
(1) What is the budget for the Water Resources Council for 1992-93?
(2) What proportion of this will be spent on the council's staffing costs?
(3) What projects is the Council undertalking in 1992-93 and what is the

expenditure on each project?
(4) Will the council be engaging outside consultants or contractors during 1992-

93?
(5) If so, how many, at what cast and for what purposes?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following response -

(1) $261 000 - includes $11 000 carried forward from 1991-92.
(2) $150000.
(3) Projects with specific Budget allocations

Rivers Management Workshop $10 000
State of the Rivers Report $25 000
Annual Report and Business Plan $7 000

Projects with no Budget allocation
(Resources from other agencies, or work done by the council
secretariat, council committees and issue groups)

State Salinity Strategy
Sustainable Development Position Paper
Chipping Off the Block - Water Study
Wastewater Management
Water Pricing Policy
Honticulture Contacts List
Rural Water Strategy
Farmlands Reticulation Study - Review
State Country Water Supply Policy
Perth-Bunbuxy Water Allocation Strategy
Water Based Recreation Study
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State of the Rivers - Remainder of State
Groundwater Management Strategy
Groundwater Data Archive
Water Information Director
Horticulture Study - Part of Perth-Bunbury
Management of Underground Storage Tanks
Stare Water Efficiency Strategy
Soil Amendments Study
Other Projects requested by Minister for Water Resources

Projects Monitored
A further 21 projects being undertaken by agencies represented
on council's standing committees.

(4) Yes.
(5) Three Desk Top Publishing $7 000

Rivers Management Workshop Facilitation $6 000
Public Relations $3 000

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - OUTSTANDING WATER
CHARGES, KIMBERLEY REGION

$2.3 million, Amount Owed by Aboriginal Communities
991. Hon P.H. L.OCKYER to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for Water

Resources:
With reference to the answer given to question on notice 883 -

How much of the $2.3 million owed to the Western Australian Water
Authority prior to June 30 1991 is owed by Aboriginal communities in
the Kimberley?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following response-
$434 550.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

SMITH, SERGEANT DESMOND - CURRENT STATUS
628. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

Will the Minister advise the House of the current status of Sergeant Des
Smith?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
Commissioner Bull has today recommended to me the dismissal of Sergeant
Smith from the Western Australian Police Force. This decision was reached
after careful consideration of all the facts, including submissions from
Sergeant Smith's lawyer and members of the community, many requesting
retention of Sergeant Smith in the Police Force.
The matters the commissioner considered to be of paramount importance
were: Joseph Dethridge was a juvenile; he was in police custody; Sergeant
Smith was the officer in charge of the Fremantle lockup; he had a duty of care
to Joseph Deibridge; the assault was committed in the presence of junior staff;
Sergeant Smith should have maintained a high standard of care for detainees;
and the circumstances surrounding the assault. The commissioner concluded
that the actions of Sergeant Smith could not be classified as lawful or excused
by law.
I discussed this matter with the commissioner who assured me that he had
examined carefully all mitigating circumstances of this case. He said that his
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decision was made in the interests of the community and in the light of his
responsibility to maintain the credibility of the Western Australian Police
Force. I agreed with his recommendation. I understand that the notice of
dismissal was forwarded to Sergeant Smith forthwith.

SMITH, SERGEANT DESMOND - COMMISSIONER'S RECOMMENDATION
Minister's Ratification Requirement

629. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) Was it necessary for the Minister to ratify the recommendation of the

Commissioner of Police?
(2) If so, has the Minister formally ratified the decision?
(3) If no ratification was necessary, under what circumstances was the file

referred by the commissioner to the Minister?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

I refer the Leader of the Opposition to section 8 of the Police Act which
provides that the Commissioner of Police must make a recommendation to the
Minister and, for the matter to be concluded, the Minister must approve it.
That is the course we have followed. A file was delivered to my office
containing the relevant material. I sought additional information because I
wanted to ensure that any mitigating circumstances had been taken into
account, particularly the claim that the officer involved had spent 30 days at
the lockup. That caused me some concern and I questioned the commissioner
about that matter. Subsequent information reveals that the 30 days was made
up of a group of five working days and two days' leave. I was also informed
that a month prior to the incident - from 4 April to 5 May - Sergeant Smith
was on leave. The incident occurred on 8 May.

SMITH, SERGEANT DESMOND - INQUIRY
Transfer from Fremantle Police Station Request

630. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
Did the inquiries by the Minister and the commissioner indicate that, prior to
what is now known as the Dethridge incident, Sergeant Smith requested
transfer from the Fremantle Police Station, particularly the lockup area, on the
grounds that he was under severe stress and could not cope with the position?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
As I said, I discussed the matter with the commissioner and ascertained
whether he had taken into account any mitigating circumstances. He
confirmed that he had and that the submission put before him, which he had
carefully considered, contained a number of points: The circumstances of
Sergeant Smith's working conditions and the stress that had been placed on
him; the views of Sergeant Smith's general practitioner and psychiatrist to
whom he had been referred; provocation which Sergeant Smith endured
immediately prior to the incident; the remorse shown by Sergeant Smith since
the incident; his attempts at reconciliation; Sergeant Smith's 17 years of
unblemished record; and the hardship Sergeant Smith and his family bad
endured and would continue to endure. Although he took those matters into
consideration, the commissioner believed he took the necessary action.

SMITH. SERGEANT DESMOND - DISMISSAL
Minister's Ra:tication in Accordance with Police Act

631. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
Will the Minister clearly indicate that he, as the Minister, ratified the section 8
dismissal of Sergeant Smith in accordance with the Police Act?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I have done that.
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SUBIACO OVAL - DEVELOPMENT PLANS AND COST ESTIMATES
632. Hon R.G. PIKE to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(1) Has the Minister seen detailed plans and cost estimates for the proposed
Subiaco Oval developments?

(2) Are those plans and cost estimates available; if so, from where?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1)-(2)

I refer Hon Bob Pike to his own spokesperson on sport to whom I have
conveyed two copies of the report, and whom I see nodding his head in
agreement. I am happy to provide the same report to the member.

DETHRIDGE CASE - TAPES
Minister's First Viewing

633. Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH to the Minister for Police:
(1) On what date did the Minister first hear or see the Dethridge tapes?
(2) On what date did he notify the Premier?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

Dare I say that the Premier probably saw the tapes before I did. I was away
the night they were screened by, I think, Channel 9. 1 saw the full tape on the
Monday following the finalisation of the court case. As I recall, it was not a
matter of moy giving formal notification to the Premier.

SUBIACO OVAL - ASSET VALUE $30 MILLION
634. Hon R.G. PIKE to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

Does the Minister accept the asset value of Subiaco Oval as being in the
vicinity of $30 million?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
It depends on whose figures one uses.

Hon P.O. Pendal: It was probably a nil valuation from your Valuer General.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I understand the value was assessed by a very

respected member of the public. I am happy to convey the member's
comments to him. I am not sure that I can give an answer to that; it is asking
an opinion, If the member wants me to endeavour to detail the components of
that asset value, I am more than happy to do so.

ATTORNEY GENERAL - MINISTERIAL OFFICE
Contract Officers, Employment Statistics and buties

635. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:
In the departments under the control of the Attorney General, how many
persons are employed pursuant to section '74 of the Constitution Act and what
are the duties of the people so employed?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
There used to be an old television program called "Pick a Box". I suppose
that comes to mind because of my age and because I am not up with die
current programs.

Hon George Cash: Ask Dolly next to you.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: However, this question seems to be inviting me to pick a

number. Firstly, I am not sure which officers are covered by the section of the
Constitution Act to which Mr Foss is referring.

Hon Peter Foss: If the Attorney read the second report of the Royal Commission he
would note that it is the people employed under contract.
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Hon IM. BERINSON: I thank the honourable member for clarifying that. It follows
from what I have been saying so far chat I carry in my head neither the
Constitution Act nor the Royal Commission report. However, is the member
referring to contract officers in my ministerial office?

Hon Peter Foss: Yet.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I think I amn right in saying that there is one at the mIost. If

there is any doubt about that I will check the position and correct it if
necessary.

COURTS - TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES CONTRACT
New Monopoly - Verbatim Reporters (1980), Services Cessation

636. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister representing the Minister for Services:
Some notice has been given of this question.
(1) Is it correct that the State Supply Commission has recently removed

the competitive processes for providing State court/tribunal transcripts
in this State?

(2) Has all work now been awarded to ane company?
(3) As a result, has the company Verbatim Reporters (1980), which

provided the transcription services for the Royal Commission and
which currently employs 24 people, now advised that its closure is
imminent?

(4) On what grounds has the Government awarded all such work to one
firm?

(5) Did Verbatim tender competitively with the other firm?
(6) Does this decision take effect from 15 December?
(7) Will the Minister intervene to investigate why the Government is

presiding over the creation of a new monopoly in Western Australia?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Services has provided the following reply-
(1) No. Public tenders were invited by the State Supply Commission.
(2) Yes.
(3) Advice to this effect has been received from Verbatim Reporters.

(4)-(5)
A comprehensive assessment was undertaken by the Cown Law
Department in accordance with tender requirements and specifications,
and the contract was awarded to the successful tenderer on the basis
that it offered the best value for money for the Government Verbatim
Reporters has been advised of the reasns for its non-success.

(6) The contract commences on 17 December 1992 for a period of three
years.

(7) No. This tender has undergone comprehensive analysis and the
successful tenderer advised of the decision.

DARDAN1JP PINE LOG SAWMILL - SUPPORT MECHANISMS FOR LAND
OWNERS

Land Valuation
637. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for

State Development:
(1) On 5 November 1992 the Minister for State Development stated to

Parliament, as reported on page 6363 of Mansard that "A number of
support mechanisms are in place for the people concerned to ensure
that . .. they get something fair and reasonable . . ." in the land value
offered by the company for the land required for the buffer around the
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sawmill. Cart the Minister detail the support mechanisms and
demonstrate where they are incorporated in legislation so that the land
owners, who are cte innocent thir! party in the agreement between the
Stare and the company, can have the same surety afforded the
company?

(2) On 5 November 1992 the Minister for State Development informed
Parliament, as reported on page 6363 of Hansard, tlhat at his request
the Valuer General had conducted a valuation of the land in the blue
and brown area referred to in the agreement.
(a) What were the instructions that the Minister gave to the Valuer

General about the matters to be taken into account in the
valuation?

(b) Is ic not normal valuation practice for land to be valued on its
highest and best use?

(c) What were the matters taken into account by the Valuer
General in determining the land valuation?

(d) If there should be only one value based on the highest and best
use, how can more than one land value be provided to the
company?

Hon TOM STEPHENS replied:
Mr President, the copy of this answer which 1 have is not that which was
shown to me a few minutes ago. Is there a mechanism by which 1 can proceed
with the rest of this answer later in question time?

The PRESIDENT: I do not quite follow what the Parliamentary Secretary is saying.
Is he giving an answer to a question which has not been asked?

Hlon TOM STEPHENS: The answer I have here is not the answer which was given
to me.

The PRESIDENT: If the Parliamentary Secretary can sort thar out we will see what
happens at 5.30 pm.

(See question 646.1
STEPHENS, HON TOM - ELEVATION TO MINISTRY

Question out of Order
638. Hon P.G. PENDAL to Hon Tom Stephens:

Will the Parliamentary Secretary accept this member's congratulations on his
elevation to the Ministry and has he been informed which areas of the State's
administration he is to be unleashed upon?

The PRESIDENT: Order! That question is our of order. The member is not a
Minister yet.

SCHOOLS - YORK PRIMARY
Site Valuation

639. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Attorney General representing the Premier:
(1) Has the primary school site of the York District igh School been

valued by the Valuer General?
(2) If so, what was the valuation of the land and buildings?
(3) If not, when does the Valuer General intend to value the site and

when?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
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(3) Yes. A request has been received by the Valuer General from the
Department of Land Administration to carry out a valuation of the
York Primary School andplaygrounds. It is anticipated that separate
values for the land and buildings will be completed within the next
two weeks.

SITINGS OF THE HOUSE - CHANGES
640. Hon DOUG WENN to the Leader of the House:

As this session of Parliament is drawing to a close, will the Leader of the
House inform the House whether any alteration will be made to the sitting
times for the next fortnight?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
[ met with the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the National Party
last week. For the remainder of this session I will be regularly consulting
them and Hon Reg Davies about the legislative program.
My view is that it will be necessary for me to propose to the House that it sit
for extended times this coming Thursday. That may relate to morning hours,
hours after dinner or both. I cannot at this stage be definite about that as our
proceedings will depend on discussions that I have referred to which will take
place tomorrow. However, I ask members to at least bear that possibility in
mind. It is not necessary at this stage to try to anticipate sitting hours in the
final week of the session.
Again, that will be an issue which will become clearer as we see how the
legislative program is processed this week.

CAMP QUARA NtP - RECOMMENDATION FROM LOCAL COMM1TE
Buildings Restoration; Lease Agreement Tabling

641. Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
My question refers to Camp Quaranup.
(1) Did the Minister receive a recommendation from the locally

established committee's last meeting in July?
(2) If yes, what was the recommendation?
(3) As Camp Quaranup is a major heritage asset of this State, will the

Government be restoring the buildings which are in disrepair?
(4) In view of the proposed change in management will the lease

agreement be tabled in the Parliament?
(5) If yes, when and if not, why not?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
(1) From what I can ascertain the local committee was not required to submit a

formal recommendation. However, the committee was asked to identify a
preferred applicant.
The formal recommendation to appoint Mr and Mrs Lucas came to me, as
Minister, from the recreation camps and reserves board. The preferred
applicants, Mr and Mrs Lucas, were selected because it was believed they
would provide the value added service sought through programming at the
camnp.

(2) No formal recommendation was requested; however, the preferred applicants
were identified and they are the applicants who were subsequently granted the
lease.

(3) The buildings listed under the Heritage Council of Western Australia will be
required to be maintained at a standard comparable to the condition that the
buildings were in at the day of changeover and the lessees will be required to
abide by the regulations and any requirements of the council.
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(4)-(5)
It is not normal practice for leases of this sort to be tabled in this place. I will
ascertain whether there is any compelling reason why I should not table the
lease and, if there is not, I will table it.

SCHOOL BUSES - $200 FEE PER CHILD PER YEAR RUMOUR
642. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the Minister aware of rumours that a charge of $200 per child, per year will
be imposed on school bus users next year?

(2) If so, is the Minister prepared to comment on those rumours?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1)-(2)

I certainly was unaware of any such rumours until the member expressed
some concern about the matter. I can say unequivocally to members that no
such proposition is before me and, if it were, it would not be approved.

SCHOOL PRINCIPALS - HOUSING, RURAL AREAS
No Reservation Policy Change

643. Hon MARGARET McALEER to the Minister for Education:
Some notice of my question has been given to the Minister.
(1) Will the Minister confirm the policy change, "not to reserve housing

for school principals in country towns"?
(2) Will the Minister advise the House of the financial and other benefits

which should flow from this change in policy?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) 1 thank the member for notice of her question and advise there has been no

change to Ministry of Education policy on accommodation for principals.
Accommodation is provided for principals appointed to rural towns. In those
towns where the Ministry of Education controls the allocation of housing to
its employees' housing is reserved for principals. In those towns in which the
Government Employees Housing Authority controls the allocation of
accommodation to all Government employees, housing is allocated on the
basis of the size of the principal's family.

(2) Not applicable.
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HOUSING AUTHORITY - MINISTRY OF

DIJCATION STAFF ACCOMMODATION
Allocation on Family Size Basis

644. Hon MARGARET McALEER to the Minister for Education:
Does the Minister have the same understanding as I have of the Government
Employees Housing Authority's policy in respect of allocating houses on the
basis of family size? I understand that this has applied to pilot projects in
Kailgoorlie and Karratha and that GEHA has specifically disclaimed any
responsibility for reserving housing on the basis of family size in respect of
staff employed by the Ministry of Education. In other words, GER-A has
suggested that any policy of that nature is specific to the Ministry of
Education-

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
It is very hardi for me to respond to what GEH-A is alleged to have told
someone.

Hon N.F. Moore: You should know what it is doing in respect of your teachers.
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I have responded to the member in respect of her previous

question. Mr President1 in your absence another member raised this issue a
few weeks ago. I have informed members of what I have been advised is the
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situation. If members know of teachers in their electorates who are being
housed contrary to what I have said, I would be happy to hear from them and I
will try to sort out the problem. It makes sense to me that housing should be
allocated on the basis of family size. Under the pilot project housing is
allocated on the basis of need of the various departments which have officers
requiring accommodation in those areas. In areas which are not part of the
pilot project and where the Ministry of Education's policy is applied with
respect to the allocation of accommodation, housing is reserved for principals.
This is the second or third time this question has been raised and I repeat that
if members have a particular concern it would be useful if they would give me
the details so that I can have them examined.

ATTORNEY GENERAL - MINISTERIAL OFFICE
New Office, Exchange Plaza

645. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:
(1) Will the Attorney General confirm that his new ministerial office will occupy

two floors of the new Exchange Plaza building?
(2) How many officers will be located at the new ministerial office?
(3) What is the cost of fitting out the two floors of the Exchange Plaza building

for use as the Attorney General's ministerial office, including all furniture,
computer equipment, fax machines, telephones and copying machines?

(4) What is the approximate total cost of carrying out all alterations, including all
plumbing, carpentry, etc to the two floors of the Exchange Plaza?

(5) How many bathrooms and kitchens will be located on each of the two floors
and what is the cost of fitting out these rooms with stoves, dishwashers, etc?

(6) When does the Attorney General anticipate relocating to the new ministerial
office?

(7) What is the annual cost of leasing the two floors as a ministerial office?
Hon I.M. BERINSON replied:

1 thank the Leader of the Opposition for his obvious concern for my comfort.
I1 am not aware of any proposal to move my ministerial office to the
Exchange Plaza building or anywhere else. On what is a fair
assumption that I would know about such a change if it was in the
offing, I believe that even without checking the matter further I can
rest at that point.

(2)-(7)
Not applicable.

DARDANUP PINE LOG SAWMILL - SUPPORT MECHANISMS FOR LAND
OWNERS

Land Valuation
646. Hon TOM STEPHENS :

I am now in a position to provide the answer to question without notice 637 to
the Minister for State Development of which Hon Barry House gave some
notice.
(1) The Minister for State Development on 5 November 1992 - Hansard

page 6363 - stated to Parliament that there were a number of support
mechanisms in place for the people concerned to ensure that they got
something fair and reasonable in the land value offered by the
company for land required for the buffer around the sawmill.

(2) The Minister for State Development informed Parliament on
5 November 1992 - Hansard page 6363 - that at his request the Valuer
General had conducted a valuation of the land in the blue and brown
area referred to in the agreement.
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(3) The support mechanisms alluded to by die Ministrer included his strong
encouragement chat the company negotiate on a reasonable
commercial basis to acquire from the landowners the land coloured
blue on the agreement plan block A, and chat the Environmental
Protection Authority would, through the CER process, address the
noise pollution concerns and the use of the resumption provisions of
the Dardanup agreement as a last resort to ensure that the landowner
would be compensated under the provisions of the Public Works Act
should the company require the subject lands for its project and
commercial negotiations between the parties break down.
The requirement on the company to negotiate the purchase of the blue
areas is not included in the agreement. It is not reasonable for such a
provision to be incorporated into a State agreement as no similar
requirement can be placed on landowners to sell as they are not parties
to the agreement. The matters of environmental clearance for the
project and resumption are incorporated into the agreement as is
standard with modem State agreements.

(4) (a) The Department of State Development, on the instruction of
the Minister for State Development, requested on 29 July 1992
that the Valuer General provide advice on the value of
propenies within each of the blue and the brown areas. The
instruction to the Valuer General was to base the valuation on
current zonings, and what the properties would be worth if the
expectations of owners for hobby farrrfdevelopment were met
together with an estimate of the cost of development; chat is, to
enable a calculation of the profit potential of any development.

(b) The Valuer General's office advises that nornal valuation
practice is for land to be valued on its highest and best practical
use as able to be reasonably approved by the governing bodies.
It is arguable, however, whether the land in question has any
potential for development in view of the ability of existing
industries to object to subdivision proposals.
During February 1992 the Shire. of Dardanup deferred
consideration of two applications to rezone land adjacent to the
sawmill in response to objections by industry.

(c) Matters which were taken into account in the Valuer General's
valuation of 12 August 1992 included current zoning, potential
for rezoning, likely realisation prices for subdivided lots,
expected lot yield, expected selling and development period,
likely development costs, the expected margin for profit and
risk any developer would expect, and holding costs such as
interest and rates and taxes.

(d) Since the Valuer General's 12 August 1992 valuation had not
responded to a valuation based on current zoning (2)(a)(i)
above of the land in question - that is, having regard for any
future rezoning the land may have - a second valuation on this
basis was sought.
In the second Valuer General's Office valuation of
17 September 1992 no reduction in value was made to land
zoned "small holding" and "small holding development area"
as the valuer believed that with a deferment allowance for
planning processes such land could be expected to be
subdivided.
Copies of each of the valuations were provided to the company
and to Landuse Australia Pty Ltd, a company which represents
certain landowners at Dardanup.
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ATTORNEY GENERAL - LETTER FROM ROYAL COMMISSION
Commnunication of Contents and Antarchmenrs; Tabling

647. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:
Some notice has been given of this question.
(1) Did the Attorney General communicate any of the information

contained or inferred in a letter that he received on or about
21 September 1992 from the Royal Commission - that is, the letter
referred to in question without notice No 600 of I11 November 1992 -
to any of his Cabinet colleagues or any member of the Government
and, if so, to whom?

(2) Were there any attachments to the letter and, if so, did he or any
member of his staff communicate any of the contents of the
attachments, or any inference that could be drawn from the
attachments, to any member Of the Government or its staff and, if so,
to whom?

(3) Will the Attorney General table, or otherwise make available, the letter
from the Royal Commission and any responses that he has made to the
Royal Commission and, if not, why not?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
I thank the Leader of the Opposition for some notice of this question.
(04-2)

Yes, the contents of the letter and the attachments were provided to the
Minister for Fuel and Energy and the Crown Solicitor.

(3) 1 have asked the Crown Solicitor for advice on the tabling of the
document and I will respond further on this aspect of the question
when I have that advice.
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